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Defeat hurts Reagan

Republicans back
plan despite vote
By CLIFF HAAS
terribly hurt. ... Oh, I wish they'd
Associated Press Writer
behaved differently, but then
WASHINGTON (API — The everybody makes mistakes."
Republicans who deserted PresiThe president, who was traveldent Reagan as the Senate over- ing in Utah as the vote was taken,
rode his veto of a $14.2 billion said there could be more vetoes.
spending bill say they still are
"They'd better practice at that
committed to his economic pro- (overriding the veto) because
gram despite their vote.
they're going to get a chance to do
Reagan, meanwhile, said that that every time they send an apwhile he was hurt by the defeat in propriation down that is over the
Congress, the outcome would not budget." Reagan said. "I'm going
discourage him from vetoing to veto it again."
other measures he considers
The 10 senators who did not vote
"budget busters."
included conservative
The Republican-controlled
Republicans Harrison Schmitt of
Senate stunned Reagan Friday by
New Mexico, Arlen Specter of
allowing the bill to become law. Pennsylvania, Dan Quayle and
The vote was 60-30, exactly the Richard I.ugar of Indiana, Thad
two-thirds necessary to override Cochran of Mississippi, James
the veto. The House voted 301-117 McClure of Idaho and John Tower
Thursday to reject the president's of Texas. The other three were
veto.
Democrats Ernest F. Hollings of
Twenty-one Senate Republicans South Carolina, John Stennis of
voted against the president.
Mississippi and Lloyd Bentsen of
Senate Budget Committee Texas.
Chairman Pete V. Domenici, RAides said all but Tower were
N.M., who voted against Reagan, opposect•to or leaning against the
said the move "has little or no veto.
relevance to austerity."
Only once before had Congress
He also denied that the vote has overridden Reagan's veto, and
"fractured the discipline we have. that was on a relatively minor
shown" in reducing federal spen- copyright protection bill.
ding. -I kind of regret that he's
One Senate source, who asked
(Reagan been led to believe this not to be quoted by name, said
is a budget-buster." Domenici
(Continued On Page 2)
•
said on the Senate floor.
Sen. Mark 0. Hatfield. R-Ore.,
chairman of the Appropriations
Committee who had shepherded
the measure through the Senate,
disputed administration claims it
was a budget buster.
"There comes a time when conscience and principle transcend
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
AP)
loyalty to one's party and one's Sens. Wendell Ford and Walter
president," Hatfield said. But he, Huddleston, both fl-Ky., voted
too, made it clear his support for with the majority Friday when the
the president was not wavering.
U.S. Senate overrode the presiJust before the vote, Majority dent's veto of a $14.2 billion spenLeader Howard H. Baker Jr., R- ding bill.
Tenn., begged senators to conThe Senate. one day after the
tinue Congress' "partnership" House paved the way for the overwith the president in the effort to ride, voted 60-30 to overrule Presicontrol federal spending.
dent Reagan.
"This is not the time to end that
The measure, which Reagan
partnership," Baker said, noting said would bust his budget, inthe decline in interest rates since cludes authorization for the
Congress approved last month
government to proceed with flood
legislation to increase taxes and
control projects in eastern Kencut spending. The package was tucky near Pineville and Barbour-*
designed to cut the deficit.
ville and along the Tug Fork,
Nonetheless, Reagan, when askwhich separates Kentucky and
ed if he was angry at Republicans southern West Virginia.
who voted against him. said, -No,
Huddleston, in a statement
I'm not angry. I'm just terribly, issued by his Washington, D.C., of-

321

WINNING TOUCHDOWN — Before more than 3,500 screaming
fans, David McCui.ston crashed over from two yards out to give Murray High its only points and a 6-3 victory over crosstown rival
Calloway County, Friday night. The rivalry, continued after a year's

layoff, was marred by 11 fumbles and two interceptions. The win improved MRS advantage in the series to 3-0 over the Laker!. For
more game photos and story, see today's sports section, Pages 6-7.
Staff photo by Jennie Gordon

Money supply dims hope for drop in interest rates
NEW YORK (API — Hopes for
a new round of interest rate cuts
have been dampened by reports
that two widely followed
measures of the nation's money
supply are growing faster than the
Federal Reserve Board would
like.
The Fed said Friday that
the basic money supply, rose $900

Kentucky senators
vote with majority
fice said that the supplemental appropriations bill also includes
authorization for the government
to spend money for work on abandoned mines across the state.
Ford said the president goofed
when he claimed the bill would
bust the budget. "It was a mistake
on his part to tag it with that
label," Ford said.
The vote by the Republicandominated Senate, Ford said, "indicates there is dissatisfaction
with the president's priorities ...
that message was delivered loud
and clear today."
Of Kentucky's nine congressmen, just two — Reps. Carroll Hubbard, a Democrat, and
Gene Snyder, a Republican —
voted to sustain the veto.

million in the final week of
August. It was the sixth straight
weekly jump in the measure of
funds readily available for
spending, placing M1 above where
the Fed would like it to be by the
time September ends.
A broader money supply
measure, known as M2 and
reported on a monthly basis, grew
at an even faster rate, rising $22.8
billion in August,the Fed said.
Many economists believe that
too-fast money growth spurs
inflation, while too-slow growth
chokes off economic activity. Fed
critics contend the central hank
had been too restrictive earlier
this year in making reserves
available to banks, driving

interest rates to record levels and
pushing the economy into a
prolonged and painful recession.
The discount rate, the interest
the Fed charges on loans to
banking institutions, was cut from
12 percent to 10 percent in a series
of moves in July and August that
helped send other interest rates

Guerillas regroup
BEIRUT, Lebanon APi
As
the last troops of a multinational
peacekeeping force prepared to
leave west Beirut, a PLO leader
said the Palestinian guerrillas
were regrouping in Lebanon to

Campbell appointed
KSP deputy director
FRANKFORT. Ky. ( AP) —
Marion Campbell, replaced
earlier this week as commissioner
of the Kentucky State Police, has
been named deputy commissioner
by the man who took his place.
Acting Commissioner Billy
Wellman made the announcement
on Friday.
Wellman, who was appointed as
Justice Secretary and acting KSP
Commissioner on Thursday by

Bustin'loose
The 10th annual Lambda Chi Alpha social fraternity 'Watermelon Bust' was held Friday at Murray
State University. Seven sororities and several dormitories participated in the event which featured
contests. spirit awards, and the crowning of the 1982
'Miss Watermelon Bust.' Tiffany Taylor (below),
Murray. was selected from a field of contestents all
vying for the title of 'Miss Watermelon Bust.' Miss
Taylor represented the Alpha Omicron Pi social
sorority. The events trophies were presented to
Alpha Phi and Springer Hall in the dormitory division. The spirit trophies went to Alpha Gamma
Delta and Springer Hall in the dormitory' division.
(At left) Members ofSigma Sigma Sigma dance to
the music.(Bottom left( Robin Dumgan. Benton, is
congratulated by her Alpha Gamma Delta sisters
after winning the Musical Water Buckets contest.

Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.. said
Campbell will be a direct liaison to
advise him on the operations of
state police for the next few
weeks.
Wellman said that he reviewed
Campbell's "track record- and
found he has -an exemplary
record of achievement and
possesses a professional
knowledge of state police operations.
"Marion Campbell has expressed his loyality to me and I am
comfortable. working with him. I
expect him to be most beneficial
in helping me administer ,the
department,- Wellman said in a
release.
Wellman spent most of the day
Friday with Campbell and
members of his staff being briefed
on different facets of state police
operations.
He is scheduled to be briefed on
the other operations in the Justice
Cabinet on Monday and is expected to name a deputy adjutant
general early next week to run the
day-to-day operations of the
Department of Military Affairs.
Brown transferred Military Affairs to the Justice Cabinet and
Wellman still has -overall command of that department.
Wellman is to meet with Army
National Guard staff this weekend
at Trooper Island near Burnside,
a yearly meeting that had already
been scheduled.

Future Racers
weekend slated

•

falling to two-year lows. But rates
have stabilized in recent weeks.
In the nation's credit markets,
where the latest figures were in
line with expectations, interest
rates had been rising during the
week and were little changed after
the report was released at 410
p.m. EDT.

continue their war against Israel.
Nayef Hawatmeh, leader of the
pro-Soviet Democratic Front for
the Liberation of Palestine, told a
news conference:Friday that the
guerrillas were gathering in the
eastern Bekaa Valley and the
north "for an inch-by-inch war
against Israel," the rightist Christian Voice of Lebanon radio said.
He reportedly was at an unidentified refugee camp near the port
of Tripoli. 50 miles north of Beirut,
where he arrived from Syria on
Thursday.
Hawatmeh, whose guerrillas
were evacuated from west Beirut
under the supervision of
American, French and Italian
troops, said the Palestine Liberation Organization would "continue
its operations against Israel from
Lebanon."
Another 2.000 fighters reportedly remained in west Beirut under
a secret pact. The PLO is an umbrella organization of eight guerrilla groups.
French paratroopers and 532
Italian soldiers on Friday took
over Positions from 800 U.S.
Marines, who completed their'
missionand sailed for Naples. Italy aboard five amphibious ships of
the 6th Fleet.
Adm. James Watkins, chief of
naval operations, told a Pentagon
news conference the Americans
would take a liberty call.

cloudy tonight
Partly cloudy tonight with a
20 percent chance of rain and
lows in the mid to upper 60s.
Winds will, be out of the
southeast at 10 miles an hour.
Hazy. warm and humid Sunday
with a 50 percent chance of rain
and highs in the mid 80s.

today's index
Two Sections —28 Pages
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A Future Racers Weekend for
the brothers and sisters of Murray
State University students will be
sponsored by the Office of Student
Development Friday and Saturday,Sept. 17 and 18.
Ross Meloan, coordinator of
Future Racers Weekend, said the
MISS
purpose of the event is to provide
YOUR PAPER!
Racer family members of all ages
Subscribers who ,hove nor
with an opportunity to see what
MSU has to offer."
-received ,their home-delivered
•
really want these special. cOpy of Tim Alarm laigar &NM'campus visitors to hare a good
by '5-30 pm Monday-Friday or
time with their brothers and
by 3 30 p rn Saturdays ore urged
sisters," he added.
to coll 753 1916 between 5:30
The gerests may purchase
p.m. sad 6 p in Monday throw_sh Fritickets at half-price to the Sept. 18, day or 3.30 p fn. and 4 p in. Satyr
Continued On Page 21
days
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'You can do it'

Murray State's Project Apollo builds confidence in participants
GOLDEN POND
A Chinese
proverb on the wall above Bill
Holt's desk in the Carr Health
Building at Murray State University reads. "1 hear - and I forget.
I see -- and I remember. I do
and I understand.
Bill Holt is the director of Project Apollo, a national demonstration program in outdoor experimental education, and the
proverb is the program's motto.
If the motto were changed to
simply, You can do it," it would
express the idea of Apollo equally
as well.
Apollo is an extension of the Upward Bound Program which provides disadvantaged high schoolstudents with tutoring in college
proparatory course work and offers "them information about
financial aid.
Serving Upward Bound students
from 17 eastern and midwestern
states on a regular basis. Apollo
focuses on personal growth,
education through experience in
an outdoor environment, adventure, stress and challenge
courses. It is the only nationally
funded course of its kind and helps
students build their selfconfidence.
It evolved when Upward Bound
students from MSU began coming
to LIU. for simple weekend
outings in 1970.
Officials at 1.131- a I70.000-acre
national recreation demonstration
area in Golden Pond, agreed to
help with the project and made the
Pond Hollow Bivouac area
available as Apollo's base of
operations,
-Without the cooperation of
TVA. Project Apollo would never
have materialized," said Holt,
who has been Apollo's director
since its inception. "They provide
us with staff resources. maintennance, living facilities, and access
to the entire 170.000 acres of
LBL."
"Both LBI„ which is federally
funded. and Project Apollo are national demonstrations." Holt added. It was a perfect marriage
and probably could not have happened anywhere else in the country .••

PLOTTING THE COURSE — Project Apollo instructor Chas
Rauch studies the map to insure that the course plotted by his group
is close enough to get them to their destination. Each group spends
one day on a nine-mile cross-country hike in TVA's Land Between
The Lakes.
Apollo was funded by the U.S.
Office of Education in September
1973 and started its first official
program the following November.
Since that time, it has served 4,000
Upward Bound students from 42
states and Puerto Rico.
The Apollo staff occasionally
conducts courses for other groups.
"We do this on a very small
scale for high schools, churches.
and other special groups," Holt
said.
The year-round program currently has two different courses to
help students gain confidence and
learn to function in group situations. Athena. a five-day course, is
conducted in the spring i midFebruary to mid-May ) and fall
I mid -September to mid December.• and Poseidon. an
eight-day course, is conducted in
the summer Imid-May to the end
of August).
There is no charge to participating schools f,
r the students

enrolled in Apollo. Their home Upward Bound Program pays for
their transportation and Apollo
pays for onsite expenses.
When students arrive at Pond
Hollow Bivouac, they are placed
in one of three groups with people
from diverse geographical locations.
"I expected to be with a lot more
people from Ohio," said 17-yearold Eric Valentine, who is a senior
at Walnut Ridge High School in
Columbus. "But it wasn't too bad
because I met a lot of new people."
The students are given equipment for living in the wild —
waterproof poncho, head cover.
compass, maps, food, eating utensils, canteen, backpack, and firstaid kit.
Each group is assigned two instructors. Besides Holt and Larry
Wood, assistant director since
1975, the staff includes seven fulltime instructors, one intern, and
one logistics coordinator.
"Nothing here is handed to the
students," Wood said. "They have
to find out about themselves by doing the things required,"
Almost immediately after they
arrive, students are initiated into
the Teams Course, a series of
obstacles. Besides establishing
group trust, the course gives the
students a chance to meet other
members of the group.
"Learning to work with others
to accomplish a common goal is
necessary in everyday life," Holt
said.
Diane Finnegan, a 15-year-old
from Gerard, Penn., felt working
together was one of the most vital
parts of the course. "You've got to
trust your life with other people

when you're out here," she said.
From this first activity through
the last one on the eighth day, the
pace rarely slackens as the
groups' days are filled with cave
exploration, hiking, canoeing.
rapelling, rock climbing, and conquering a ropes course.
Taken individually, and in small
doses, these activities would be
fun for most people. But entertainment is not Apollo's purpose.
Teaching basic skills and building
confidence and self-respect are
the purposes.
"This program has gotten me
used to doing things I wouldn't
normally do," said Jeff Smith, an
18-year-old from Danville, and a
senior at Danville High School.
"I'm terrified of heights and I still
did the swing."
Although the pace is rigorous,
Project Apollo has an excellent
safety record. The most serious
injury in this particular group was
a slightly sprained knee one girl
suffered while exploring a cave.
The food, which consists of such
simple things as peanut butter,
crackers, sardines, rice, and tuna
fish, elicited no complaints from
the students. "It's really good,"
one student chirped brightly.
The lack of modern showers
during the program was not accepted quite as well, however.
"There was no soap, no
nothing," complained Becky
Redner, a 14-year-old from Monticello, and a freshman at Wayne
County High School.
The students bathed by swimming in lakes and occasionally got
their drinking water from
streams.
"The whole concept of an outdoor adventure program is to
become compatible with naturc
and the outdors, which involves
the use of natural water." Holt explained. "This means no showers.
The first people in this area didn't
have showers,so we don't either."
Throughout the course, latent
qualities in the students, such as
leadership and confidence,
emerge.
When first introduced to such
activities as rapelling, many
students approach the task warily, feeling that the chore is impossible. But that's when the instructors give the most encouragement and the motto "You
can do it" comes into play.
"Most people can do more than
they think they can," Holt said.
"The idea of having them accomplish these feats is so they will
transfer their newly acquired selfconfidence back to the
classrooms."
Most of the students felt many
positive results come from participating.
"I learned to respect other people and to respect myself," said
Gary Perry, a 17-year-old from
Revelo, a senior at Corey County
High School.

I'MA:3.Saturti
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LEARNING THE ROPES — Pilot Rock, near Hopkinsville, is
perhaps the largest obstacle that the Project Apollo students have to
conquer. The climb to the top is slow and painstaking but the 80-foot
rappel straight down takes more courage than time.
"This kind of makes you think
no goal is impossible to reach if
you put forth the effort," said
Christy Carter, a 15-year-old from
Greenville. Alabama, a junior at
Greenville High School.
Diane Finnegan agreed, saying

"I think the main thing is mind
over matter, which means you can
do something if you put your mind
to it."
"Don't ever say can't," the
junior at Northwestern High
School added,"because you can."

..
LENDING A HAND — The wall is a teams course obstacle. It is
designed to make the participants put their minds together and work
as a team to get everyone over the wall without ever having more
than three people on top at one time.
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Second bike-a-thon to benefit diabetes association

Veto...
(Continued From Page 1
Baker made a last-ditch effort ,to
sustain the veto by asking several
senators if one would withholdhis
vote, thus pairing with Tower..
In a so-called -live pair," a
senator announces his preference
but withholds his vote out of
courtesy to an opponent who is
away, with the effect of canceling
one another out.
Tower. who was absent, would
have supported the president. The
Texas senator had left earlier in
the day to attend the Republican
state convention in his home state,
despite Baker's request that he remain in town.
This source said three
Republicans .—S. C.4eles
Grassley and Roger Jepsen of
Iowa and Alfonse D'Amato of New
York
spurned the offer and the
effort failed.
Had Baker been successfpl. the
veto might have been sustained.
Tower said later from Texas,
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TENTING TONIGHT — With a tarp pitched between two trees, the camps are very simple and only used to eat supper and rest for the
group starts setting up camp after a long hard day. There are no nest day's activities,
bunkbeds or nice, hot showers for the Project Apollo group. Their
TVA photos by Chris Sharpe

-I'm not sure I could have turned
the outcome ,around. The ledership was unable to do so. And I
think this was the kind of situation
where everybody has his mind
made up."
Overall, the measure. was $1.9
billion below the amount Reagan
requested, but called for $918
million more on domestic programs than Reagan wanted and
$2.1 billion less for defense.
In addition, it contained $350
millioh for the administration's
new Caribbean Basin assistance
program. money that many officials predicted Reagan would
not win in a second bill if the veto
were sustained.
Included to tql.. disputed 4918
million in domestic spending was
$210 . million for a program of
senior citizens community service
jobs; $217 million for student
financial assistance and $148
million'for education aid for disadvantaged students.

The Calloway-Marshall Coun- may obtain sponsor sheets from
before 7:00 p.m.
riding 25 miles or more.
ties Chapter of the American Spoke and Pedal, Murray and
After completion of any rider,
The Bike-A-Thon is a fun way to
Diabetes Association, the Murray Calloway County Middle and High
the biker must return to the
raise money for the American
Bike Club and Alpha Delta Pi School offices, McDonalds, the
registration area for certification
Diabetes Association programs of
Sorority are co-sponsoring the se- MSU University Student Center
of the number of miles ridden. All
research, education, and services
cond annual Diabetes Bike-A- information desk or Murraymonies must be turned 'in to the
to help the 10 million Americans
Thon Sunday, Sept. 19, in Murray. Calloway County Hospital public
Diabetes Chapter by October 7,
with diabetes. By riding in the
This special fundraising event is relations department. All the
1982, to be eligible for prizes.
Bike-A-Thon and collecting money
open to anyone wanting to ride a rider has to do is go to friends,
Because the Bike-a thon is sanc- from sponsors, a person will help
bicycle any distance up to 100 neighbors, business tioned by the League of American
to combat the third leading cause
miles.
establishments or relatives to sign
Wheelman ( LAW), cyclists are
of death in this country, diabetes,
There will be four routes: one 12 them up as sponsors.
eligible to earn LAW patches for
as well as having fun.
mile route,two 25 mile routes, and
A sponsor is a person willing to
one 38 mile route. The Murray
contribute a specific amount of
State University stadium will be
money per mile ridden by a
available for those who want to cyclist. The tax deducts ble checks
ride less than 12 miles Maps of from the sponsors are collected by
the routes will be provided at the
(Continued From Page 1)
the bike rider after the rider
use MSU racquetball courts and
registration desk.
returns to the sponsors with a cer- football game with Central
bowling alleys.
All of these routes will be well tificate which verifies the number
Missouri. A free mime show in the
Meloan said that the university
rn-V•ked and....fnr safety, they do of mile!
University Center will follow the
will provide the puce'
,7tilit-a free
not travel'main thoroughfares. A
All bikers must froster and 'game.
-Saturday brunch at. Winslow
pick-up service will also be pro- begin their ride at the 15th Street
Some of the activities planned
cafeteria.
vided for Bike-A-Thoo var,
for the siblings include a rodeo
west entrance of the University
Reservations may be made by
ticipants who have physical or 'Student Center on the Murray
dimonstration, refreshments in
calling I.isa Sons, program coormechanical problems along the State University campus Bidets the dorm, a campus tour and ex- dinator for. the Housing Office at
routes.
hibitions try several club sport 762-2310 or Ross Meloan at 762may begin anytime after 7:00 a.rn
Persons who wish to participate
teams. They will also be able to 6831.
and must complete the course

Future Racers...
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U.S. must produce jobs
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Unemployment is usually portrayed as a number
or a line.
But unemployment is experienced neither by
numbers nor lines: The painful experience of being
told, "You can't work here," falls on the shoulders
and heart of a human being. The experience is not
pleasant. It can last for a day or it can extend for
months. For some of the people laid off in August,
the future will be an unending wait for a job that
never comes.
In the current parlance of economists, the
unemployed are America's inflation-fighters. They
get no medals for helping our system weather the
business cycle. Some get unemployment checks.
Others get welfare. A few, sympathy. But most get
the spoken and unspoken disapproval of their working fellows and the censure of our society.
In a society based on work, the unemployed live
under a stigma of failure. The fear of being fired is
supposed to keep workers productive, but the toils
of unemployment — humiliating waits in government offices, calls from creditors, pleas from
children — wear down self respect and sometimes
destroy the will to work. By expelling surplus
workers to make businesses more efficient, our
system puts an immense burden on our government, making it even more inefficient. Unemployment may ease inflation, but the wages of
unemployment mean less money for medicine and
schools — the future.
"Citizens of the USSR shall have the right to
work." So reads the Soviet constitution. The Soviet
economy is inefficient and the Soviet standard of
living is low in part because of the unproductivity of
the Soviet worker, often employed in make-work
jobs. But the Kremlin can claim the Soviet Union
has succeeded in employing nearly all members of
its labor force.
Not so in the United States. We can produce
enough of everything, it seems, except jobs. In 1946
Congress attempted to pass a full employment act:
It was watered down to mean nothing. In 1978, the
Congress passed the Humphrey-Hawkins Employment Act, directing the government to adjust fiscal
and monetary policies to reduce unemployment to 4
percent by 1983. Instead, unemployment has grown
to the highest level since the Great Depression.
That is, hard-headed Americans will say, how it
should be. Capitalism provides more food, more
housing, more freedom for more people than any
other system on Earth, and if firing people in bad
times is necessary for it to survive, so be it.
They are right about capitalism's gift for production, but wrong not to direct tha gift for producing
jobs. Japan has succeeded in generating an industrial revolution on imported energy while keeping nearly all its people employed. Japan's secrets?
Efficent management, stronger company devotion
to employees and a homogenous populaton.
The vast majority of Americans would rather be
capitalist than communist, but would also rather be
employed than unemployed. The current unemployment crisis will not spark revolution, but rather
cause suffering. The production of jobs remains the
greatest challenge facing our society and our way
of life.
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by lorry mcgehee

southern seen

Falling into autumn
Autumn is in my mind today. I hear
my memory a-tinkle with its piano
keys struck by Roger Williams playing "Autumn Leaves," and of Walter
Huston, long-dead, singing
"September Song." The days hurry
by when you reach September, but
the heart says,"Whats the rush?"
Fall is a funny feeling of inbetween. There was a place during
my adolescent years where a hillside
creek emptied into a basin of clear
water, ice cold, and formed a pool
twenty or so feet deep. In the heat of
summer, we'd let ourselves be swept
down the rushing stream and into the
mirror-surfaced pool, and then float,
roasting on our upper sides and freezing on our submerged sides. Later,
when we were old enough to have
tasted Baked Alaska, burning on the
outside but ice cream on the inside,
we would feel those swimming parties at Standing Rock all over again.
when the blaze of the leaves seems
inconsistent with the nip in the air,
when summer hesitates to go and
winter hesitates to enter, a time of
being in between.
In recent years, as autumn
creates its masterpieces of colors
that seem impossible for it to create,
much less to repeat, year after year,
I've been troubled that such a season
of beauty could have become the
source of human conflict.
Autumn points all of us to the
natural world outside our manmade
habitats. But how we individually see
what is there depends to a great deal
on what we want to see. Unforunate-

ly, all of the interests in the economy
and in the environment that have intensified in the last decade have
Created two separateand warring
ways of seeing the environment.
The extremes of the two views are
explotation and preservation. Man
and his economy need natural
resources to fuel an economy that, if
allowed to sag, increases human
poverty and suffering. On the other
hand, man needs to preserve natural
beauty for spiritual renewal purposes and needs to conserve natural
resources to have more to share with
future generations.
To both functions, nature presents
the illusions each side wishes to find
there. The conservationist ignores
the savagery of forest animals and
the decay of plants and the ravages
of weather, and assumes the rich
resources in the trees or beneath the
soil can be found elsewhere or used
more sparingly. The producer is interested in meeting the public's demand for products that are made of
those resources. Both sides, until
recently, have been overwhelmed by
the sheer abundance of nature. Only
as the population bas grown and as
the world has become wealthy
enough to demand more products has
there been any real conflict.
And that is a true tragedy. The
very thing that brought everyone
together — namely, the size and
beauty of raw nature — has now
become the thing that divides us into
warrilng camps and a battlefield

over which we fight. Nothing so
uniting as nature ought to be so
divisive. Now the "in-between" feeling of autumn has come to symbolize
harsh human conflict, rather than
hesitant gear shifts of the seasons.
Such conflicts are becoming more
and more frequent all over the globe.
Perhaps human conflict is a
biological necessity. The physical
world is incapable of expanding. It
can only diminish in size as transportation erases distances,and as
natural wealth is converted into currency and currents and spent. But
the human race increases as the
earth decreases, the race feeding and
growing off the salt-lick given it. Will
we eventually, when our grazing
lands are scarce, go the way of the
buffalo and the buffalo nickel? Or
will we.forced into conflicts, whether
over forests or the Falklands,
somehow uncover hidden natural
laws of peaceful co-existence and
reason? The dread of sudden nuclear
explosion ought not blind us to the
possibility of a slower-extinction.
When Adam and Eve were charged
with the stewardship of the globe,
could they have known centuries
would pass before any real test was
made of how faithful they were to
their work? Was their Fall only a
faint portent of the bigger one yet to
come, when the eviction from Eden
would assume the proportions of the
Exodus from Egypt?
Our Eden has so awed us, for we
have willingly wanted to be awed,
that we have either exploited it or

The demonstrations that swept Polish cities to
mark the second anniversary of the independent
trade union movement Solidarity proved two
things, neither comforting to the martial law
government of Gen. Wojciech Jaruzelski.
First, popular support for the suppressed trade
union movement remains strong despite the police
state tactics used against opponents of the government.
Second. Solidarity and its supporters can still
organize coordinated and widely scattered activities in defiance of the Polish government's
Soviet-backed repression.
That some demonstrations deteriorated into
rioting against troops and police suggested the
frustration, and indeed desperation, welling up
within Poland's embittered population.
This too, is grim news to a Polish government
that would much prefer a passive populaton resigned to its fate.
Poles, normally an orderly people, have given
history some of its most stirring examples of violent
resistance in the face of impossible odds. Gen.
Jaruzelski and the Soviets peering over his shoulder
are desperate to avoid provoking the Poles into
suicidial resistance.
But if the repression continues, as almost
everyone expects it to do, and Poland's economic
crisis worsens, an uprising is certainly not out of the
question.
What is in doubt is the reaction of the West if Gen
Jaruzelski finds it necessary to tighten the screws.
To date, only Washington has made a serious effort
to stand by the Polish people.
That is to the Reagan administration's credit, and
the shame of our allies in Western Europe.
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else frolicked in it, but have not given
it the careful attention caretakers of
creation are charged to render, The
Creator of nature also created
human minds to tend it, and the
"sin" would be not use those minds
now they are needed.
The renowned church historian.
Roland Bainton, recently re-told the
story of the Englishman driven
through the American mountains
when the trees were at the height of
their color. The American driver
turned to him when the tour was
over, and asked, "Well?" The
Englishman's reply was, "Don't you
think it's a little overdone?"
Overwhelmed both by the
manipulation and by the sheer majesty of nature, and disturbed that
nature could be a cause for human
conflict, my thoughts turn again to
desserts. My brother and I used to
fight over the last piece of pie, until
someone — our mother, or a grandmother — taught us the politeness of
never taking the last serving on a
plate.
As she explained it, we were
always to leave something in case
company dropped in. Or, to. use her
own words, "Jesus may come to our
house any moment,and we need to be
prepared."
Surely there are ways for people of
good will to picnic together on
nature's table and still leave enough
for the sons and daughters of God yet
to come. We must nOt rush to join
either side, but must relish the "inbetween" of justice for b6th sides.

thoughts in season
by Ken Wolf
"Politics is a messy business, and
life is short." wrote the philosopher
Sidney Hook in a passage from his
famous work on The Hero in History
11943 ).
Since political life is messy,
fraught with deception and unpredictability, "we put up with a great
many evils in order to avoid the trouble of abolishing them." But. Hook
goes on to warn us:
It is an old story that when we
refuse to upset our "normal"
life by plunging into the
political maelstrom, and entrust power to others, we
awake someday to find that
those to whom we entrusted it
are well on their way to
destroying "the normal life"
feared to interrupt.

Polish still not defeated
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today in history

looking back into murray's past
Ten years ago
Keith Overby, 9. Murray was a top
winner in 4-H Agricultural Engineering Demonstration at Kentucky State
Fair at Louisville. His demonstration
was on "Principle of Four-Stroke Cycle Engine."
Deaths reported include Warren
Patterson, 69, Solon P. Johnston, 85,
and Mrs. Wane Nancy Gamlin,82.
Linda Boyd,junior at Murray State
University, made her first appearance as majorette with MSU
Marching Band at Murray-Western
Carolina football game on Sept. 9.
She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Lloyd E. Boyd.
Don E. Jones, president of Murray
Bass Club. said the club will meet
Sept. 13 at Captain's Kitchen.
Jen Brady, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. W. Clyde Brady, Mayfield, and
Robert M. Herndon. son of Mr. and
Mrs. C.W. Herndon, Murray, were
married Aug. 12 at First Baptist
Church, Mayfield.
Twenty years ago
Ground is being broken for the new
Murray Hospital almost two years
after Murray and CaUoway Cobrity
approved a . special tax to raise
$750,000 which was, to be matched by
Hill Burton funds for,construction of
• a $1,500,000 hospital.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Viola
• Rowlett, Mrs. Effie Adams, 78, and
' Charlie tVilliamson. •
Danny Kemp, showed the JuniOr*
Champion Jersey Female and
Charles Eldridge the first place
senior calf at Kentucky State Fair,
Louisville, They are members of Col-

lege. High School Chapter of Future
Fariners of America.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Elvin Crouse on Sept. 2.
Margaret Jones, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. G.B. Jones, was one of 27
graduates receiving diplomas from
School of Nursing at Louisville
General Hospital on Sept. 7.
Thirty years ago
Deaths reported. include John
Wesley Lowery, 72, George E.
Washburn. 62. and Mrs. Etta
Futrelle, 74.
''The Houston-McDevitt Cline . is
doing a lot of digging, scraping and
pipe fixing over at their place," from
column."Seen & Heard Around Murray" by James C. Williams.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Hildrey Bement, Aug.
29, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Noble Bray.
Sept. I. and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Coy Hale,Sept. 1.
Elected as officers of Murray Star
Chapter No. 433 Order of Eastern
Star were Clover Cotham. William
Sims. Abbie lee Williams, Cody
Russell, Nell Robbins, Anna Kuhn.
Addle Wilson and Kathryn Sinks_
Forty years ago
Scrap metal collectlyn will begin in
Calloway County next week, according to John T. Cochran and Kirk
A. Pool, . chairmen of the drive for
metal urgently needed in the war effort.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Lucy
Hutchens. 72. and Mrs. Margaret
Kirwan.
Murray Training School with Carmon Graham as direkor will open

with an assembly in the Little Chapel
on Sept. 14.
Murray High and Douglas Schools
will open Sept. 14 with A.B. Austin as
speaker at Murray High. New
teachers include Emily Marie Skinner, Jane Sexton and Ted Haley.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Chambers,
Sept. 5, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Theron
Crouch, Aug. 30, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. M.O. Thomas, Sept. 5. a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Barney Sholar, Sept. 4,
a girl to Mr. and Mrs.0. Guinn Herndon, Sept. 9, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Sedley C. Lovett,Sept. 8. and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Sharp Houston,
Sept. 9.
Fifty years ago
Murray High School and Grades
Schools will open Sept. 12, according
to Supt. W.J. Caplinger and Principal
T.A Sanford.
Deaths reported include Mrs.
William I). Orr, 73, and Mrs Mary
Wells Morris,89.,
Elected as officers of Drum and
Bugle Corps were Claude Anderson.
John Wear. Dick Miller, Otto Swann,
George Williams, Roy Weatherly,
Cliff .Thurman and Latham..Cunningham.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs: James A. Fisher, Sept
3, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs Max
Churchill, Sept. 8.
Mrs. Nellie Tayloe ROSS. former
governor of state of Wyoming and
first woman governor, will speak in
Murray on Sept. 12 in behalf of
Democratic Woman's Organization ,

By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday. Sept. 11, the
254th day of 1982. There are 111'days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Sept. 11, 1973. Chile's President
Salvador Allende Gossens was deposed in a military coup, and the new
leaders said he committed suicide
rather than surrender.
On this date:
In 1830, the Republic of Ecuador
was established and granted a constitution making it part of the Confederation of Colombia.
In 1945. former Japanese Premier
Hideki Tojo attempted suicide, but
recovered and later was executed as
war criminal.
In 1952, the confederation of
Eritrea with Ethiopia was ratified.
In 1971, former Soviet Premier
Nikita Krushchev died of a heart attack at the age of 77.
Ten years ago: The West German
government announced it would
grant about $1 million to relatives of
the eleven Israeli athletes killed by
Arab terrorists at the summer Olympics in Munich.
Five years ago: The International
Monetary Fund declared the state of
the world economy was "unsatisfactory" because of rising unemployment and sub-normal growth.
One year ago: Soviet officials
assembled workers in factories
throughput Russia to endorse a statement condemning the Sliti4a4V4tv,
labor movement in Poland.
Today's birthdays: Philippine
President Ferdinand Marcos is 65.
Dallas Cowboys football coach Tom
Landry is 58. Oregon Senator Bob
Packwood is 50.
'
Thought for today . Small things
make base men proud. — William
Shakespeare.
nglish playwright
41564-1616)

•
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Angelo Lynn Overcast born

Southwest Calloway Elementary School ParentTeacher Club will meet Tuesday. Sept. 14, at 6:30
p.m. in the school cafeteria. A potluck supper will
be served with a brief meeting and informal school
open house to follow.
Parents are asked to bring a vegetable, salad or
desset to share. The meat, beverages and bread will
be furnished by the PTC.

Mr_ and Mrs. Mike Overcast, 1611 Parklane Dr.,
are the parents of a daughter, Angela Lynn,
weighing seven pounds, measuring 1934 inches,
born Sunday, Sept. 5, at 1:50 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. The mother is the
former Linda Harris. The father is manager of
Jackson Purchase Production Credit Association.
The baby has a half brother. Mike Foust, and
three half sisters. Shelley Foust, Lisa Overcast and
Lori Overcast. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Preston Harris, Murray, John Overcast, Kent,
Wash., and Mrs. Marie Frakes, Eliunont, Ala.
Great-grandparents are Mrs. Mae Harris,Murray,
and Mrs. Nell Yarbrough, Arab, Ala.

Camera club will meet
Murray-Calloway County Camera Club will bLW
meeting in Calloway County Public Library Arts
Annex on Monday, Sept. 13. at 7 p.m. The club
meets normally on first Monday, but was changed
this month because of Labor Day weekend. All interested persons are Invited to attend.
-The meeting place was changed to Arts Annex
because of its darkroom facilities and the fact many
meetings will be working meetings." said Wally
Warnke, club president. The group was orginally
formed in cooperation with the library under the
direction of Rdbert Crenshaw, first club president.
-Since we plan on offering photography workshops
for both members and the public, the library seems
the logical place for our meetings," commented
Warnke.

Oaks events planned
Margot McIntosh and Irma Tuck will be in charge
of the ladies day luncheon to be served Wednesday,
Sept. 15, at noon at Oaks Country Club. Other committee members are Linda Ford, Lola James,
Beauton Brandon, Marion Christenberry, Pat
Willett, Josephine McLemore, Laurie Smith, Judy
Kratzer, Carrie Jurowski, Helen Van Dyke, Karen
Winn, Carol Holcomb. Mabel Rogers, Ernestine
Bucy, Hazel Ray, Jeannie McClure, Doris Rose,
Susan Kizer, Wanda Lawson, Wilma Miller,
Elizabeth Vaughn and Brenda Lessman.
Reservations should be made by Monday night by
calling Mrs. McIntosh at 753-9748 or Mrs. Tuck at
759-9833. All ladies of the Oaks Club are invited to
participate in ladies day activities which also include golf and bridge at 9:30 a.m. with Maxa Read,
753-5178, as bridge hostess.

Tennis ploy changed
Group C of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
will play Tuesday, Sept. 14, at 9 a.m, at the tennis
courts at Murray High School. Note change of day
and place.
The lineup will be as follows: Court One - Vicky
Holton, Renee Wynn, Carol Waller and Alice
Rouse: Court Two - Annette Alexander, Dinah
Vire, Deanna Parker and Pat Weatherly: Court
Three-Cindy Dunn and Cecelia Brock.

Patient dismissed
Recently dismissed from Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah, was Keith Ford of Murray.
•

•
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•

Evelyn's Beauty Salon
Welcomes
Emma Bucy &
Becky Wilson
to our Hairdressing Staff
APPOINTMENTS
MANICURES
OR DROP
ARE
IN ANYTIME
ALSO AVAILABLE
Central Shopping Center
•

Tennis play Tuesday
Group B,Section One, of Ladies Tennis of Murray
Country Club will play Tuesday, Sept. 14, at 9 a.m.
at the club. Substitutes will be Judy Latimer,
Frances Hulse and Cathy Mattis.
The lineup is as follows: Court One -Janie Ryan,
Norma Frank, Annie Knight and Vicki Baker;
Court Two - Kay Ray, Agnes Payne, Sheila
Grogan and 'Mug Rigsby; Court Three - Patsy
Greer, Marilyn Adkins, Vicki Miller and Ann Uddberg.

Ordination Sunday

753-2511

A service of ordination as deacons for Dwain Bell,
Bill Ticknor, Joe Wilkerson and Sandy Forest will
be Sunday,Sept.12, at 2 p.m. at Cherry Corner Baptist Church. The public is invited, a church
spokesman said.

•••
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Bargain Matinees
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Monday,Sept. 13
Streets.
Murray -Calloway
County Need Line
Steele Family Reunion
Association will meet at
will be at Murray - noon at Pagliai's.
Calloway County Park
Murray Neighborhood
with a basket lunch to be
Calloway Chapter of served.
Girl Scout Core will meet
Full Gospel
at 9:30 a.m. at Girl Scout
Businessmen's
Oscar and Beddie Cabin,Sharpe St.
Fellowship International Adams Family Reunion
Sigma Department of
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at will be at Kenlake State Murray Woman's Club
Trenholm's Restaurant, Park with a basket lunch will have a salad supper
1206 Chestnut St. All men to be served.
at 6:30 p.m. at club house.
and families are invited.
Mattie Bell Hays Circle
Mr. and Mrs. Pat A.
Murray Squa-A-Naders Shackelford will be of First United Methodist
will dance at 8 p.m. at honored at a reception in Church Women will meet
celebration of silver wed- at 9:30 a.m. at church.
Woodmen of World Hall.
ding anniversary at Lone
Hazel and Douglas
Alcoholics Anonymous Oak Church of Christ
Centers will be open from
and Alanon will meet at 8 from 2104 p.m.
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for acp.m. in western portion of
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas tivities by Senior
Livestock and Exposition
E. Parker will be honored Citizens.
Center.
at a reception in celebraAdult bask education
Fund raisers for Carter tion of their 50th wedding
and Robertson School anniversary from 2 to 5 classes will start in Room
PTOs will include skating p.m. at home of Mr. and 108 at Calloway County
from 2 to 4 p.m. at Roller Mrs. Max Parker, Taylor High School. For inSkating of Murray. One Store-Browns Grove formation call 753-3033,
dollar for each child in Road. For directions to 753-2350 or 762-6971.
grades kindergarten home call 435-4444 or 753Conversational Spanish
through 4th will be given 5058. The family requests
guests not bring gifts.
classes at Calloway
with each E(.3 fee.
Public Library will start
Events in Land Bet- at 5 p.m. For information
Events in Land Between the Lakes will in- ween the Lakes will in- 753-2288.
clude Moonlight clude Unendangered
Tuesday,Sept. 14
Discovery Walk at 8:30 Species at 2 p.m. at
Homemakers Clubs
p.m. at Woodlands Woodlands Nature will meet as follows:
Nature Center and Butter Center.
Paris Road with Alice
Churning at 2 p.m. at The
Steely at 11 a.m.: New
Monday,Sept. 13
Homeplace-1850.
Providence with Fonda
Colts and Fillies Horse Grogan at 1 p.m.; ColCaptain Wendell Oury Club for boys and girls, 9 dwater with Myrtle Byrd.
Chapter of Daughters of to 19, will have an
American Revolution will organizational meeting at
Circles of First United
meet at 1:30 p.m. at Holi- 74,„p.m. at Carman Methodist
Church
day Inn.
Pavilion.
Women Will meet as
follows: Alice Waters
Amvets Auxiliary of
Russell's Chapel with Mae Thomas, Bessie
Post 45 will have a fund United Methodist Church Tucker
with Dortha
raising supper from 5 to 7 Women will have a Jones
and Maryleona
p.m. at Post near Paris potluck picnic at cottage
Landing.
of Martha Crass at 6 p.m.

Murray -Calloway
County Camera Club will
The Murray, the
meet at 7 p.m. at Arts An- Emblem of Mayfield and
nex of Calloway Public the Paducah Business
Library.
and Professional
Women's Clubs had a
Rangers and Rangeret- joint dinner meeting of
Sunday,Sept. 12
tes of Woodmen of World Region One on
Thursday.
Open installation of of- will have a skating party
ficers of Murray from 6 to 8 p.m. at Roller Aug. 19, at 7 p.m. at
Seven Seas Restaurant.
Assembly No. 19 Order of Skating of Murray.
Heidi Margulis,
the Rainbow for Girls will
president-elect of Kenbe at 3 p.m. at lodge hall.
Recovery, Inc., will tucky
Federation of
Darnall Family Reu- meet at 7:30 p.m. at
B&PW Clubs from
nion will be at Kenlake Health Center, North
Louisville was guest
State Park shelter house Seventy and Olive
speaker. She spoke about
- Committment and
Fri.thru Thurs.
Achievements Through
Open 7:00
B&PW."
*Start 7:30
Ms. Margulis, a
member of the River City
A SCIENCE FICTION HORROR
Club, has a B.A. degree
IN DEEP SPACE
from the University of
Louisville. She is
Part Alien...
manager of Skillmakers,
Part Human...
Inc.
Nightmare
All
Her mother, Mrs. Doris
Margulis, Louisville, also
'
JESSE VINT DAWN DUNLA,
I
was a special guest of the
club.
Present were 25 guests
from other clubs inMAL
cluding Emblem Club of

"

TKE
ROAD
WAAAM

ACCEPTED

chastnul stripe
r t 753.3314

Alcoholics Anonymous
will meet at 8 p.m. in
western portion of
Livestock and Exposition
Center.

Credit I
on com

Southwest Calloway
Elementary School PTO
will have a potluck supper at 6:30p.m. at school.
Senior citizens activities will be at 9:30
a.m. at Dexter Center,
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Hazel and Douglas
Centers and from 10 a.m.
to 3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
Bethel Baptist Bible
Study will be at 6 p.m. at
home of David and
AleshiaCunningham.
First Baptist Church
WMU will meet at 9:30
a.m, in church chapel.

Menus listed for coming week
"Galaxy
Of Terror (R)

First Feature Repeated Fri.-Sat.
Flea Market Monday

Menus for the Nutrition
Program for the Elderly
and Meals on Wheels for
the week of Sept. 13 to 17
have been released by
Tripp Thurman, director
of Murray-Calloway

•
Littleton s Ladies Store is not
participating in any telephone
marketing. Should you receive a call
from anyone claiming to represent
Littleton °s & ofking a free gift, you
should notify the police dept.
immediately.
753-1621

UTTLETO

ON THE SQUARE • MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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named Parker
August. Ryan si
ding sales and s
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aftifse Credit Cfird

Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly
Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Health Center.

Mayfield, Fulton and
Paducah.
Mrs. Martha Babb of
Emblem Club introduced
Ms. Margulis. Mrs.
Kathy Hodge, Murray
club president, presided.
In charge of arrangtments was the
membership committee
composed of Vicki Jones,
chairman, Betty Boston,
Doris Rowland, Brenda Ir
Green and Judy Morgan.
Other members pre- .
sent were Anna Bailey,
Carrie Beale, Elaine
Brown, Billie Farley,
Betty Hill, Cheryl Lindsey, Evelyn Lockhart,
"Tot- McDaniel, Beverly
Nance, Rubye Pool, Doris
Rowland, Madelle
Talent, Odelle Vance, Euple Ward and Bobbie
Waters.
Guests included Jane
Farley Hart with Billie
Farley, Cathy Hulse with
Beverly Nance, and Judy
Adams and Jerri Millican
with Vicki Jones.

DiDoEn

TV HIT

Singles Class will meet
at 7 p.m. at Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ.

State official speaker

Ladies Inspirational
Day will be from 10 a.m.
to 2:30 p.m. at Seventh
and Poplar Church of
Christ. This is open to all
interested women.

mono

Tuesday,Sept. 14
Frost with Jo Benson, all
at 9:30 a.m., and Faith
Doran with Ruth Warterfield at 2 p.m.
Baptist Young Women
of Westside Baptist
Church will meet at
church a 7 p.m.
Kappa 5e7
3artment
of
Murray Woman's Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at club
house.
Murray Star Chapter
No. 433 Order of Eastern
Star will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.

County Senior Citizens.
Meals are served Monday through Friday at
Hazel and Douglas
Centers and each Tuesday and Thursday at Ellis
Center. Meals also are
sent out each day.
Menus are as follows:
Monday - spaghetti
and meatballs, cheese,
whole carrots, tossed
salad and thousand island
dressing, crackers, butter, peanut butter cookie,
pineapple, milk, coffee or
tea.

NOTICE

Er:

c•ntrel c•ntrar 753-3314

119" ($275 Regular Retail)

Ask About Our Low Prices on
Bross, Chino, Crystal & Pewter!

Sunday,Sept. 12
with a basket lunch to be
served at 1 p.m.

,
14. is Ryon)
done

GROUP III Same Brands As Follows:

Old English Tipt
Sovereign

Saturday,Sept. 11
Employees of MurrayCalloway County
Hospital will have annual
picnic from 10:30 a.m. to
6 p.m. at Murray Calloway County Park.

,

Rose Point
Grand Colonial
Meadow Rose
Old Atlanta
r
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Coming community events

dotebook
PTC to meet Tuesday

PAGES Saturday,

Tuesday - fried cod
fish, hashbrowns, cabbage, cornbread butter,
prune cake, prunes, milk,
coffee or tea.
Wednesday
fried
chicken, green beans
with cream of mushroom
soup, egg plant paramesian, hot roll, butter,
banana, milk, coffee or
tea.
Thursday - roast beef
and gravy, mashed
potatoes, green peas4 hot
roll, butter, peach cob•bler, peaches, milk, coffee or tea
Friday - hamburger,
vegetable sticks, cole
slaw, hot 'roll, butter,
cherry tart, applA, milk
or tea
•••
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Racer bottle cap promotion begins
The Pepsi-Cola Bottling
Company of Marion, Ill.,
in conjunction with its
branch offices in
Paducah and Paris. Tn.,
has begun a month long
bottle cap promotion aimed at generating $3,000 in
revenue for the Murray
State University athletic
department.
The promotion — called
"Racer Bottle Cap Roundup" — started Tuesday,
Sept. 7, and continues
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SALESMAN OF THE MONTH — Nick Ryan was
named Parker Ford's 'Salesman of the Month' for
August. Ryan was selected on the basis of outstanding sales and service to his customers.

Credit bureaus depend
on computer systems
Kentucky's approximately 35 credit bureaus
are in a fateful period of
transition in which their
very survival may depend upon whether they
embrace sophisticated
computer technology.
On one side of the struggle to dominate the credit
reporting industry — an
industry critical to banks
and other. business trying
to decide who is a good
credit risk and who isn't
— are computerized
bureaus. These bureaus,
such as giant Trans
Union Credit Information
Co., Louisville, claim
they can give more information more quickly
to customers via computer.
Computerized companies have made incursions in recent years into
territory formerly
dominated by manual
operations, largely based
in rural Kentucky. These
smaller bureaus are concerned about the effects
of the computer revolution on their livelihood,
but they maintain they
provide complete and accurate service and
thorough knowledge of
their geographic areas.
Whatever the claim, it
is clear that credit

WOODCLIFF LAKE, has held positions of inN.J. —James E. Perrella creasing responsibility in
has been elected ex- the company's construeecutive vice presidente_of_-tion and mining, tool and
Ingersoll-Rand with hoist, and compressor
responsibility for the divisions.
company's air comPerrella was awarded
pressor group and intera bachelor of sciene
national standard
degree in mechanical
machinery operations.
engineering in 1960 and a
Perrella had been vice
master's degree in inpresident of the company
dustrial manigeinent in
and president of its air
1961 from Purdue Univercompressor group since
sity.
1977.
He joined IngersollHe and his family live
Rand in 1962 at in Upper Saddle River,
Phillipsburg, N , and N .1

DES MOINES— Deere to turn 50 degrees, pro& Company has unveiled viding maneuverability
a new line of John Deere similar to that on regular
farm tractors that it says two-wheel-drive tractors.
will enable a farmer to do
The five largest trachis work faster yet use tors, from 100 to 190
less fuel for gpch acre horsepower, can be
worked.
equipped with the new 15The company is in- speed power-shift
troducing 10 new models, transmission, which
the largest number of represents the industry's
new models it has ever in- furthest advancement in
troduced at one time. effortless, on-the-go shifThey range in size from ting. As the tractor
45 to 190 horsepower. moves through the field,
They were shown public- it can be shifted from
ly for the first time at the . gear to gear effortlessly
National Corn Growers with one finger without
Association convention.
clutching. Field tests
The company said field have shown productivity
tests have shown that the can be increased as much
new tractors will use as as 15 percent by matmuch as 15 percent less ching the proper gear to
fuel than their varying ground condipredecessors for each tions while working in the
acre worked, depending
on the conditions and type
of work being performed.
Most of the improved
fuel economy will come We're at your
from a combination of
mechanical front-wheel
drive and a new 15-speed
power-shift tranmission
which makes it a simple
job to keep in the proper
gear. The front-wheel
drive is available on all
models and power shift
on the five largest.
Mechanical front-wiltel
drive puts up to 40 percent of the tractor's
power through the front
wheels to improve traction, reduce wheel slippage, and improve fuel
economy.
The mechanical frontwheel drive offered on the
new tractors effectively
deals with the problems
of poor maneuverabiltiy
and turning radius that
have been serious
drawbacks to front-wheel
drives in the past. The
front-wheel drive option
on the new series of tractors have a patented new
feature called Caster/Action. The front wheels
caster 13 degrees and in
turning tilt to the side to
clear the tractor's frame.
This allows front wheels

Jim Fain
Insurance

want to become involved with the Murray
State athletic program."
said Ron Plute. Pepsi.
Cola's southern division
manager, in announcing
the promotion, and we
want to get the community further involved in the
program. The promotion
is something everyone
ean participate in and if it
catches on like I hope it
will, it could realistically
We

kVi• at

753-0632
New Concord
Hwy.

Bank of Murray
offer our

Congratulations

• or.

Judy Johnston
B.J. Berrill
Nick Ryan
Pepsi-Cola
M urray State University

When you want to insure your home, personai belongings,
auto. life or health, well help you select insurance that's
made- ieorder and designed to fit Depend on us.

BOB NANNEY
Insurance Agency

*4
Smithey reasdn to
szm
eterth

pe,
107 N 4th Federal Kemper
753-4937 Insurance Company:IF

(
(
(

raise $3,000 for the
university. I think a key.
to its success will be the
participation of the MSU
students and the young
people in Murray."
According to Plute. the
Pepsi-Cola Bottling Company produces 10 soft
drinks — Pepsi-Cola, Diet
Pepsi, Dr. Pepper, Sugar
Free Dr. Pepper, Seven
Up, Diet Seven Up,
Orange Crush, Mountain
Dew, Barq's Root Beer
and Squirt. Bottle caps
from any of these products may be redeemed
during the promotion at
the following Murray
locations — Kroger, Jim
Adams IGA North and
South, Storey's, Owen's
Food Market, Save Mart
and the MSU athletic
ticket office in Room 211
of Stewart Stadium.
There will be redemption
containers located at
each store and in the
ticket office.
To entourage participation in the promolion, Jimmy Wilder,
atbletic promotions
director at MSU, announced his office will
present a check for $100
Friday, Oct. 8, to the person redeeming the most
Pepsi bottle caps at the
MSU athletic ticket office
in Room 211 of Stewart
Stadium.

Judy Johnston & B.J. Berri!!

Century 21 realtors honored
with memberships into club
Century 21 Real Estate
of Indiana, Inc. and Century 21 Real Estate of
Kentucky, Inc. regularly
recognize the achievement of brokers and sales
associates throughout the
two state region.
It was announced today
that Judy Johnston and
B.J. Berrill of Century 21
Loretta Jobs, Realtors
has been named to the
Pacesetter Club. The
Pacesetter Club
recognizes the top producers in Century 21 who
are on schedule to be
Million Dollar producers
for 1982.
In Johnston's four
years with Century 21 she
has averaged over a

million dollars in sales
each year.
Berrill received this
recongnition for the second quarter of this year.
She has been with Century 21 for one year.
_ Both have attended
classes in finance, law,
marketing in Louisville,
Owensboro, Lexington
and Indianapolis.
On behalf of CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs,
Realtors, Loretta Jobs,
broker stated, "We offer
our Congratulations fora
job well done. We are proud to be associated with
people who set the
pace. the winners and all
who contribute to the success .of our Century 21
family."
Pt

USED EQUIPMENT
CLOSEOUT
Re-Conditioned Used
Equipment Now Going
At Really Slashed Prices
Everything From A
31
/
2 H.P. Push Mower
To A 20 H P. Lawn & Garden Tractor
Push Mower
Prices Start

Men s or Ladies

2 Pc.

Suits
09
eat r'

cLeaneRs
Shopping Center

Centiol
Open 7:00 cm. to 600 p.m.
Pltione: 753.9525

FOR FAST,
FRIENDLY,
PROFESSIONAL
DRY CLEANING

SHELTER INSURANCE

the

service...

DRY

For your
Life • Health
Home•Car•Farm
• Business
'*1St D
1)4
%MUIR

field.
Fuel economy also has
been improved with such
features as fans that
speed up or slow down
depending on engine cooling requirements, turbochargers designed to
allow fuel to burn more
efficiently at varying
loads, low friction pistons
and new sealing rings in
the main clutch of the
power shift transmission
which reduce parisitic
power loss.
A new electronic warning system on the five
largest models monitors
ten critical vehicle and
engine functions and provides both visual and
audible signals when the
operator's attention is required.

one HOUR

it***WWW*740

— fried
in beans
nushroom
parame1, butter,
coffee or

mburger,
:ks, cole
butter,
milk

bureaus are an important
cog in the credit application wheel.
"At no time do we say
that,certain credit is good
or bad," said Gladys
Hisel, owner of the Credit
Bureau of Cynthiana and
the Credit Bureau of
Georgetown. "We're in
the business of selling information on how bills
are paid and how much is
still owed."
Her bureaus also compile public records, such
as bankruptcies, chattel
mortgages, small
claims suits, deeds, and
marriages and divorces.
And that information
must be timely. "If we
would quit collecting
public records only for a
month, we would get
woefully behind," Hisel
said.
The Credit Bureau of
Shelby County contracts
with the National
Associated Credit
Bureaus for consumer
credit data for residents
of Shelby and nearby
Henry County. -I'm
located right down the
street from the bank and
other local creditors and
can get information from
them right away," said
Fred Heady, co-owner of
the operation.

Pefrella appointed

fried cod
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New line of Deere tractors unveiled

will meet
venth and
If Christ.

;(take off
ly1 Club
' p.m. at

through Thursday. Oct. 7,
and involves the redemption of Pepsi-Cola bottle
caps at seven hwations in
Murray. For every bottle
cap redeemed of Pepsi
soft drink product during
that time span, Pepsi.
Cola of Marion will
donate one cent to the
MSU athletic department. The donation will
be made to the MSU
Racer Club, the university's fund-raising booster

t

At$3995

Riding Mower
Prices Start
9995
At $ 1
Come By & Register For A Free
Model 509 Weed Eater To Be Given Away

Deno o, Soon Sr.'.
feriae or raer metre.
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Don't let winter catch you napping
As the temperature outside
drops you can expect your
1' r
electric bill to go up During
the cold weather your electric
l
il.
heating system has to work
hard to keep you comfortable.r%

All costs involved in
supplying electricity—fuel, construction, interest.
materials, labor, taxes.
etc —are increasing But
remember, you pay only for

the ele,;tricity you use So
reduce your heating costs
by installing adequate
insulation and weathenzation
measures and keeping your
thermcstat at 68 degrees

a

•
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•

Murray Electric Co.

401 Olive Ss
753-5312
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team that's been able to
tional rullei sister- and defensive know-how of the game ball for it."
By JIM HECTOR
Calloway coach Sam shut us down offensively
when Farmer intercepted assistant coaches Jerry
Sports Editor
knew English and Gary Crum Harp recognized the Mur- that way.
tiger linebacker Chris he remembered.
"Well," Harp added,
Farmer was thinking. it was ours. You ask how I. to upend the Class 3A ray coaches' success
against'- his traditionally "they shut us down, and
I was high, hosts
"touchdown,- all the way felt then
' A lot of the credit for potent triple option of- we shut ourselves down
when he picked off the really high. I knew we
tonight must go to coach fense. You have to give too." In all the Lakers
Tim Brown pass and seal- had it won then."
The Tigers, now 2-1, Jerry English and Gary coach ( Tim) English fumbled six times, turned Murray High's 6-3 victory at Laker Stadium didn't depend entirely on Crum," Tim English em- credit. They had a very ing over five.
"We played some good
the final interception or phasized. •'Crum good defensive scheme
Friday night.
"I told everybody on any one of the,five especially helped us ad- against us. They did an football in spots and some
before the game that's Calloway fumbles they just our defense to their excellent job stopping our bad football in spots,"
what I wanted — a recovered. They did, offense. He did such a offense. As a matter of Harp said,"Murray High
(Continued on Pg.7)
touchdown — or an in- however, depend on the good job tonight, he'll get fact, they're the first
terception run back for a
touchdown," the 185pound junior said, tears
of joy streaming from his
face.
"And don't forget what
I did," yelled teammate
Steve McDougal, butting
in, "Remember me? I'm
the one that hit himn
i Brown I.
McDougal, playing the
other linebacker slot in
the Tiger defense, blitzed
the Laker QB during the
final drive of the night
McDougal crashed into
Brown as he released the
fatal aerial and set up
Farmer's game-clinching
return, 61 yards to the
Calloway County nine
yard line.
HUGGIN' HAPPY — Murray High head coach Tim English (left gets a
"Yah," Farmer laughcelebration hug from Tiger kicker David Denham. and assistant coach Kent ed. "If it wasn't for 01'
Staff photo by Jennie Gordon Doogle hitting him, he
Barnes shows his enthusiasm with a war whoop.
[Brown I wouldn't have
thrown that duck ,so I
could pick it off."
LOOSE — ( Above) Murray linebacker Chris Farmer sprints to the Calloway County 9-yard line with a
Tiger coach Tim
Murray's David McCuiston 15 loses the handle on the ball. Mc-English, out of breath and game-clinching interception, while ( below)
game.
star-struck, said the en- Cuiston's fumble was one of 11 by both teams in Friday's
Staff photos by Jim Rector
was
"an
emotire
game
By The Associated Press
SMU recorded the se- ris' total of 2.944 tonight.
The initials are the cond best season in its
The only other member
same only in a different history 10-1) in 1981 and of The Associated Press
order — SMU instead of won the Southwest Con- Top Twenty in action
— but Bobby Col- ference championship. under the lights is No.15
lins current team. just The Mustangs' only loss Arizona State which hosts
like his last one, is ex- besides a 9-7 squeaker to Utah. Iii- fternoon
pected to make headlines Texas was Coach Ron games, No. 2 Washington
this season.
Meyer who jumped to the entertains Texas-El
Collins, who compiled a New England Patriots of Paso. No.3 Nebraska
48-30-2 record in seven the National Football plays host to Iowa, No. 4
years at the University of League.
Alabfiffia vista Georgia
Southern Mississippi —
Meyer left behind Tech, Brigham Young is
including 9-1-1 in 1981 — seven offensive starters at No.6 Georgia.,
makes his debut as coach and seven defensive Maryland at No.7 Penn
of Southern Methodist regulars, including the State, West Virginia at
University tonight when sensational 1-2 tailback No.9 Oklahoma and No.10
the eighth -ranked duo of Eric Dickerson Southern California at
Mustangs open their ( 2,833 career yards, 30 No.11 Florida.
season by entertaining touchdowns I and Craig
The Second ‘'en finds
Tulane, a 30-21 loser to James 12,804 and 19). Wisconsin at No.12
Mississippi State a week Both could pass SMU Michigan. Tulsa at No.13
rushing king Wayne Mor- Arkansas, Baylor at
ago.
No.14 Ohio State, Long
Beach State at No.18
WELCOME WAGON
UCLA and Houston at
HAS USEFUL
No.19 Miami, Fla. Top-:
GIFTS AND
rated Pitt nipped fifth0
117
ranked North Carolina 7-6
HELPFUL
Thursday night, 'while
INFORMATION CN
No.16 Clemson, No.17
!
FOR YOU.
Texas and No.20 Notre
ALL FREE!
Dame are idle.
The rest o(. tonight's
schedule has Wake
Forest at Auburn,
JUST ENGAGED?
Vanderbilt at Memphis
NEW PARENT?
State, East Carolina at
MOVED?
North Carolina State,
My visit s a f iiend(y way to get answers to
Richmond at South
where-to-fa-id questions about our town and
Carolina. Iowa State at
available goods and services. Local stores
Tennessee, New Mexico
are anxious to help too and havegittsfor you
State at Indiana State,
when you visit them. ST. LOUIS ( AP I — Louis from first place in eventual winning run New York's first run. set down 12 batters in a
Ohio U. at Minnesota.
Craig Swan stifled St. the National League with an inside-the-park Hodges scored one out row. Swan yielded a oneHOSTESS
Also Southwestern Louis on two hits for 6 2-3 East, putting them a half- solo homer in the eighth, later when Swan rifled out single-to Dane Iorg in
Kathryn Outland
Louisiana at Rice, Utah innings and singled home game behind the his 35th.
his singled over the the fifth and worked past
State at Texas Christian. a run to lead the- New Philadelphia Phitlies,
Ingeborg
Ron Hodges -doubled outstretched glove of a Cardinal threat after
753-3079
Mary
Oregon
State
at
Arizona,
victory
2-1
King
York Mets to a
who beat the Pittsburgh with one out in the Mets' shortstop Ozzie Smith.
Oberkfell walked, stole
Hamilton
Fullerton at Boise State, over the Cardinals Fri- Pirates 7-5.
Asst.
fourth off John Stuper, 6second and reached third
Asst.
struck
out
five
Swan
Cal
Poly-San
Luis
Obispo
day night.
Dave Kingman provid- 6, and reached third base
1924348
on catcher Hodges'
753.5570
at Fresno State
The loss toppled St. ed the Mets with their on a wild pitch to set up and walked four before throwing error in the
giving way to Jesse
•
••
•
•
•
Orosco after walking sixth.
Darrell Porter and Smith • Orosco extinguished
Cardinals' seventhwith two out in the the
Ginseng Diggers
inning threat and went on
seventh.
Hite, Fur and Root Company of Paducah, Ky.
to register his third save
Ron 8.
will be buying ginseng in Arlington and Hardin,
After Ken Oberkfell after giving up a ninthJoyce's
Ky. at the following dates, places and times...
singled with one out in the inning homer to Keith
Aug. 28. Sept. 11 and 25. Oct. 9 and 23. Nov.
St. Louis second, Swan Herndandez.
6
Arlington-9 am. 11 p.m., Junction U.S. SI
and Ky. 80
Hardin.] 2 Noon-2 p.m., Junction Ky. BO and
Ky. 1824
noose Keep This Ad For Future Reference.
Browns Sunday in protest
• SEATTLE (AP)
$750
With a wildcat walkout by over the wide receiver's
the Seattle Seahawks release.
'
T J 's is proud to announce its Steak: averted, the National
Baltimore players had
•
Football League opens its
•Finger Basket comes with Steak • 63rd campaign this hinted they would join a
• weekend embroiled in a walkout if Seattle players
•
.Fingers, French Fries, Slaw 8. Toast
•
refused to suit up for Sun• labor dispute and facing day's game. The Colts
•
a
work
prospect
of
the
•
$
0 1 99
•
player representative,
• stoppage during the Herb Orvis,
•
FOR ONLY
was also cut
• season.
•
...tension-wiedr_- this yekr and a total ot..
Get a. free reg. coke with coupon
••
•
fonr have been waived
•
week following the consince the preseason
T.J.'s
•
• troversial'cutting of Sam
• McCullum, Seattle's began.
•
The players' union and
• player representative,
members of the the management council,
•
• .OUPON
CHESTNIU5T3S0T445MURRAY
• Seahawks met Friday which represents the
• E xPiRts
•
• night and decided not to owners of the league's 28
• strike their NFL openei clubs, have been without
VNVINIENT DRIVF THROUGH WINDOW
:''EPT •
196
OOOOOOOO •••••••••••••••• against the Cleveland a contract since July 15..

College football roundup
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SIRLOIN STOCKADE

NFL walkout averted,
season ready to begin

FRIDAY, SATURDAY,
SUNDAY SPECIAL
DINNER FOR TWO
2 6 oz. Sirloin Steaks
Potato & Hot Roll
With Soup L Salad Bar
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Aging Lloyd marks tennis time
with U.S. Open win over Jaeger

nes

NEW YORK 7AP
She's not exactly a senior
citizen, but Chris Evert
Lloyd knows that, at age
27, her remaining years
of tournament tennis are
limited.
And that fact gave her
a special incentive for today's title match against
Czechoslovakia's Hans
Mandlikova at the U.S.
Open Tennis Championships.
Lloyd eliminated No.9
Andrea Jaeger 6-1, 6-2
and Mandlikova downed
No. 7 Pam Shriver 6-4, 2STONE WALL — Calloway County running back Jeff Garrison 1331 drags one Murray defender before run- 6, 6-2 in Friday's
The Tiger defense shut down the Laker running game and triumphed,6-3, semifinals to set up the
ning into a solid Chris Farmer 40.1
championship pairing.
Friday at Laker Stadium.
Staff photo by Jim Rector
The Mandlikova-Lloyd
match, pairing the No.5
and No.2 seeds, respectively, in the women's
draw, highlighted today's
program which included
remain:37
ries_
28
with
His
ray
runningmate,
from
Pg.6
(Continued
following the missed
the two men's semifinal
fullback
ing.
McDougal,
pickdid the same. It just hap- kick. Murray couldn't
pairings.
The I.akers ground ed up 25 yards on eight atIn those, top-seeded
pened that when our bad capitalize on the turTiger
12,
but
to
the
tempts.
down
spots came, Murray nover, though, as Russell
defending champion John
them
penalties
drove
The
Tigers
racked
up
High's good spots came." Usher recovered a MurMcEnroe faced No.3-seed
ray fumble on the Laker back. Baker attempted 150 yards rushing, 41 Ivan Lendl of
But even the Tigers 12 with 4:13 left in the another field goal from 35 passing on three of eight
Czechoslovakia, and No.2
didn't escape the infec- period.
yards out with :07 re- completions for -191 total Jimmy Connors went
tious fumbleitis, losing
maining, but the kick was yards.
against No.4 Guillermo
After trading punts — wide.
four of five mishandled
Calloway's top ground Vitas of Argentina.
punts
all
the
four
two
of
quarterjunior
balls and
Both teams came out gainer was Garrison who
Lloyd was shooting for
back Mark Boggess also night by both teams—the conservative in the se- notched 59 yards on 20
a record sixth Open
a
drive
Lakers
began
interception.
tossed an
cond half and traded tries. Todd Contri tallied championship, a goal that
from their own 20 that ate
with 7:42 re- only 14 yards on seven weighed on her mind
Yet, Calloway started up almost the entire se- fumbles
carries while quarter- before today's match.
maining in the period.
the iron-fingered infec- cond quarter.
Murray came up with back Brown ran for 30 "My place in tennis
tion before more than
history is a motivation,"
Gambling twice and the last miscue and began yards on nine tries.
3,500 fans.
march capped
The Lakers out-gained she said after eliminating
The first time the making both fourth-and- a 41-yard
McCuiston's
2the
David
Tigers
statistically,
by
the 17-year-old Jaeger.
Lakers touched the ball short situations, the Big
racking up 103 yards "When you're younger,
touchdown run.
they turned it over when Red Machine marched yard
busted
have
rushing,
could
110
passing
We
for
you play looser. You
Craig Darnell bobbled a the length of the field unwide open in the 213 total. Brown con- think, 'If I don't win this
Tiger punt in the first til the drive stopped at the game
those
with
nected
on
half
eight
of
13
first
year, I've got 10 more
period and MHS took over the Murray 20. From
fumbles," McCuiston aerials including a 45- years.' At 16, you can feel
on the Calloway 40. From there Greg Baker tried a
tailback
senior
yard
toss
to
The
Darnell.
said.
that way. At 27, you can't.
there the Tigers drove in- field goal, but Murray offadded he never doubted ,"I think this game will My time is running out.
side the Laker 20 where sides moved the ball forwin,
but
would
carry
us
Tigers
and
give
us
a lot Maybe this will be my
the advance was halted ward enabling Baker to the
he fumbled late in of necessary maturity," last time."
and David Denham miss- nail a low sidewinder kick when
and
period
Tim
English said about
the fourth
Lloyd has hinted before
ed a 25-yard field goal at- from 26 yards out.
gave the Lakers their the victory.
that she might be retiring
tempt.
"I have no excuses," from tournament tennis
Murray almost handed final chance -it put me
Then senior Laker the Lakers six more down, way down," he ad- countered Harp. "I think soon although during the
Murray came here to Open she said she thought
mitted.
tailback Jeff Garrison points before the half
For the night Mc- play and I think our kids she would play at least
fumbled on the Lakers se- when Boggess dished up
Cuiston led all rushers were ready too. It's just until she is 30.
cond play after taking an interception to Darnell
with 124 yards on 29 car- that they made fewer
over on their own 20 who returned to the Mur"Winning a sixth time
mistakes than we did."
would mean making the
Next Friday both history books," she said.
squads see district action that's something."
on the road. Murray
The last time Lloyd
travels to Fulton City won the Open was 1980
(7:30 p.m.) while and her victim in that
Calloway, now 2-2, heads final was Mandlikova
to Lone Oak 18 p.m.).
with Lloyd winning 5-7, 61, 6-1. Mandlikova was 18
MURRAY
and the
0018 4 then
4Ni
CALLOWAY
0 300 3
Czechoslovakian star
Scoring Plays
2nd - e I 06: Greg Baker 26.yard field thinks she's matured in
goal
the two years since that
3n3 — 12 561 David McCuiston 2-yard
run Denham kick no good
setback.

able to
nsively

added,
in, and
; down
Lakers
1, turn-

te good
d some
spots,"
iy High
.7)

"I was very young
then, and it was very difficult," she said. "I felt
the pressure. I was so
happy and so high. But I
am older now. I'm 20 and
so it ithe pressure) is not
so bad."
A major part of
Mandlikova's maturing
process occurred this
year when a back injury
kept her on the sidelines
until March.
"Every athlete should
go through a period like
that," Mandlikova said.
"I learned patience. I
couldn't do what I wanted
to do because of pain. It
was a very difficult, sad
time for me "

Murray 6, Calloway County 3...

117

with a
ill. McRector

After returning to action, she reached the
finals of two other tournaments this season -the Italian Open and
Eastbourne. She lost both
times, beaten in Italy by
Lloyd 6-0, 6-2, and at
Eastbourne by Martina
Navratilova 6-4,6-3.
There was no disgrace
in those losses, but her inconsistencies produced
defeats in other tournaments against players
like Candy Reynolds,
Sabina Simmonds, Kathy
Jordan and Bonnie
Gadusek, all well below
her fifth-place ranking in
the computer standings.
•'She's tough and so un-

AUTO
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Closed
Sunday

Open Mon. thru Thurs. Open Friday & Sat.
7 a.m. to 8 p.m.
7 a.m. to 7 p.m.
High School Football Results
Johnson Central 14 Sheldon Clark
Friday Ganles
Knox Central 18. Pineville 12
MURRAY 6, CALLOWAY Co 3
lox Bryan Station 31, Boyd Co 0
Allen Co 12, Russellville 7
I.ex Lafayette 36, Shelby Co 0
Anderson Co 34. Tnmble Co 8
Lincoln Co 26. Russell Co 6
Ashland 34, Greenup Co 15
Ione Jack 13 Bell Cot
Ballard Memorial 14. Fulton Co 0
lone Oak 27, Crittenden Co 7
Bardstown 41. Garrard Co 0
Lou Bishop David 10, I ou Western 7
Bath Co. 6, MorganCo 0
OT
Belfry 10, Johns Creek 8
Bourbon Co. 34, Fleming Co 7
Coo Butler 20, Lou Atherton 14
Boyle Co... 21, Marion Co,140'T
lou Doss 10, Lou DeSales 9
Breathitt Co. 49 Knott Central 0
lou Fern Creek 21, too Manua/ 14
SWIM Central M. Nelson Co. 2001
Lou Jeffersontown 0. lou Central 6
Bullitt East 10, Breckenndge Co 6
Lou Seneca 14. Lou Eastern 7
Butler Co. 27, Greenville 0
Lou Shawnee 21, Green Co 6
Campbell Co 20, Drxie Heights
Lou Southern 35. Lou Fairdale 7.
Campbellsville 20. Hart Co 14
, Lou Trinity 20,1.ou Ballard 19
Carroll Co. 34. Henry. Co 7
. Lou Valley 21, Lou Fleasure
Caverns 40. Adair CO.0
Lou Waggener 10, Lou Iroquois 0
Cawood 13, Evans 13
Ludlow 19, Erlanger Scott 6
Christian Co 53. Warren Central 0
Madisonville 30, Owensboro Catholic
Clark Co 33. Middlesboro 6 —
Clarksville, Tenn 24. Todd Central 2 6
Marshall Co. IS. Bowlmg Green 7
Conner 27, Bellevue 0
Mason Co 21, lowis Co 0
Corbin 37 Whitley Co 0
Mercer Co 18. Cases' Co 13
Covington Holmes 19.Simon Keolo,ni
Cumberland 56, Lynn Camp 20
Danville 42. I.urel Co.0
East Carter 33 West Carter 6
Ednionson Co 33 Warren East 15
Elizabethtown 14, Bireen Co 7
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Erlanger Lloyd 21, Newport 2_
Eastern Division
Estillefor 49. Jesvaerran
W L Pet GB
84 57
596
Fort Campbell 31. Paducah Tilghman Milwaukee
0
Baltimore
79 60
568
4
n 62 .5.54 6
Fort Knox 17, Washington Co 0
Boston
Fort Thos Highlands o. Newport Detroit
71 67
514 11-i
Cath 13
New York
71 68
SD
12
Franklin-Simpson 19, Mayfield 13
Cleveland
67 71
486 15',
Toronto
Fulton City 8, Sharon. Tenn 0
65 76
461 19
Glasgow,21, lou. Moore 0
Wantons Divinim
Grayson Co. 37, West Hardin 0
Kansas City
79 61
564
I
California
78 6^
557
Hancock Co M.Perry. Ind 6
75 TA
Chicago
540
Harlan 21, losbe Co 8
3',
Seattle
Harrodsburg 53, Frankfort 0
475 12i.
W 73
Hazard 32. Pulaski Co 2
Oakland
59 C
418 20.,
Texas
Henderson Co. C.Daness Co 7
56 84
400 23
357 on
HopAnsville 52, Caldwell Co 0
Minnesota
50 Or:

Metcalfe Co 6, Gamaliel 0
Montgomery Co 42, ROwan Co 12
Nicholas Co 38. Ashland Fairview 12
North Hardin 37, F.ast Hardin 0
Oldham Co n. Frankfort Wester,
Hills 6
Owensboro 44, Evansville, Ind . Cen.
teal 15
Ovrensboro Apollo 14. Ohio Co 0
Parntsville 45. MullIns 0
Paris IS. Beechwood 12
Phelps 33. Virgo 6'
Pikeville 34. Elkhorn City 8
Pioneer Hills, Tenn 14. too Bet:,
Haven 8
Prestonsburg 35, I'lerrung-Neon 8
Raceland 14, Lawrence ('o 12
Richmond Madison 32, Owen Co 8
Rockcastie Co. n.Clay Co 6
Russell 21, Huntington, W Va 0
Scott Co 32. Harrison Co 7
Somerset 23, lox Henry Clay It
Taylor Co 2. Meade Co 6
Colon Co 30, Rewiland 0
Whitesburg n. Jenkins It
wo:,,,,,hur, 14 %VW,ne Co

Pro Baseball
NATIONAL LEAGUE
,Eastern Drvlaion
Pet GB
•
W
79 61
Philadelphia
564
Si 1.uni
, 8 61
561
75 65
536
4
Montreal
Pittsburgh
74 66
529.
Chicago
61 80
433 18
New York
55 &I
399 7

Western DivMan
79 62
564i
Atlanta
Los Angeles
78 64
549
San Diego
74 68
5
521
San Frane,s, .
73 68
6
518
re., 76
Houston
461 :4
Cinc:nnat.
369 7'

Formerly Amoco Car Wash

We Also Rent Ryder Trucks

753-7362
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Mon..Sat. 9-9
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ANOTHER ACE — Laura Parker shot her third ace of her golfing career last
weekend, marking almost to the day an ace she shot on Labor Day, 1981.
Parker's single stroke hole came at Oaks Country Club on the 110-yard, No.10.
She used a 6-iron and the event was witnessed by Burline and Delma Brewer and
John White.
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Liquidation Sale
8 DAYS remaining

REBATE

$30T.$36

30% Off

for SUPER SAVINGS
Uncle Lee's is closing
its Murray Sporting
Goods Store.
Look for our daily
Ads for Big Savings.

Q-Beam Lite
Reg $9 95

Sale $499

,
Buy 2 baits at regular
price, get one bait FREE
lowest price bait is free

ON ECHO'S TWO MOST POPULAR CHAIN SAWS

n protest

This month get a Factory Direct Rebate on Echo's CS400EVL or CS500VL
chain saws. Purchase one of these saws. fill out the rebate card and mail to
nt in. 198
Echo for rebate check. Hurry, offer ends S,
Echo chain saws give you years of
extra dependable- service .
patented anti-vibe siistem and
automatic oiler,, tough durable construction inside and out

•A

...the ONE that lasts!

RENTAL SALES
CENTER

lion and
council,
nts the
igue's 28
without
uly 15.
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"It was a lot tougher
than the score," she said.
"It was a strange kind of
match. I won all the big
points and that's good.
But it was a matter of a
few points in each set.
Jaeger didn't quite
agree.
"It was a combination
of her playing well and
me lousy, she said

SCOREBOARD

ies

rers had
d join a
players
for Sunle Colts
ntative,
also cut
total cat,
waived
.season -

predictable. said Lloyd
"She's had her ups and
downs."
Lloyd's match against
Jaeger was mostly up.
She won both sets comfortably, although she
said it was closer than the
scores indicated.
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west kentucky outdoors

by wade bourne

. Fishing was slow, and Lake, but he'd never ac- downstream. Such curSol Fritz had turned' to tively'sought them out. rents can be caused by
telling stories to pass the All these fish had come the natural flow of water
time.
by accident — before his, being turned through the
"A few years back I 1974 trip to Lake Martin, dam's generators or movwas fishing in a bass Alabama, where the spot- ing through the canal into
tournment, and I was ted bass reigns supreme. Barkley Lake. Currents
working the riprap next That trip addicted him to can also be caused
by
to the Jonathan Creek the "spot," and he came wind blowing over the
bridge on Kentucky Lake. back to Kentucky with a open water.
Somehow I lost my vow to learn how to catch
Fritz's favorite bait is a
balance and fell over- them from his home
or
oz. leadhead jig
board. About the time I waters. He set about ex- trailing a motor oil or
was struggling to c,limb perimenting, trying new amber 4-inch twister-tail
back in the boat, a lady places and baits and grub. He works these
truck driver came over techniques.
from shallow water to
.the bridge, slowed down
Eight years later he's deep up to 20 feet hoppand yelled, 'Hey baldy, still learning, but he's ing them off bottom to athow's the water?" "Fritz also discovered much. ttract bass.
who has more humor Spotted bass in Kentucky
He also uses chartreuse
than hair., chuckled that Lake are very predic- or yellow .spinnerbaits,
he was too flabergasted table, he .says, which particularly when workto reply.
makes them easier to ing the fallen trees. Many
Sol Fritz's name is well catch than largemouth big spotted bass will be
known to most sportsmen .bass. Eas.ier, taken this October on a
in the area. He's an ar- time of year. Sol Fritz spinner buzzed across the
dent and expert bass says that right time is ends of the treetops.
angler. He owned a spor- coming up, from midFritz says the other
ting goods store in his September through Oc- good times of year for
native Hopkinsville for tober. He's got a true- spotted bass is in midyears. But now Fritz is tested procedure for tak- March to May, when the
perhaps best known for a ing heavy catches of fish are spawning. They
postition ,he currently "Kaintucks" during this spawn .earlier than
holds: First District period.
largemouths, and they do
Commissioner for the
"First of all. Kentucky so on clean gravel banks
Kentucky Department of bass like steep rocky in around five feet of
Fish- and Wildlife points near deep water," water. One exceptional
Resources. He represents Fritz says. "I concen- spot is where an old log
thousands of west state trate on the first two enters the water at
this
sportsmen on the council points off the main lake, magic depth. It was
in
that governs Kentucky's mainly on the lake's east places like this that Fritz
hunting and fishing.
side." He says to look for has caught his two best
I'd called Fritz and in- places with big rocks and spotted bass, a 4 lb. 1 loz.,
vited myself on a fishing possibly a few fallen and a 4-10.
trip for two purposes. I trees.. Spotted bass lay in
And I mentioned
wanted to pick his brain these places when smallmouth. This is a
about his fishing special- waiting for baitfish to bonus fish showing up
ty: spotted bass and wash by, "They also like more and more often, one
smallmouth. And I bridge pilings and boat which Sol Fritz believes
wanted an update on docks near deep water," may soon offer a tremenDepartment of Fish and he adds.
dous possibility and atwildlife's programs.
Fritz believes current tract great attention in
First things first. As a is extremely important. Kentucky Lake. He catbass fanatic, Sol Fritz that "spots" lurk on the ches them often now,
and
had always caught a few upcurrent side of their the frequency of
these
spotted
or Kentucky ) chosen cover looking for catches and the size of the
bass from Kentucky food heading fish are both increasing.
\
And now the issues.
r
THE JONES
Still on the subject of bass
fishing, Fritz favors imOW ..
position of a 15-inch size
limit on bass in Kentucky
ft
er CP fa -r.
Lake. He wants to try this
On Beaile•I Kent..i v Lair
limit for three years to
Why Pay More For Your Next Boat?
see if it'll improve catch
Featuring
rates. He has a lot of support for this idea. Unless
*Bass Hawk Boats
•1,C. Pontoons
sudden opposition comes
•Authorized Evtnrude
up, look for this to happen
Soles 8 Service
by next spring.
f VIIIRUOF

P P

more days for late-season
hunters. Fritz says the
doves are thick in west
Kentucky in December,
and those who don't give
them a try are missing a
good bet.
The state's deer herd is
growing by leaps and
bounds. and Fritz sees
good things ahead for
deer hunters, like longer
seasons and increased
limits.
The Department of
Fish and Wildlife is moving ahead with its land
purchase program,
preserving places for
future generations of
sportsmen to enjoy. One
recent purchase is the
Lonesome Woods, a 2,000acre tract in Christian
County where deer and
wild turkeys run rampant.
' A disappointment to
Fritz is the proposed
Kaler Bottoms waterfowl
project. The department
has the money to carry
forward, and the owners
of the bottomlands are
willing to sell. Opposition
to the project has sprung
up in Graves County,
however, . and Fritz
believes it's due to
rumors or a
misunderstanding of the
department's intentions
regarding management
of the area. He said it
may take supportof west
Kentucky's sportsmen to
save this one, support
which to this time has
failed to come forward.

Maray Ledger & Tirnes

cani

fishing line
Boy, the folks who con- stripes are still around
trol the water elevation getting fat from eating so
on Kentucky Lake, really many shad. They should
did a super job of getting be getting back on the
surface now that the
it back down.
It's almost at winter water has settled down.
You can find them on
pool now, so fishing
the tips of bars and ledges
should improve rapidly.
We don't have the cool next to deep cuts or chanmornings however, and nels by dropping a sinkthat's what turns the bass ing lure to the bottom and
then retrieving it fast.
on!
A lot of local anglers Work an area where
have been doing real well stripes have been earlier
with the black bass in the or even last year, they
early mornings and late will be around
evenings. The Bradshaw somewhere close.
Our sauger have moved
boy has even caught a
a bit toward the shallows
few.
A.B. Crass landed a
small mouth last week,
that was pushing 4
pounds. He was using a
crankbait along the rocky
( EDITOR'S NOTE —
banks and deep points, The following
column is a
daydreaming, when the general-interest
column
fish nearly took his rod answering
questions
away from him!
about the care of dogs.)
Many stumps are visiQ. We had a beautiful,
ble now so you should
healthy little German
have plenty of "target
Shepherd puppy that we
areas" to cast.
bought from a reliable
Topwater buzzbaits breeder
that had all of the
and stickbaits are brnecessary puppy shots,
inging some decent bass
worming, etc. yet at ten
to the surface, while the
weeks of age it quit
always popular plastic
eating, began throwing
worm is good to use in the
up water and lost all of its
deeper brushpiles and
playfulness. We took it to
treetops.
the vet immediately and
We still have a great was
told it had Parvo. It
population of small bass,
had only been one week
largemouth, smallmouth
since it had its shot and
and Kentucky bass, that
had been fairly well conwill strike just about
fined. How could this hapanything you choose to
pen? and what is Parvo?
throw. Please handle
I have heard of distemper
these little fish with care
and rabies, but we never
and return them to the
has a dog sick with Parvo
water unharmed.
before.
Remember, they are the
A. First, let me say that
"big" ones of the future.
Panvo is a very difficult
If it's at all possible,
disease to deal with. It is
take these bass by the
a relatively new dog prolower jaw ( thumb and
blem. Prior to 19751 don't
finger ) to remove the
think there was such a
hooks. This reduces the
thing as Parvo. The first
possibility of a skin
cases I heard of were in
fungus and death!
Ohio around' that time,
The good old white
however since then it has
spread rapidly all over
the country. My sources
tell me that we are currently having a super
epidemic in the Murray,
Stone, lawyer for Nolan, Ky,area if twenty cases a
22. "I think it's a rather week reported and no telling how many unreported
sweet gesture."
are enough to be conJudge Pat Priest of sidered important. Parvo
187th District Court sign- is a virus — it may have
ed the order Wednesday developed from existing
making the uncontested virus or the most popular
divorce final for the San theory is that it
is a
Antonio couple who were mutated virus of the
cat
'married on Jan. 10, 1980. distemper virus family.
The settlement includes They do have an inoculathe monthly cat-support tion vaccine that is very
payment.
effective against Parvo,
"I thought Judge Priest except that it must be
was going to fall out of his given when the animal
chair" when he saw the does not already have an
cat-support provision, existing immunization. In
puppies this is given by
Stone said.
the mother via the early
nursing liquid call colostrum. The resulting immunization is measured
in titers with a titer of 80
or above giving adequate
protection for the puppy.
The inital titer at birth is
approximately that of the

SAN ANTONIO, Texas
,AP) — A man who got
custody of two cats in an
uncontested divorce settlement has been awarded a $5-a-month catsupport payment from
his ex-wife.
A judge signed an order
granting John Ross Nolan
the payment from his exwife, Karen L. Nolan, for
support of Rebel and Dixie.
"The history of it is, he
is going to keep the cats
and she wanted to contribute to the support of
the cats," said J. Lawton

in search of food and can
be caught by casting or
trolling. Crankbaits
would be the best but
sauger go on a fall
feeding spree too and can
be caught on almost
anything.
The interest in catching
crappie has increased
some more since last
week.
Several avid crappie
fishermen have started
dunking minnows again
with pretty good results.
Don and J.C. Maupin
used minnows to catch 26
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give it. That has been
researched and found to
be untrue. However, it is
both unwise and extremely expensive to attempt to
innoculate any more
often than once a week.
So, there it is. A very
deadly virus, difficult to
treat, impossible to innoculate against until the
puppy loses its natural
immunity given by the
mother, and difficult to
determine at what percise point that happens.
They are currently doing a great deal, of
research into this new
and rapidly spreading
dog problem, but until
they find out more, we
are at its mercy to a great
extent.
Puppies free of worms
and in good health stand a
better chance of survival.
Giving the shots greatly
increases your odds of not
getting it. Early detection
of symptoms and immediate professional
assistance increases the
puppy's chances of survival. However the survival rate is about two in
ten. The acute vomiting
t Continued on Page 9)
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nice channel catfish
recently. They really got
into a school of them that
was feeding.
The bluegill can still be
found along the rocky
shorelines and in the semi
deep bays. They like the
flats where there is 3-4
feet of water and lots of
room side to side.
Crickets, small spinners and even the flyrod
popping bug will produce
some dandies for your
skillet!
Fall weather is really
great so get out and go!
HAPPY FISHING

by mary belle adelman
mothers but declines at a
rate of one half its
strength every nine days.
If the mother's titer is
high at birth, the puppies
will have sufficient titer
to grant immunity and
thus not be able to use the
vaccine far longer than if
the mother's titer is low
at birth. This is a very difficult thing to calculate
without laboratory tests
taken on the mother at intervals during and just
before whelping. The
research indicates that,
all things being normal,
the titer of most puppies
runs out between birth
and fourteen to sixteen
weeks. Most breeders innoculate the mothers two
weeks after noticing the
first signs of "heat" and
two weeks before the puppies are due. This gives
them a fairly safe margin
through the seventh or
eighth week. However,
after that it is a guessing
game. So, most give a
shot around the eighth
week, tenth week, twelfth
week, and fourteenth
week in an effort to hit the
point at which the
mother's titer given to
the puppies drops below
the safe level. Now, if the
puppy is lucky, it will
drop below the safe level
the day before it gets one
of these shots and all will
go well. If it is unlucky, it
will drop a few days after
one shot and a week or so
before the next. However,
it can again fall into luck
if, during that period of
vulnerability, it does not
come in contact with the
Parvo virus. But it can be
unlucky and encounter
the Parvo virus during
that few days when it has
not natural immunity and
the shot has not been
given to provide a man
made immunity. That is what happened to your
puppy.
One of our friends has a
Doberman puppy that
has had a shot every
week from the eighth ,
week and at three months
it is currently in the
hospital with a nasty case
of Parvo. The shots do not
4IC

Everyone's Going To

by jerry maupin

canine education

Man awarded support
for cats from ex-wife

The framework for this
year's dove season has
been changed from those
of previous years, giving
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Lawrence E. Lamb.M.D.
DEAR DR LAMB - My pernicious anemia to get B- smoking cie2rette5 2nri smoking marijuana producphysician has prescribed 12 to avoid this complica- marijuana Do they have the es 50 percent niore oulyaroand diarrhea marked we have so little control_ when they come in from
bon send SASE to Mary vitamin B-12 injections for tion A 8-12 deficiency can same odds of causing lung matic hydrocarbons
with blood quickly Give them lots of love and playing for the next few
than
Adelman, Rd 2 Box AB, pernicious anemia He is cause degeneration of nerve cancer' What does pot do to cigarettes These are the
dehydrates the puppy wipe their little feet with weeks
Hazel, Ky 42049 or call also giving me multiple vita- cells in the spinal cord and the lungs' I'm a woman with substances that are associatcausing death. Most a damp Clorox-water rag
min B. injections for nerve even nerve cells in the brain four small children under ed with lung cancer
For further informa- 502-436-2858
treatment involves
damage to my legs and feet If the cell has been too the age of 4 I have twins
relieving the symptoms,
Is there a likelihood that severely damaged the prob- who are six months old Pot Good studies show severe
there are other vitamins lem cannot be corrected relaxes me after I get the changes in the lungs from
reducing the fever,
that might not be assimilat- Permanent walking prob- children to bed I have never smoking marijuana Smokvomiting and diarrhea,
ed
by my stomach' Which lems can occur
smoked cigarettes because I ing just one joint reduces the
avoiding complications
would be the most likely
You'll need the informs- am afraid I might get ability of the lungs to inhale
The rainy spell and
from internal infection
and exhale a maximum
Cumberland: Black and in heads of coves; ones and what type of proce- bon in The Health Letter cancer Have
people
and trying to help the cooler temperatures have bass fair to good casting clear to murky, falling at dure is required to deter- number 4-5, Vitamin B-I2, cancer of the lungs gotten amount of air to the same
from extent as 16 cigarettes
puppy retain liquids improved fishing across crankbaits, spinners, ar- one foot above summer mine this'
Folic Acid. Pernicious smoking pot'
A good estimate would be
DEAR READER - Vita- Anemia, which I am sending DEAR READER _
either through the mouth Kentucky, notably the tifical and live pool, 77°.
it
or intravenously. There black bass fishing. The nightcrawlers into "runBuckhorn: Bluegill fair min B-12 is unique in that it you Others can send 75 takes 15 to 20 years to see that people who smoke marfor equal periods of
ijuana
requires
cents
with
a
a
long,
substance
manustamped, the cancers caused by many
seems to be one bright lake-by-lake rundown, ins" and at the base of fishing worms and
factured by your stomach self-addressed envelope for environmental factors time will have more lung
spot with this virus. lithe according to fish and waterfalls and also by crickets along deep for
its absorption. This sub- it to me, in care of this news- including smoking ciga- problems than cigarette
puppy survives, he has a wildlife conservation of- casting spinnerbaits and tlanks. crappie fair about stance is called intrinsic
smokers
PaPer,• P•0• Box 1551 Radio
We have not seen
pretty good chance of be- ficers.
jig-and-rind at night; 10-15 feet deep; black factor If your stomach City Station, New York.
enough people who have
ing a normal dog. There
Kentucky: Black bass crappie fair stillfishing bass slow; musky occa- doesn't manufacture enough 10019.
smoked pot that long to
seems to be one possible slow casting plastic minnows around cover in sional in lower lake; intrinsic factor the B-12 you
know what the actual fig
DEAR DR. LAMB complication involving worms off rocky points deep coves and up the clear to murky to muddy,swallow as pills or in food would like to know
more urea will be
the heart with young pup- and around shoreline creeks; in tailwaters stable at summer pool, will not be absorbed The about the differences in BUT we do know that
lack of B-12 in your system
pies. but if it has not hap- cover; clear to murky, trout good; walleye fair 78°.
leads to pernicious anemia
pened by the time the dog falling slowly at three below dam on small jigs
Dewey: Crappie slow That, of course, is why 8-I2
is six months, he is most feet below summer pool, and crankbaits; clear to 10-12 feet deep in stick- is given as a shot rather than
murky, stable at 15 feet ups and tree tops; clear a pill
often normal, carrying 77°.
CINCINNATI ( AP) — 20- by 60-foot store is Fred
Barkley: Black bass below timberline, 77°.
none of the nervous
to murky, stable at sum- The absence of intrinsic
factor will not affect the It sits in the shadow of the Cianciolo, who began sellsystem damage fair on crankbaits and
mer pool,78°.
absorption of any other vita- Procter
Dale Hollow: Black
& Gamble ing fruit and vegetables
associated with some of plastic worms off rocky
Grayson: Black bass mins. If you are eating
a
the other puppy pro- points; murky to muddy, bass fair on shallow and fair and improving on normal balanced diet you building, a tiny, at a sidewalk produce
falling at 2'2 feet below medium runners off plastic worms; catifsh should be getting enough downtown grocery store stand when he was 6
blems.
shallow banks and off fair
Frame:5 Drake
The only known killer summer pool, 75°.
and improving on other vitamins. The best that stocks every new years old.
"When I first moved
of the Parvo virus seems
Barren: Little activity points; white bass fair cutbaits or small way to test for vitamin defi- product made by the
FOR SUNDAY,
to be Purex in a 1/30 solu- reported, but some good trolling deep runners off bluegill; crappie fair ciencies is from a blood giant manufacturing over here 14 years ago,
SEPTEMBER 12, 1982
sample.
deep
banks;
bluegill
fair eight feet and deeper;
company that was built they I P&G I approached
tion of one part Purex or catfishing with trotlines:
what kind of day will tamor.
Your story is particularly
me and wanted to know if row be? To find
Clorox to 30 parts water. clear, falling at ten feet off deep banks; clear, clear to murky, stable at interesting
on a bar of soap.
out what the
because
of
the
falling
slowly
at three summer pool, 75°.
You can wipe down any above summer pool,760.
Fred's Place is where I would handle their new stars say, read the forecast
"nerve damage" in your legs
feet
below
normal pool.
suspected area, the pads
Rough River: No
Fishtrap: Crappie slow and feet. A B-12 deficiency consumers and P&G items," said Cianciolo, given for your birth sign.
79°.
of dogs who have been out report available.
around cover 10-20 feet can cause degeneration of competitors alike go to 52, who followed his
of your yard, the sleeping
Nolin: Black bass fair
Caveftun: Musky good deep; clear to murky to certain nerve cells that sample the unfamiliar father and grandfather
areas, spray it on the casting surface lures, casting and trolling deep muddy,stable at summer affect the nerves to the legs. products that P&G hopes into the produce business. ARIES
You can use folic acid to will
"The same week I was (Mar. 21 to Apr. 191 414
areas where dogs crankbaits, and spinner- runners in creek channels pool, 78°.
take their place
/4
correct anemias from 13-12
moving into this bigger Relations with close ties
eliminate. The bottom of baits around shoreline
-r
deficiency but folic acid will beside Ivory, Jif,
your shoes is a very han- cover; clear to murky to
not prevent the nerve cell Pampers and Charmin on store, another one was could be strained now. Don't
dy place for the virus to muddy, falling slowly at
damage that affects the feet the shelves of the nation's going out of business, let a little thing escalate into
They were the an argument. Attend to
ride — stepping into a six feet above summer LAKE CITY, Ky.(API minal, said Larry and legs. It is extremely supermarkets.
The proprietor of the originators, but they responsibilities.
shallow soultion of Clorox pool, 77°.
— The Tennesse Valley Fielding, land - important for people with
0Sto may 201
would only handle the l'IAArr. U
water will clean your feet
Herrington: Black bass Authority has determined management supervisor
20
(P&G ) food items; I'll
before entering the dog's good early and late on a proposed $6.7 million for TVA.
take anything that comes Some fresh air and sunshine
area.
surface lures and spinner coal terminal addition on
Fielding explained the
out — drugs, medicine ... will minimize your tendency
Since the virus is pre- baits and good at night Kentucky Lake would not
to won')' too much about a job
soaps,shampoo."
sent in all the dog's ex- casting plastic worms exceed federal regula- findings to a group of 200
A half dozen stores in matter. Romance is also
cretements including and some black bass by tions on noise and coal concerned residents at a
meeting at Barkley Dam
the Cincinnati area test- favored.
fecal matter and urine, casting scattered jumps; dust levels.
Thursday.
market some P&G pro- GEMLNI
extreme caution as to crappie good in upper
A TVA official said,
He said findings show
ducts, "primarily as a 1May 21 toJune 20)
where your dog goes as thrid of lake in treetops; however, that the governYour financial situation
means for our employees
well as to where he walks clear, falling slowly at ment agency is still the coal, to be
seems complicated now. Try
to try them," said to
where others have been three feet below summer waiting on results from transported by the Ilkeep spending down and
linois Central Gulf
:spokeswoman Kathy devote
.
should be exercisedpool, 78°.
an e.nviromentalsome time to putting
'Gilbert,
I hope your puppy gets
'Laurel: Black bass assessment study near- Railroad, would be wet
your.
books in order.
"He (Cianciolo) is not 'CANCER
better, and I hope that slow casting surface ing completion before when brought in, thus
at all a test market. Jane 21 to July 22) e(C)
everyone with small pup- lures and plastic worms; releasing a final opinion. eliminating coal dust problems.
1 There just wouldn't be you're inclined to be moody
pies will keep up their bluegill fair fishing
Reed Terminal Co. of
Fielding said TVA has '
enough sales. market.or now and this attitude only inParvo shots and be very crickets in stickups off Lake City has proposed
people for a test market." jures your relations with
lucky and not come in deep banks; trout fair at adding 44 acres and determined the addition
contact with this virus night; clear, stable at various unloading would lessen the volume DEAR READERS: A few years ago a soldier sta. she said. "It's so our others. Handle duties without
during those periods of four feet below power facilities to its 95-acre of coal-truck traffic in the tioned in Korea wrote to tell me what a heartbreak- employees can try our grumbling.
area arouond Lake City ing
vulnerability over vihich pool, 76°.
sight it was to see so many servicemen hurry to new products. Our people LEO
railroad-to-barge ter4g
and Grand Rivers, the mail call day after day and walk away
empty-handed don't get any free (July 23to Aug. 22 4.1
minal, established over
nearest town to the ter-with tears in their eyes.
samples; with 40,000 Your pride may be injured
..
25 years ago.
minal.
oeuiftecnri
dtitc
oisulintrovwury•
I urged readers who wanted pen pals to write to: (employees)
., snioossr; and ys
f m pshareholdersl oyees in the wU
o.uSld
If approved by the Ar-Operation Dear Abby, c/o Commander: U.S. Forces, our
my Corp of Engineers,
Fielding also mention Korea, APO San Francisco 98301.
yourself a gift and you'll feel
go crazy."
the addition would .be ed how the rail-to-water It was a huge success. I learned that within
twoi
ot, Cincinnati is a Procter better.
built on land controlled handling of coal at the ex-months,20.000 letters had arrived, and the morale
& Gamble town. where VIIIG°
,,,, c.,,,,
by TVA. The property panded terminal wouldthe men had never been higher!
W.
Ilenticky___
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'
er- - 221
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would be leased to the relieve some of the river- Well, friends, the offer still goes. I've cleared it with almost 13.000 people work I Aug
could be an issue
Money
for
the
$12
billion-a'ear
_Public
Affairs
Officer
Col. Richard G. Hyde, who
Reed firm, which boat strain on the Ken
with friends. Try not to get inof a wide range
Serving Those
_„00d, soap.
operates ,a , quarry at tucky Dam Lock. The ter- assures me that the servicemembers in Korea would packager
. . . . e Loan argument or you'll never
son drinks hear the
Lake- City and various minal is located abovewelcome pen pals. So, make someone happy, and in'
end of it. Don't be
personal care pro -picky.
and
e
rnem.
write
a
letter
a
soldier
lonely
to
And
today.
r.
enterprises.
Kentucky Dam.
her, there are lonely women in our armed forces, too. ducts.
LIBRA
Preliminary findings
The terminal addition Use the
Hwy.68 & 80 At Aurora
above address, and let me know if an ything "Every once in a while,(Sept
2.3 to Oct '22
show
the
has
additions
been
would
endorsed
bYrewarding develops.
We Will Be Open 7 Days A Week
accidentally find out ti)lti's
I
ng adabr
not exceed federal most area businesses and
ABBY about something I'm
Mon.-Sat. 4:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m.
s(:ime
Yr
'aarn
se.‘%G
ederw
ha
et
regulations concerning residents, and the state of
really not supposed to some time by yourself to
Sun. 11:30 a.m.-8:30 p.m.
• • •
noise levels at homes or Kentucky has offered no
know,•'says Cianciolo.
tediousness
relieve
and
businesses near the ter- objection.
DEAR ABBY: I am a woman in my early 30s with two "I know . the next thing restore energy.
they're
'
going
to
come
out
SIZO/WIL)
children, ages 4 and S. I am recently divorced and am now
g
is toothpaste in a Oct.123 toNov
, - 21
living with my ex-husband's father. (I'll call him Ralph.)I
When I say I am "living with him," I don't mean justi. dispenser, which sounds You're inclined to be
sharing expenses either. To put it bluntly, we are sleeping like a pretty neat idea," suspicious of others' motives.
together.
'he says, showing off some A friend, though, only has
your best interests at heart.
My question: Should my children call him Grandpa. Dad of the products,
or Ralph'? And how much should I explain to them about "This stuff I Rejoice,
a Be trusting'
this situation?
10,440hand lotion), this is going SAGITTARIUS
div
Ralph thinks we should
orc
be o pen and honest
with them,
e,INov. 22 to Dec. 21) -.
hut I feel we should shelter them since they Just went out in about 10 months It's a poor time to loan or
because it's nomaking'
borrow money.
t
through the trauma of
A friend may
Worms — Minnows
IN DISTRESS IN INDIANA enough money for them. be unnecessarily negative
"But this one here is go- about one of your business
Licenses — Ice — Supplies
Removal of dead, diseased or unDEAR IN: If your children have always called mg to be a good one — ventures.
Ralph "Grandpa." they would probably be mor butter i flavored CAPRICORN
wanted trees.
'
comfortable calling him Grandpa for now.
Crisco."
(Dec. 22 toJan.19 ) '
VW
Your children are undoubtedly much more aware o
Cianciolo began work- Don't be so concerned about
• Fully Insured
753-8536 the situation than you think, so any attempts to ing with his grandfather the realization of your ambi"shelter" them would be useless. I vote with Ralph.
when he was 6, and ran a bons that you fail to respond to
fruit stand by himself a loved one's need for atten•••
when he was 9. His bon.
z,
l
i
4...........A
DEAR ABBY: Our 29-year-old son (I'll call him Johnny) father, who is 80, still has AQUARIUS
recently called and asked us for $2,000 for a new pickup a produce stand in Cincin- (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
truck. He said he was borrowing $5,000 elsewhere to make nati's historic Findlay Advice you receive about a
a total of $7,000. He told us that he and his wife they both] Market, and a cousin lob interest could be faulty.
work full time) are buying a home and have no money in the runs a wholesale produce Work towards the realization
We're Known For Our...
bank
of your goals quietly in your
'business
•Delicious Fish Dinne‘s •Homemaae Desser ri.
When my husband began to question the advisability oF 'Fred's
Place does"TtwaY.
•Plate Lunches .Breali +as" Se',! An,ti—n
taking on such a large debt, Johnny said he "didn't need a
lecture, and to take the money and shove it- Then he hung about one-third of its PISCES
business arowid noon at iFeb. 19 to Mar 20)
Sunday Dinner
up.
A shortage of funds needn't
Lake
The next day. Johnny's wife called and said most of their its delicatessen counter, curtail your good times with a
Chicken 8. Dressing,
Hwy.
DON Want
Vegetables, Teo or Coffe,
friends are being subsidized by their parents, and they think and Cianciolo says many.
GRAYSON McCl URI
68
loft, 91 fast out of Morroy for 7 rndes NO n r,ghl on 280 we should do more to help them
9,pod Desser•
• customers are attracted cfaovsuonyte companion. Find less
ways
have
Follow 780 for 7 mar post Bonner I Geocery Yoke
lonotha
Today we received a letter from Johnny saying that to his store because it is a
354-6192
together.
blacktop ,nio Ponorornef Jnd foHow b/ori.tOp to VOttr I ogh I
because of our negative attitude he is cutting us out of his P&G outlet.
life. We are in shot-k and heartbroken. What should we do?] Two current big sellers YOU BORN TODAY have a
Telephone 502-436-5483
5:00 a.m.-9:30 p.m
THE PARSON'S D AUGHTER __ not yet generally flair for self-expression
Advertising,
writing,
available in other parts of pabhahmg, journalism and
State
Kenlake
On Ledbetter Creek at
DEAR DAUGHTER: What should you do? Nothing.
the
'
country
-are
a
law
are some of the fields
What should you not do? Give him the $2,000 to get
bathroom tissue called which promise you fulfillback into "his life."
Certain. and Brigade, a rnent. Though at times unpa• • •
Complete Line of Fishing •.
toilet bowl cleanser that bent with others, you neverCianciolo predicts "is go-Uieless are a born teacher as
• and Sporting Equipment
CON I:I DENTIA1,-TC1- T.-M.-: -You know yoWre gel- ing to be a tremend6us well as a goodwobe..Sense tif'4
tirig old when a lady y'ou've never met before is item."
humor keeps you from taking
seated next to you at a dinner party and 'she asks -I try most of the pro-yourself too senously You're
which is your good ear,
ducts myself."he said. equally At home in the world of
"But there are very fewart, and you'll have successIn
• • •
painting, architecture, destgn
free samples."
You're practical
Getting married? Whether you want a formal After P&G decides tomhd acting
church wedding or a simple,"do-your-own-thing" mass market an item,and a master of detail Birceremony, get Abby's new booklet. Send $1 plus a Cianciolo has to buy it thdate of: Alfred A. Knopf.
publisher : Maurice arvaber.
long, self-addressed, stamped (37 cents) envelope to: like anyone else
at a
et 1 Hord..(5021474 2245 0, 474-2211 E0 171
actor:'paid H I. Mencken.
Abby's WeddOrig Booklet, P.O. Box 389'23. Hollywood. supermarldtt
writer'
H00:18.
Continued from Page 81
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Fishing improved at state lakes
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Tiny store stocks P&G products

TVA awaits study results
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Be a Pal and
Pick Up a Pen
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Famous Fish Dinners
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Open 7Days A Week
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Boyer Tree Service
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Observations
-

by lochie Hart
2. Notice

Heather, daughter of native Murrayan Dr. Charlie Waldrop,
featured as dancing artist in Lancaster, Tex.

Dr Charles Wesley
Waldrop and wife Marne
must be pleased with
their daughter, Heather,
who was selected to
rehearse and dance in a
special production
number choreographed
by Master Dance Director Buster Cooper for the
International Dance Convention in New York City
in August. There she
danced with professional
from various musicals
presented on Broadway,
and before dance stars.
Heather, a high school
senior was among the
youngest invited to the
convention - the average
age of dancers with

I.

a horn she danced was
26 years. According to
columnist Vaughn Allen,
All this spotlight stuff
has no effect on this very
down-to-earth young
lady. She knows who she
is, what she'd doing and
what her future goals are.
Those goals do not include a professional show
career, no matter how
great the offers might be.
She loves to dance but
there are other things in
life that are far more important.
An incoming president of the Lancaster
High School Student
Body, she will be digging
into her senior year and

burning midnight oil to
keep ahead. Raised in a
Christian home where
love came freely, openly,
honestly, sharing came
naturally.
"Both of her parents
made sure that she and
her older brother 'Chuck'
grew up with respectful
manners and ideas.
Despite her father being
a prominent physician,
these two youngsters
were raised like children
should be raised without
the pampering, spoiling
and being given
everything their little
whims might demand.
Respect for others was
doubly stressed.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

•

- When Heather
Waldrop does anything,
she gives whatever it is,
her best...lf she cannot
come in the victor, she
tries to be a great loser
But being a loser is not
something she is too experienced at. There's one
great thing about this
young lady-she is not one
that toots her horn or
shines her own glories."
Even though I have not
had the honor of meeting
Heather, I believe every
word that Mr. Vaughn
wrote. I knew his grandparents, Charles Wesley
and Melda Waldrop: his
uncle H.T. Waldrop: and
aunts, Euva Alexander
and Elizabeth Holcomb
- all local residents.
I know that "Charlie"
as he is known,grew; Up in
a strict Christian home
where he and his sister,
Isabelle, went with their
parents to Sunday School
and church - they never
missed. It is not surprising that Mr. Vaughn
noted, "the upbringing of
the Waldrop children.

Graduating from high
school in the University
Training School. he with
his fellow classmates, Dr.
Hal Houston. Jr., and Dr.
Donald Hughes attended
Murray State then went
to The University of
I.ouisville for their
medical degrees. Charlie
is a general family practitioner. Charlie's mother
often commented that
these three played in her
yard most of their lives
good friends always.
Dr. Waldrop and an
associate own and
operate the North Texas
Clinic Association Lancaster Medical Center.
He is also associated with
hospitals in nearby
Dallas. Charlie "Chuck"
Ill is in college.
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Cancer prevention
Your Individual
Horoscope
obscured by test for
treatment, diagnosis

Miss America preliminaries
held Friday at Atlantic City

•
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Love,
Kathie,
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ROTARY DONATION - Joe Belcher (left I. president of the Murray Rotary
Club, presents Paul Wilson, director of the Community Thertre, a check in the
amount of $200. The money was donated to help defray expenses of an October
trip to the 1982 World's Fair in Knoxville. Some 20 area people are involved in the
production, "The Robber Bridegroom." According to Belcher, in addition to
promoting the community theatre, the theatre will help promote Murray at the
World's Fair.
Staff photo by Greg Travis
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39 40
finaligts
tanooga,
Saturday
studies
for
the
accoun50 Narrow, flat
-It never occurs to him low in fats and high in May 21 to June 20
!at
selection of Miss-America ting.
42
43
44
board
Act quickly to cash in on
1983.
Miss
California
52 Francis —
was that it might be better fiber to prevent cancers, positive career developments.
45
48
47
48
49
Key
About a third of the con- joined in the winners' cir- just to turn off the especially those of the A surprise call from a loved
SO
54 Exists
SI
52
53
54
testants also displayed cle Wednesday night by faucet,- he said.
colon and breast.
one pleases you. Mentally,
55 Salad ingredThe incidence of cancer He said if he could you're stimulated.
their evening gowns Fri- Miss Kentucky, Gwen55
57
58
ient
in
the
United
day,
States
but
the judges dolyn Suzann Witten, 23,
order a single change in CANCER
57 Kind of beard
59
eo
followed tradition and did of Vine Grove, who won might be cut by as much American and European (June 21 to July 22)
59 Long for
as
60 Merits
two-third
s by diets, it would be to "eat
not disclose their choice. that night's talent comExciting happenings occur
eliminating cigarettes. three times as much for you in matters of both
Miss Maffett, a blonde, petition.
limiting meat to one meal bread, but never white work and play. All in all, this
a day and eating a lot of bread."
day should prove quite exWHEN IT5 WINTER,YOU
IN THE SPRING AND
IN THE FALL YOU HAVE
BUT FALL 15
whole-wheat bread, raw He contends there's hilarating.
CAN STA`t IN THE HOUSE
THE SUMMER YOU
TO
KEEP
MOVING...
cereals and potatoes, "very, very good LEO
DIFFERENT.
CAN JUST LIE AROUND
Burkitt said.
4
evidence" that a diet low July 23 to Aug. 22) 412
After putting the finishing
He said U.S. resear- in fat and high in fibersI 'FT
r------touches
some
projects,
on
chers have estimated found in cereals, beans
dietary changes could and fruits and vegetables you'll be happily surprised by
reduce the rate of cancer - can reduce several an invitation to go out
somewhere
special.
vmGo
by one-third and he's con- cancers.
vinced the disappearance The National Academy
of cigarettes would report, however, while Aug. 23 to Sept. 221
Buying and selling aren't
remove another one- stressing reduced fats
especially favored, but comthird.
and recommending in- munications with a loved one
Various food industries creased cereals, fruits improve.
Home life is achave questioned the and vegetables, found cented
7 'I -I -I
after dark.
scientific basis and social -no conclusive evidence" LIBRA
11
logic of proposals to eat that dietary fiber pro- (Sept. 23 to Oct. 221 —
less of certain foods. tects against cancer.
An extra career push brings
benefits. Open doors yourself.
Speak directly to higher-ups.
Impromptu meetings are likeTHE ACES
ly.
BOBBY WOLFF
SCORPIO
f*V.
'Oct. 23 to Nov. 21 i
Be willing to engage in some
NORTH
sEPTii
9-11-A
"When things don't go
self-promotion.
Business
•K 7 6
PONT EVER GO
well, they like to blame
•5 3 2
chances arise, especially for
HE TAKES
)M-IAT
Presidents, and that's someTo THE ICE24
•Q 8 7 5
those in creative fields. Forge
FOREVER TO
thing that Presidents are
PIP I-1E
CONES
CREAM 5140P
4Q 6 3
ahead!
DEC
I
paid
PE
for."
F.
John
KenneBETWEEN
FINIAL
LY
WITH GARGE
WEST
EAST
SAGITTARIUS
.,,Eak
Sy
dy.
T1-4E 24 FLAVORS
BUY?
•Q.1108
•A 9 5 4 2
I Nov.22 to Dec.21) 's
•A
•K108
A private chat brings you
Things did not go well for •J 9 3 2
•10 6 4
strong support. An urge to do
492
declarer in his play of 410 8 5 4
something different may lead
today's challenging trump
souTH
to travel or a new course of
re 3
suit. He chose a play that
study.
411QJ9764
seemed normal, however,
•A K
CAPRICORN
the single dummy entry dicdi A K J 7
Dec. 22 to Jan. 19
tated a different approach.
There may be an impasse
South ruffed the second
Vulnerable Both Dealer about a career matter, but
spade and it was time to South The bidding
group activities are favored.
play trumps. He crossed to
You'll have access to some
dummy's club queen to South West North East
TI-IE TOP OP T1-4E
Pass
WHAT'D 11-IEN EXPECT make the first lead from
confidential information.
211
Pass
STAIRS AND
Pass
4IP
Pass
Pass
AQUARIUS
ME TO Do 9
dummy and East followed
TO Your:
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 181 =
AA
'T STAND UP AND
with the eight. South wasn't
LEPT
Go directly to a higher-up to
sure of what to play. so he
Opening lead Spade queen resolve a work dilemma.
played an honor -- "the norYou'll make some new friends
mal looking play." West
the percentage tables clear- who are different from your
won his singleton ace and
ly favor the winning play.
crowd.
usual
exited with a spade and
PISCES
declarer's game was gone.
Bid with The Aces
'Feb. 19 to Mar. 201
East eventually 'scored two
After being somewhat
more trump tricks and the South holds 9-11-B
stymied in a romantic matter,
defenders had four tricks.
you'll find a new approach
South makes his game is
•A 9 5 4 '2
that works. Career chances
K 10 8
he pays attention to the •
•10 6 4
come unexpectedly.
odds When East follows to
GOODOYE
492
FRENCH
the first trump with his
GOODBYE ,
PRINCE
GRANDFATHER
YOU BORN TODAY are
eight. South must consider
GRANDSEE YOU
(SMACK). LL
both creative and practical.
FATHER ,
.the possible distributions. North South
AGOIN
COME BACK
Sometimes you're found on
SIR
No play will win if East has 2 NT
NEXT MONTH.
the bustineng silltirode
all four trumps and no play
CAN I ORING
though you yourself are likely •
wilt lose if trumps are 2-2.
KIT AND
HEL015E ?
What really matters are the ANSWER:Thrte miracles. A to-be talented. You're happiest
3-1 distributions If West has forcing bid, opener either when your work reflects your
a singleton high honor, raises with three or more ideaLs and you should never let
deciver must play kis nine trumps or bids three no skepticism or self-doubt cause
you to give up on your dretsms.
If WA& has a singleton 10. trump with only two
declarer, must play his jack
Real estate, accounting,
or queen The singleton ace Send bridge questions to The Ares engineering and management
Box 12363, Dallas Texas 7522%
w king with West is twice as PO
with relf-addresped, stamped envelope may appeal to the busirss
Rem/a no elARONAWAN.- likely as a singletors, 10, so
side of your nature.
tor reply
ACROSS
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9. Situation Wanted

3 Card of Thanks

2. Notice
HAPPY 16TH
BIRTHDAY

CARD
OF THANKS

TREVOR MATHIS
Kenneth

Love, Mom, Dad,
Vendy and
Peabody

Bartell
wishes to express his
sincere thanks to the
following named persons who assisted in
cutting his tobacco:
Carrie Green, Ronnie
Green,
Dennis

Rotary
ck in the
October
ed in the
dition to
ay at the

NAPPY
ANNIVERSARY
ALICE& GREILY
BURNETT
Love, Gary,
Kathie, Amelia
and Terry.

idual

ipc

Apple Tree School pro
vides quality child care
with educational pro grams. Registration is
now in progress for
children ages 2.5. The
Apple Tree School is
housed in a modern and
fully equipped facility
and staffed by well
oualified personnel.
Call 753 9356 or visit at
1503 Stadium View Dr.

45 Automatic
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World
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11 tomorwhat the
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Green,

Green, Larry

Greeen, Roger Green,
Jerry
Pendergrass,
Randell Crass, Phillip
Carson, Fred Corson,
Jackie Carson, Kenny
Wyatt, Jim
Lamb,
Billie Baziell, David
Beane,

Terry
Dale
Wyatt, Wayburn
Wyatt, and Rodney

Black,

g Travis

War

II

with

45
stag

handles, and holster
condition.

excellent

Best offer. No phone
calls please.

VERNON'S
WESTERN
STORE
Nature's OWN "For
ever Lite Diet" by
Forever Living Pro
ducts. No Preservatives
added, Aloe Vera based
product. Doctor tested
and safe. This and all
other F.L P. products
are 100 percent money
back guaranteed. For
information on this diet
and other F.L.P. pro
-ducts call Franklin and
Emma Rushing
753-2713.

•
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6. Help Wanted
CRUISE SHIP JOBS!
All occupations. Great
income potential. For
information call 312 741.
9780 Dept. 2554 Phone
call refundable.
Carrier wanted to
promote the Courier
Journal. Income based
on both route delivery
and commission sales.
Prefer over age 18. Call
753 7116 or write: Bob
Rogers PO Box 598
Murray Ky 42071.
Grandmother type
needed to babysit in my
home. Own transportation required. 753-4775.
Hard working aggressive take charge type
individual to run established debit agency,
in the Murray to Ed.
dyville area. We offer
great compensation
training program and:
fringe benefits. Please
call Paducah between
8a m.'4 30p.m. for appointment and interview, 444.6967 E.O.E.
Legal secretary experience preferred.
Send resume to PO Box
266 Murray, Ky. 42071.
Need a part time
receptionist dental assistant, Send resume to
PO Box 1040A Murray
Ky 42071.

27. Mobile Home Sales

12x60 Fieetwood mobile
Christian lady, corn
pletely 'trustworthy. home, newly re
Located in
would like to clean your decorated
Call
Fox Meadows
house. Call 753 7262
753
5099
days
and 753
Responsible house wife
will babysit in my home 7795 nights
12665 3 bedroom 1973
week days. Have re
mobile home in Riviera
ferences 753 6956
Cts furnished. 53100
Call 753 1869 or 753 5743.
11. Instruction
1981 Mobile home 12660
Piano Lessons Class for 2 bedroom, furnished
5-6 year olds available Price reduced owner
For
Limited openings for being transferred
Call Karen more information call
Beginners
Greer 759 4410.
Mayfield, 1 247 5947.
Mobile home 2
50ft
bedroom, 1 bath, elec
14. Want to Buy
tric heat 753-7554.
Used 50 gallon House trailer (Baron).
aquarium tank. Call
1 l•T bedroom, gas heat.
759-9223 or 753 5455.
economical 12500
or
Want to buy good used rent $135 month. Call
file cabinets, legal or 382 2352 or 646 5102.
letter size Call Russ at
Lake retreat mobile
753 7724 or 753 9734.
home on 2 lots, each
50 x 100 ft., S 4 200
Write
negotiable
15. Articles for Sale
Peggy Maynard Rt. 7
15cu ft chest freezer Quarry Rd Mt Juliet.
Sears ColdSpot $225. Tenn 37122
489.2613.
FOR SALE: A. B. Dick 28. Mobile Home Rentals
Model 675 Copier for A 2 bedroom, newly
sale to the highest furnished, Shady Oaks
bidder. Excellent con
Trailer Court 753 5209.
dition, works good.
bedroom trailer
Sealed bids accepted Nice 2
for rent near Murray
through September 15.
2611.
pets.
489
No
Call 753-1893, ext. 277 for
additional information. Trailer for rent. See
( We reserve the right to Brandon Dill at Dill
Trailer Court.
refuse any and all bid1.1
Two bedroom all elec16. Home Furnishings
tric, large shaded lot. 4
miles East. Call 753 5464
leather
wall
Brown
hugger recliner, good after 5p.m.
shape 492 8204.
Solid wood 9 piece
dining room suite;
table, 6 chairs, china
cabinet, and buffet. Call
753-4957 after 5p.m

19. Farm Equipment
Permanent anti freeze
DX brand $3.60 gal. Buy
case lots while it last.
Vinson Tractor Co.
753-4892

22. Musical
INFLATION
PRICES
On

Pioneer, Sony,
onyo, Majestic,
Marautx car stereos.
World of Sound
753-5865

Baldwin Pianos and
Organs. New Used.
Need babysitter to Lonardo Piano C07
babysit in my home Paris, Tenn, next to
FOR SALE
Mon Sat. Call before Penney's
Ila.m or after 6p.m., CAR STEREO Pioneer,
Browning 12 Guoge
753.5419.
Kenwood, Marantz,
Shotgun, excellent
Need babysitter in my Mitsubishi, Sanyo. Procondition
home '2 days Mon Fri. fessional installation.
Must have references. Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center
Call 753-048.4
Chestnut St. 753-0113.
Painters must have
No Phone Calls
For sale. 2 year old
excess of 3 years ex
YERNONS WESTERN perience, in spray, home stereo system,
condition.
excellent
brush, and roll painting.
STORE
Pay $13.65 per hour plus Yamaha CR420 reOLYMPIC PLAZA
benefits. Call 753-0839 or ceiver, semi-auto turntable, Genesis 1 plus
436-2935.
Open 9-9 Daily
speakers $395. 753-7217
RN or LPN position
after 5p.m.
available full time or
part time for 3-11 shift.
Exterminating
23.
Have 5 minutes? Coll
Working Mon.-Fri with
every weekend off
759-4444 for an inPersons interested
spirational message to
should apply in person
your day.
brighten
at Care Inn 4th and
'Indiana, Mayfield Ky
Children's tape 759or call 247-0200.
4445.
Respiratory Therapy
The Murray Calloway Technician competitive
Kelley's Termite
County Senior Citizens salary and benefit
are taking bids on the package. Only ex
& Pest Control
sale of a ceramic kiln. perienced or school
Phone 753-3914
The kiln may be seen at trained persons need
1620 W. Main St. apply. Contact Per
Mon.- Fri., 8,30a, m. sonnet Director
4:30p.m. The Senior Murray•Calloway Co. 24. Miscellaneous
Citizens Organization Hosp. 803 Poplar St.
6 x 12 Enclosed
reserve the right to turn Murray, Ky. 42071,
aluminum and steel
Telephone 502-753-5131.
down any or all bids.
tandem trailer. Built in
Surgical Technician master brake cylinder.
Nigh Quality Experienced in surgery Chain link fence 106ft.
preferred; some health 6ft. high, 4 gates, top
•Best Prices care background re- rails. Excellent dog
= Personal Services,
quired. Duties will in,
Pen. You take down.
IN Open 9:00 - 5:00
clude assisting in surg. 759-9338.
cry, in the office, and on
weekdays, 9:00
160.
hospital rounds. Posi, Bearcat scanner
noon Saturdays.
Call 753 5886.
tion does require on call
CARTER STUDIO
Compound
Bow
Bear
rotation for nights,
300 Mein
753 8293
week ends, and Polar II with all ac
holidays. Neat appear - cessories $100. Cal 753ance and ability to 0864.
communicate
well with Firewood cut to order.
NOTICE
people a plus. Send 525
per rick. Call
letter stating 436-2297.
ex
qualifications,
For your convenience. len
For sale AA Kirby and
perience, and re - Electrolux vacuum
Setter from our Seises Dept.
ferences to; Cape cleaners, with at
ad I. et our showroom
Girardeau Surgical tachments
Good as
from 6,30 PM to 300 PM
Clinic Inc. 10 Doctors new. Call Paris 901 6.42
on Mondays. Tutsdey s
Park Cape Girardeau, 7473.
Tlyersdays and frisleys,
Mo 63701. Attn: Rodney
KEROSENE
Waddle.
PUIDOMS OLDSMOBILE
HEATERS
Buy now
Wanted•person to assist and save! 6800 BTU,.
PONTIAC, CADILLAC
invalid woman, light $119.99; 9000 BTU,
406W. Mani
housekeeping, about 3 $149.99, 9300 BTU
753.5315
ho rs per day. 753-4691.
5179.99; 9300 BTU with
fan
$212.99. 11,500
BTU, $179.99; 19,500
1219.99, Wallin
BTU,
BID ANNOUNCEMENT
Hardware Paris, Tenn
Bids will be received until 2:00 p.m.
Looking for old barn to
fear down for lumber.
CDT Sept. 28, 1982 by the ad759-4588 or 753 7637_
ministrator of the Murray-Calloway
OREGON SAW chains,
At" pitch for 16" bar,
County Hospital for the renovation and
$7.99; 20", 18.99. Wallin
addition to Suite 201 in the Medical
Hardware Paris, Tenn
Soundesign AM FM FM
Arts Bldg. Work will include springlers,
stereo receiver, tape
mechanical, electrical, metal stud and
recorder player,.. turn
table, speakers, match
millwork,
tile,
work,
floor
sheet rock
irtg Stand 759 1777
-.Au*
tar,aluirp40.0;
Plots •
,

$275.00

I

may be obtained at the Administrctors
Office by making a $25 deposit which is
refunable. A 5 percent bid bond or
cashiers check will be required with
each bid.
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3
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27. Mobile Homaiales

41. Public Sale

3-Party
Yard Sale
11 miles out
94E beside
Brown's
Market. Sat.,
Sun.

Purdom & Thurman
Insurance &
Real Estate
Southside Court Se
Murray, Kentucky
753-4451

Strout
Realty

37. Livestock-Supplies

Horses boarded
Stalls
$30, pasture $20
Limited space
Phone
753-3010.

38. Pets-Supplies
AKC Registered
Keeshond puppies
Phone 753 7989,
AKC Registered
Doberman puppies and
3 year old female
Doberman Call 759 4588
or 753 7637
759,
Beagles for sale
1893 or 43b 5433.
Re
AK C
For sale
gistered male puppies
-For sale BIrddog pup
9957
753
pies $40 Call
after etio m

10x40 2 bedroom fu t
nished, natural gas,
Phone
Produce
good condition
.753 3895 after Sp m
pullets ready
Leghorn
122(40 One bedroom
Call after Sp m
unfurnished 12950 606 to lay
7806
753
671 3419

46. Homesfor Sale

Looking for a bargain in
todays market? There
But
is plenty around
before you make your
at
this
look
final choice,
3 bedroom home,
Re
located in Hazel
duced to $11,500. older
some with that certain
Call Spann
charm
Realty Assoc 753 7724.

House and acreage
first time offered Two
recently re
bedroom
modeled nome with Oak
pretty kitchen
floors
With stove and re
frigerator included, in
sulated to TVA stan
dards, and 3 acres of
Con
cleared land
venient terms
$27,900
REALTY
KOPPERUD
753 1222

OWNER FINANCING
TO QUALIFIED
Do you need
BUYER
Separate living quarters
for mother in law?
Large workshop for
Owner transferred
Dad? Country kitchen
and leaving this
for mom? Five acres
"Apple Pie" order
for kids to ride dirt
bikes? Give us a call
ofless
now at Century 21
maintenance on
Loretta Jobs Realtors
this attractive two
753 1492
story, 4 bedroom
REDUCED 14,000! New
home with
2 bedroom brick 4 miles
North Built by quality
gracious space for
craftsmen, with best
the large family.
heat pump, fully in ,
Located on a nicesulated, city water,
corly landscaped
concrete driveway and
Nice private
sidewalk
ner lot. Has an
lot
in excellent
assumable morneighborhood
Buy
tgage. Reduced to
direct from owner be'
$8 2,50 O. .KOPfore Oct 1st for only
PERUD REALTY
$33,900 Phone 753 9773
-753-1222.
Remodeled home near
University
3 bedroom
plus furnished apart44. Lots for Sale
ment Lots of extra's.
FOR SALE BY Call 753 3949
OWNER: Lot 1
miles
east of Murray , on good
road and 500 ft. of Hwy 17. Motorcycles
94. City water, no 1973 Honda 750
restrictions, not in a customized excellent
subdivision. Call Bob or condition. 753-6005 8.5,
James Futrell 753 7668 753-6476 after 5p m., ask
days and 753-7394 for Eddie.
nights.
1978 TT500 Yamaha.
FOR SALE BY Good condition with
OWNER: Lots for extra parts sax. 753mobile home with septic 1217
tank, water and drive1980 GS 1100L Sazuki
way, Located in motocycle. Asking
Baywood Vista Sub- $2300. 1981 GS 1000L
division on KY Lake, Sazuki motorcycle exIMMEDIATE cellent condition. AskPOSSESSION. Call Bob ing 52800. 759-9526 or
or James Futrell at 753-6802
753 7668 days or nights
1982 Honda 1100 Inters753.2394.
tate fully dressed. Low
Lake lots for sale by mileage. Call 753.5099
owner. Lake front and days and 753 7795
lake view. Several to nights.
choose from on KY
Yamaha Tri Motor
Lake and Lake Barkley. 1982
Terms available. Call 175 3-wheeler, 1980
Yamaha YZ80. 753-6756
James or Marty Futrell
4016 after 5p.m.
at Murray, Ky, 753 7668 or 759,
200 Honda 3 Wheeler 82
or 753.7394.
than 2
OWNER HAS FOR model, less
492 8414
SALE' Commercial months old.
7p
.m.
after
Zoned Lot on the corner
of 2nd and Poplar St. Yamaha 125 Enduro
Has sewer, water, 3- electric start $200.
phase electric, and city Yamaha 1980 1T250
gas. Call James or Bob 5475. Call 7513830.
Futrell 753-7668 days or
18. Auto Services
753-2394 nights.

immumia

43 Real Estate

COUNTRY LIVING
PRIVATE neat 3, bedroom 2 bath home on
large fully wooded lot
miles East of Lynn
Grove. Full finished
basement for an extra
family room or office.
Central heat and Air,
fiLeplace, deck. Call
oda
y
.
t
WHY RENT? nice 2
bedroom, 1 bath home
with owner financing
available located just
north of Hazel
DUPLEX ON DODSON
29. Heating-Cooling
A great buy. Let us
show you this property
with owner financing
available.
Air conditioning, Purdom & Thurman
appliance and Real Estate 753-4451.
redecorated
refrigeration ser- Completely
in fine taste 4 bedroom,
vice. All brands. 1 L.2 story home in city.
Owner financing at 10
759-1322.
percent, 'give you low
monthly payments. A
large double lot, 2 car
garage, and storage
30. Business Rentals
Shed
Economical heat
and many extras. Call
Spann Realty Assoc.
Mini
753-7724.
Warehouse
If you're an energy
Storage Space
miser, check on this
excellent buy on
For Rent
Highway 732. 3 be753-4758
drooms, 1 ,r2 baths,
fireplace in living room
with gas logs, wood 32. Apts. For Rent
burning fireplace in
One and 2 bedroom den, nice garden spot
apartments near down• and lots of fruit trees.
town Murray. 753,4109, Priced in the 540'S.
KOPPERUD REALTY.
762-6650 or 436 2844.
Ilk° bedroom duplex 753-1222.
apartment gas heat,
stove, refrigerator $225,
deposit and reference.
436-2802.
Two bedroom furnished
apartment extra nice.
Office Coast to Coast
Furnished washer,
&qv,how froryonoro
dryer, dishwasher. $200
Mans Service Since 1900
a month. 753-8298 days,
1912 Coldwater Road
753,6194 nights.
"may, Keetrcky 42071
Very large apartment 2
(502)753-01116
bedroom, furnished.
Anytime
753-8730, after 5p.m.
10f 1. CON WON
753,6965.
Broker
Want someone to share
Licensed goaded
a 2 bedroom duplex $125
per month. Call
759,4406.
YES YOU CAN - ASSUMABLE LOAN FOR
33. Roomsfor Rent
YOU! Just listed 4
One room efficiency $95 bedrooms, 2 baths,
month plus deposit. Call maintenance free
home. Spend your leisafter 4p m., 753 4793.
ure hours on wrapSleeping room re
around deck with a cool
frigerator in hall priv
glass Of lemonade.
ate entrance. ZimBasement recreation
merman Apts. S. 16th
room with stone
753-6609.
fireplace. Mature trees
on nice double lot. Dial
31. Housesfor Rent
(Century 21 Loretta
For rent-3 or 4 bedroom Jobs Realtors) 753.1492.
house 1603 College YES YOU CAN BUY.
Farm Rd., Murray. SELLER will help you
492-8225.
buy his home. Enjoy the
Three bedroom brick lake and wildlife from
ranch fireplace, heat the warm family room
pump county. Coleman in winter and the patios
R E
Property Man- in the summer. This
agement 753,9898.
three bedroom is nes
Two bedroom house for tied on a beautiful
rent 1 I
miles south of wooded lot with ad
Coldwater
Call ditionat acreage with
undisturbed natural
489 2378,
beauty abounding with
dogwoods overlooking
36. For Rent or Lease
the lake. All this can be
Building for rent 103 N.
yours with seller finan
3rd Dixie Dry Cleaners.
cing. Call 753,1492 and
See Thomas H. Crider let Century 21 Loretta
753-5153.
Jobs Realtors help you

Boars and Gilts, Mur
freesboro, Ill.
yorkshire, ready for
breeding, large selec
tion. Homer Jenkins
618-684 6892.
Chestnut horse
American saddle breed,
Call
16 hands 5400
753 4710.

43. Real Estate

Commercial Property
in Coldwater - has
several possibilities.
Service station, store
clean up
shop.
$12,000
CALLUS Al
7534000 or 489 7266

ZN
Realtors
Village Hwy. 641 N.
Merrily, Ky.

45.Farmsfor Sale
131 Acre farm ap
proximately 7 /
1
2 miles
south of Murray on
Highway 641. Several
hundred feet of frontage
on both sides of
highway, between
Hazel and Puryear,
Tenn_ Approximately 60
very productive acres
and lovely home site,
plus several out ,
buildings. Owner
financing available.
KOPPERUD REALTY.
753-1222,
62 Acre farm with
tobacco barn and spring
water year round.
North of Kirksey, on
Marshall and Calloway
County line:itifsli13.
MUST SELL! Excellent
farm property 1 mile.
west of Stella. 274 acres
with 237 tendable and 60
acres in timber. Property has 4.33 acres
tobacco base with 3
tobacco barns and
several other buildings
including ,a good farm
house. $295,000. Call
Spann Realty Assoc.
753-7724

46. Homes for Sale

Will clam carpets
windows, also clean
and was herd wood
Satisfaction
floors
guaranteed.

753-3317
APPLIANCE
Kenmore,
SERVICE
Westinghouse.
Whirlpool. 20 years
Parts and
experience
service. Bobby Hopper
Ser
Appliance
Bob's
5th St.
vice 202 S
4 8 7 2 ,
7 5 3
753 8886(home).
Appliance repair work
all brands. Specialize in
Tappen Call 753 5341 or
354-6956 Earl Lovett
Build and Repair
tobacco barns. Free
estimate. Call 435 4347
CARPET CLEANING
Free Estimates
Satisfied references..
Vibra Steam or Quick
Dry Cleaning
(Upholstery Cleaning)
Lee's Carpet Cleaning
753 5877

1975 El Camino tan with
black vinyl top. Extra
sharp and mechanically
sound. Asking $2150.
753-0541_
1975 Plymouth 6 cylinder Valiant, automatic
$695. Clean 14ft, boat,
trailer, and 18hp motor
$650. Call 489-2595.
1976 Dodge Charger
67,500 actual miles.
753-5783.
1978 Fiat 128• 3P 4
cylinder, excellent
condition 52900. 1974
Vega 4 cylinder auto
matic, good condition
1850. Fish tanks 10 and 5
gallon includes every ,
thing $50 for both. 19in.
Zenith solid state t.v.
$250. Call 753 3315 or see
at 813 2 N 19th.
1979 Monte Carlo power
steering7-gOwer brakes,
power windows, air
condition, AM -FM 8
track stereo, 302 motor,
low mileage. good con
dition 53600, can 436
2894.
1980 Ford Fiesta 4
speed, T roof. 36mPg
great condition. 54000 or
best offer. Call 753 7855.

50. Used Trucks
1976 Ford pickup Call
761 7354 after 5p m '

52. Boats-Motors
lift

insulation blown in by
TVA approved
Sears
Save on- those high
heating and cooling
bills Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimates
Vinyl,
JC & C Sheeting
aluminum. steel 8. vinyl
coated aluminum siding
and trim for houses
Also fiberglass shake
siding We also put On or
repair galvanized and
aluminum roofs and
/59
siding for barns
1600 office or 753 0329
home
Johnson Repair Service
anything for the mobile
home, roof on down
Also small engines lawn
mowers etc 492 8772

William Noll
Pasco, DMD
,
:nnounces
the
Opening of
his office
practice ot
General
Dentistry
Hours by Nights

Roofing All Types, 15
years experience, all
work guaranteed. Don
Wilkerson, 489-2580
or 345-2602.

Campbell's Tree Service. Topping, trim
ming, removing. Full
insurance. Call 1-5270918
Chimney Sweeping
Service. Do it now
before you need your
chimney. The working
list is growing Call now
to secure an appoint•
ment. 435-4348 or 762
4792.

ROOF
PROBLEMS?
Aged a second opinion?

Build-up

or

Residential.
Local
references. Call Hugh
Outland, 759-1718 or
753-8076.

Concrete, block, brtick,
basements, bun
dations, drive ways,
sidewalks, patios, and
chimneys. Free es timates. Call 753-5476.
FREE ESTIMATES On
Duane's Place Used All Electrical, PlumbVolkswagon parts, tune- ing, Painting, and Well
up, break jobs, rebuilt Pump Needs. Licensed.
motors. 435-4272.
Call 753-0092 or 7539673.
Fence sales at Sears
49, Used Cars
now Call Sears 753 2310
1972 LTD 5850 753 4923
for free estimate for
1972 Olds convertible your needs
best offer. 753-7419.
1974 VW Dasher needs
Aluminum and Vinyl
engine repair $750 or
siding and Aluminum
best offer. 435-4150
trim for all houses. It
before 3p.m.

Beautiful home with
300' lake frontage and
125' boat dock. 2 large
lots in Hurley Riley
Subdivision with use of
approximatey 4 acres. 2
bedroom home with
detached garage, chain
link fenced backyard,
grapevines, apple trees,
pear trees: and cherry
trees. Owner will con
sider trade or financing. 1981 Datsun 200SX apCall Spann Realty As
proximately 38mpg,
sod, 753 7774.
blue, loaded with extras, excellent condition
Florida home 2 bed
room, workshop, large $6800. 753,8295 after
screen porch, quiet 4p.rn.
subdivision. Royal 1982 Grand Prix 18,000
Palms in yard, ideal miles plus, redwood
retirement home, near metallic Sony AM FM
bay
Owner must sell stereo cassette, tilt
due to health $32,000. wheel, cruise, V.6, wire
759 4704
wheels 18900T Phone
New 3 bedroom home on 436 5531 after 5:30p.m.
beautiful wooded lot 1982 Mercury LN7 Hat
with spring fed creek, chback loaded 16500.
new appliances, new 753-6023
2
air conditioner,
By Owner 1981 Olds 88
1618
baths, carport
diesel loaded, 24,000
Westwood
Dr.
Oakhill
miles
Call after
SgizgiviSiOn. 753 5014
5.30p.m . 753 7419

MUMS
THE WORD

51 Services Offered

53. Services Offered

stops painting.
Jack Glover
753-1873
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years ex
perience, Carpentry
concrete. plumbing
roofing, sliding. NC
JOB TO SMALL. Fret
estimates. Days 474
2359, nights 474'7276.
Glittering by Sears.
Sears continuous gut•
ters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753 7310 for free
estimate.
If you need firewood cut
for the winter call
753.7585 after 4p.m.
If your furniture, cars,
vans, boats, and so forth
needs that new look.
please give us a call and
we will try our hardest
to please you. We have a
wide selection of fabric
Call
to choose from
753 5361 or 753 6488

Available
1653 Collowoy
753 1914
K & K STUMP REMO
VAL. Do you need
stumps removed from
your yard or land
cleared of stumps? We
can remove Stumps UP
10 24 inches below the
ground, leaving only
sawdust and chips Call
for free estimates Bob
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
Kemp Jr 435 4319.
Lake Refrigeration. Air
conditioners, small ap
pliances repaired. 474
8841.
Licensed electrician for
residential and com
mercial. Heating and
aircondition, gas in
stallation and repair.
Phone 753-7203.
Need work on your
trees? Topping, pruning, shaping, complete
removal and more. Call
BOVER'S. TREE
SERVICE ton Professional tree care
753.8536.
Painting Paperhanging
Commercial
Residential Interior
Exterior -Farm
Buildings. 25 years
experience. Tremon
Farris 759 1987
Refrigeration and Air
Condition Service_ and
Repair. Central air
Commercial and Re•
sidential Service. 4365536.
STORAGE Boats: pon
toons, campers SI per
foot per month. Win
terization and fall re
pairs. 10 percent off
With this add. Murray'
Sport & Marine 718 S
4th St.
Alummin
alumnae

Service

Sammy Tidwell Paint
ing Contractor_ Ex
perienced interior and
exterior painting. Free
estimate. Call 753-4686
or 753 0487.
WELL DRILLING and
repair. Campbell Well
Drilling McKenzie, TN.
I rregation residential
and commercial_ 901
352 3671.
Will do yard work and
hedge Trimming, cut
and remove dead
hedge. Call 753-0712 or
7513534.
FLOOR SANDING
AND FINISHING
20 years experience.
floors
our
Stained
speciality.
BOOEAU

ROBINSON
DAY
753-3716
753-5292

FLOOR CO.
354-6127

56. Free Column
Have to give away
Calico and orange
call
striped kittens
498-8613

WALLIS DRUG
•PRESCRIPTIONS *FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
•LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
•NOLLISTER °STONY PRODUCTS
Frio Dielloory so Proscription I Oto Units

ROOFING
ROOFING
ROOFING

Boat, with tandem

-.yew- •
- •
mmci;;..,;wr. letter-mreme
Also 1-?ft.
S 400
100's of hardy cushion mums
Yellowitone camper
assorted colors $3.95 each. Hoffexceiiant condition.
81700, Call 4419263.
man's Nursery 1 mile 94 East,
Fiberglass cabin
23ft
Sleeps 4, has
cruiser
759-4512.
trailer. Sell Or trade fix
a van 759 1987

CO

and riayl sIdlif
custom trim work
Retereaces. Call Will Ed
Bailey, 153-0689

FREE ESTIMATE
Jackson Service Co.
436-5536

1

j
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Board to decide role on waste facility location
FRANKFORT. Ky
The first chore
for a hazardous waste
disposal siting board
created by the 1982
General Assembly will be
to determine just what
role it will play in the
location of a demonstration disposal facility.
The board's exact role
remained unclear following the group's initial
meeting Friday
The main issue was the
relationship between the

board and the Natural
Resources and Environmental ProtectIon
Cabinet in reviewing and
approving applications
for a demonstration
disposal facility.
The nine members of
the board did not reach a
concensus on whether
their efforts should
duplicate or override
decisions made by the
cabinet.
"Between now and the
next meeting we should
think about the problems
and hopefully at the
November meeting we
can clarify the role we
play," said former state
Sen. John Berry Jr. of
New Castle, who was
TOLEDO, Ohio API — elected chairman of the
Of the 2.3 million people board.
The 1982 legislation setin the United States who
buy new ceilings each ting up the board allows
year, nearly three- one regional hazardous
quarters i 74 percent put waste treatment and
up the ceiling disposal facility to be
themselves, according to located in Kentucky
a "do-it-yourself" focus without local veto.
The facility would be
group interview conducted by a manufac- required to use the most
turer of residential home modern techniques to
treat the waste and landproducts.
"The survey found a filling would be allowed
number of psychological only for waste that could
rewards in doit-yourself not be handled otherwise.
A local fiscal court can
projects, such as a sense
of pride and accomplish- veto the location of a
ment, release of frustra- hazardous - waste landfill
tion, contribution to the in its county under comfamily and opportunity to prehensive hazardous
engage in therapeutic waste legislation passed
physical activity," says by the 1980 General
Harry Hill, market Assembly.
The siting board could
manager for the Residential Ceilings Division of grant a permit for a
Owens-Corning Fiberglas facility after reviewing
its social and economic
Corp.
.impact on the local rom-

1AF. —

Most ceilings
installed
by buyers

MISSIONARIES — Sister Mantaring left and Sister Betts are serving as missionaries in the area for the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints. As missionaries, they teach gospel and clarify misconceptions about the church. Sister
Mantaruig is from the Phillipmes and Sister Betts is from Utah.

Why do Christians suffer?
By Rev. Ronnie Adams, doing despite to the man
pastor
He has made and
Poplar Spring Baptist violating his personality.
Church
Who could respect a god
"Dear friends do not be who would give a gift,
surprised at the painful then take it back if things
trial you are suffering, as did not go his way' No,
though something man's free will was his
strange were happening permanent possession,
to you. But rejoice that part of his essential
you participate in the suf- nature. Man chose to sin,
ferings of Christ, so that and still chooses to sin
you may be overjtyed every day. So man must
when His glory is reveal- pay sin's penalty, and the
ed. I Peter 4:12-13. N.I.V.
wages of sin is death.
If we are to learn to Pain, tension, trouble,
triumph over human pain disaster — all are slow
we must first understand forms oil physical death,
it.
and symbols of the
If God can work all spiritual death of eternal
things together for His separation from God.
children's good, why does
He allow them to suffer?
What a normal human
question this is!
When God created man
GETTYSBURG. Pa.
He gave him the gift of , AP) —
An apple free will. Man was free to processing
company has
live in fellowship with found a new
way to
God or to reject Him. God dispose of
peels, seeds
could have made man and stems
while producunable to disovey Him, ing energy for
expanded
but He wanted sons not operations.
puppets. He knew the risk
According to Energy
He was taking, but He
yearned for the freely- User News, the core of
chos-en fellowship of man -the system is a boiler that
so much the He took it. burns the apple wastes to
The result of man's produce steam for cookchoice was sin in the ing and pasteurizing apworld. With it came the ple juice and sauce.
many forms of evil, sufThe gas previously usfering among them.
ed to produce this steam
Having given man free will now be used
to run a
will, God could not the turbine
for generating
negate its results without electricity,
the publica-

God does not exempt us
from our share in
humanity's travail. To be
human is to suffer
because of sin. Knowing
God does not take away
our humanity, it
transcends it with the life
of God Himself. His
presence and His sufficiency are His gifts to His
children.
Are you suffering as a
Christian? If you are you
can depend upon God's
presence and sufficiency
in your suffering.
Remember this promise
in 2 Timothy 2:12 "If we
suffer with Him, we shall
also reign with Him?"

Company finds uses for apple parts

•

tion reported.
In addition, the turbine's waste heat will be
recovered to raise boiler
water temperature. while
waste heat from the
boilers themselves will be

used to dry the apple
wastes in preparation for
their burning.
Previously, the waste
was spread on company
lands or sold as cattle
feed.

KING DAVID HOTEL DESTROYED
The King David Hotel in Jerusalem. headquarters of British forces in Palestine, was blown
up July 22. 194, by members of the terrorist group
Irgun Zvai Leumi. More than 100 pe.-tpls t..ere killed
and 50 wounded. In April. the AngloAmerican committee had recommended partition of Palestine and
the immediate admission of 100,000 Jewish
refugees. but Britain, holder of the U.N. mandate,
refused to allow this •

munity The bawd would
act after the Natural
Resources L'abinet had
approved a construction
permit following a
technical review of the
proposed project.
''Do we have veto
power over that technical
review," asked Dr.
Donald Haney, director
of the Kentucky
Geological Survey.
Natural Resources
Secretary Jackie
Swigart, who is not a
member of the board but
set in on most of Friday's
meeting, said she thought
that issue had been
resolved in the legislative
'debate on the bill.
"That was the biggest
discussion in writing the
bill, to keep our roles
separate," she said. "The
geological and
hyrological concerns
should be left in our
cabinet."
Mrs. Swigart said her
agency is in the process
of seeking primacy from
the federal government
for the enforcement of
hazardous waste regulations in Kentucky in
which it would be the
final perrniting authority.
"That is the ultimate
question," Berry said.
"Whether we duplicate
what they do. The problem I see is who
establishes criteria and
when."
He said that if the only
criteria was that
established in the
cabinet's regulations, "is
the action of this board
simply an arbitrarl' deci-

included in the report on
newspaper management
were the University of
Oregon, University of
North Carolina, University of Missouri, Ardansas
State UniverSity. Howard
University, George
Washington University,
North Texas State
University, Virginia
Polytechnic Institute,
Marquette University of
Geogia, University of
Missippippi, Syracuse
University and Ohio State
Unversity.
Presstime is a monthly
publication of the
American Newspaper
Publishers Association.

Marjorie and Bill Major
7S3-0880
American and international Traveltime.
.MM.111.111NMI.MMNWONMNI.1

BACK AGAIN FOR FALL

Wholesale
Women's Fashions
Up to 70% Off!

1981 EICamino Super Sport

UESDAY & WEDNESDAY
SEPTEMBER 14& 15

1 3,XXX miles

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
GM

GIENDIAL liONNS NUM EMU=

:
/13 3F A
:=W

A good home away from home is hard to
find nowadays. Ever heard that remark?
Maybe you are not looking in the right places.
Have you ever noticed Fern Terrace Lodge on
Stadium View Drive in Murray? Fern Terrace
has everything you've been looking for — a
home of distinction for the senior citizens.
At Fern Terrace we want to welcome Mrs.
Sonoma Lamb, who is the new assistant
administrator. Fern Terrace is not a stranger
to Sonoma as she knew most of the residents
and several people in the community. We also
want to welcome to our staff, Hilda Henson,
Bianca Bullard,& Jerry Kallabher.
We are having a big time at Fern Terrace
playing ball, exercising, bowling & playing
games to keep us young & active. Even Miss
Annie Willis, who is 102, can still catch a ball &
has a throw that would shame some of the ball
teams.
We want to welcome Mr. and Mrs. Connie
Ford, Mr. Roy Bogard and Charlie Wade to our
Fern Terrace Family.
Get well wishes go to Junior Downs & Cozy
Lawrence & Eva Mitchell who are in the
hospital.
Don't spend a "lonely winter" by yourself,
move into Fern Terrace and let us see that you
are provided food, heat, care, companionship,
social activities and church service.
To find out more about Fern Terrace call us
at 753-7109 between the hours of 9-5. Ask to
speak to Mrs. La Verne Tapp, adm. or Sonoma
Lamb, asst. adrn, or come by and visit at
anytime.

ANUFACTURERS'
SALE

2•Tone Blue, AM-Fm cassette, power
steering, power brakes, air, automatic, tilt,
cruise, Blue vinyl

753-2617
641 S. Murray

HOURS: 9:00 A.M. until 8:00 P.M. TUESDAY
9:00 A.M. until 5 P.M. WEDNESDAY
VISA EC
MASTERCARD
ACCEPTED.

HOLIDAY INN
BANQUET ROOM
MURRAY,KY.

AIC:Mr

BUTTON DOWN OXFORD SHIRTS

ISELLING?1
0 R
BUYING?

LONG ',LEP.. L
(front poi let

EIGHT COLORS
bor k S. locker loop, plus button on
hrn k

SASSON CORDUROY
DESIGNER JEANS
HOME PROTECTION

WARRANTY

DON'T SELL OR BUY
A RESALE HOME WITHOUT A

HOME SERVICE CONTRACT

Offered only by

Fall Stuffed Short Blouses
Regular $26.00
$12.99

RD. Lee Roder Jeans
Regular $30.00

Famous Maker Wood Wrap Skirts(Plaids)
Regular $32 00
$16.91

OM

H D Lee Memory Stretch Jeans(Missy)
Reg
$32 00 and CHIC by H I S
Jeans
19.99

Ramble Seat Brand Corduroy Pants
Reg $31 00
$14.99

Brand Nome Crew and V ne,k Swoners (Ii
colors) Reg $18 00 $24 00
$9.99412.99

The Original(Cabal)and Tuxedo Blouse
Regular $28.00
$1139

Frit:iBrand Sweaters
Regular $30 00
$12.99

"Ferruchi" Brand 2 piece 100%
Wood Fully Lined Suits
$13000

•

LORETTA JOBS REALTOR
1200 Sycamore, Murray
1502)753 1492

Reg

Famous Brand Corduroy Blazers Fully Lined. Flap Pockets
Wood

ALL

with us!

Regular $4800$1988

Lesi Jeans for Gals.
Super (White patch on back and California
straight) Reg $3000
$18.99

and

List

••-

Fern Terrace Gavette
Editor: La Verne Tapp

For all your Travel Reservations Coll

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

GM etwarf
SERVICE PORTS

J

Berry- said one reason
for the bill was to keep
people from investing
large sums of money in
developing a proposal for
a disposal facility that
would be rejected on the
local level.
He said that whatever
the final criteria, potential developers should
know from the start what
they must do.
Supporters of the bill
also contend that some
solution must be found to
handling hazardous
waste and if there are no
disposal facilities the
waste will be illegally
dumped.

FERN TERRACE LODGE

.i . . . , 4M1 1 .1.1 1 1 1 1 1.4.4M IN.1•1 1 1 •041=1 11
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MSU mentioned in magazine
Murray State University is among several
schools mentioned in a
special report in the
September. issue of
Presstiine magazine for
offerings in management
in their journalism programs. Titled "Management Blossoms in JSchools' Curricula," the
report written by
Margaret Genovese, a
staff writer for the
magazine, singled out
Murray State for its
management course at
the graduate level.
It quotes Dr Robert H.
McGaughey, chairman of
the Department of Journalism and RadioTelevision, as saying that
the course was added to
master's degree offerings
"because we had people
coming back who had
been out in the field wanting it."
Genovese points out
that some people argue
that managerial training
should be left to graduate
programs because "midcareer journalists are
more likely to be looking
for management skills."
The management
course at Murray State,
Journalism 680. Seminar
in Newspapar and
Magazine Management,
is described as a study of
the "problems of
organization, finance,
production ind distribution of daily and weekly
newspapers."
Among other schools

sion based on our collective opinions as to which
one is best' Or is it our
job to establish that
criteria and determine if
it is met"''
Berry told the board it
has a big task in front of it
and one that will be open
to challenge.
"This is one of the most
important challenges the
state has or will have,"
Berry said.
— There are environmental consequences in the whole subject but at the same time
there are very serious
economic ramifications if
we fail," Berry said.

Su"?'
from us!

Buttons, (Six

Colors)

Reg $48 00

924.99

BRAND NAMES AND FIRST
QUALITY MERCHANDISE

COMPARE THESE PRICES AND SAVE

HOLIDAY INN BANQUET ROOM MURRAY, KY.
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That's because a big port of banking is
finoncing education. We make education
loans to parents for little things like back„-toschool supplies and clothes_ We make
education loans to college students for big
thipgs like graduate school medical school
and 'low School. Ana every single ia the'

those college educations that seemed so foi
away. Yes, at the Bank of Murray we think
about education every day of the year and we
help you do something about it'

.Y-qr Bank of Murray

ft

AI

THE FRIENDLY BANK'
111.,41••

(

UNHAPPY DAYS -- Joanie ( Erin Moran and Chachi (Scott Baia) make beautiful music
together until they decide to make music together. "Joanie Loves Chachi" tells the comic
story of their collaboratioliftimodleifsefielkoniA)3C)982
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MONDAY
9/13/82
5:30 A.M.
0-

MOVIE: 'The Looney
Bugs Bunny Movie' Bugs
Bunny recalls some classic
moments from his film career 1981 Rated G

6:30 A.M.

O (_12. - Moneymakers
7:00 A.M.
o-

MOVIE: 'The ThirtyNine Steps' An innocent
man tries to stay one step
ahead of German assassins
and Scotland Yard Robert
Dotrice
Powell,
Karen
Rated PG

8:00 A.M.
113 -

MOVIE: 'Once More,
With Feeling' The career of
a symphony orchestra conductor takes a dive after he
separates from his wife. Yul
Brynner, Kay Kendall, Gregory Flatoff 1960

9:00 A.M.
. 4 - Phil Donahue Donahue
examines two .views of nu
clear power plant safety
O - MOVIE: 'Irishman A
man refuses to accept the
changing times of the early
20's
- Phil Donahue Donahue examines the economic factors which contribute to big business failure

10:00 A.M.

_ MOVIE.'Full of Life' A
young couple expecting
their first child must get
help from his father who
moves in with them and
completely disrupts their
lives Judy Holliday, Richard Conte, Salvatore Bac,
colon. 1957
11:00 A.M.
O - MOVIE:'St. Helens' An
old outdoorsman and -a
young geologist experience
an earth-moving event. Art
Carney, David Huffman
Rated PG

12:00 P.M.
O - MOVIE:'First to Fight'
A Congressional Medal of
Honor winner
becomes
restless when his w,fe insists he must accept only
safe tours of duty. Chad Everett, Dean Jagger, Gene
Hackman, 1967

1:00 P.M.
o-

MOVIE: 'Lion of the
Desert' A guerrilla rebel

•

4:00 P.M.
0-

MOVIE: 'Journey to
the Outer Limits' A group of
city-bred teenagers climbs
a mountain in Peru Narrated by Leslie Nielsen

5:00 P.M.
0- Carol Burnett
o - MOVIE: 'The Looney
Bugs Bunny Movie' Bugs
Bunny recalls some classic
moments from his film career 1981 Rated G
0 Et) - 3-2-1, Contact
[Closed Captioned]

5:30 P.M.

a - Bob

Newham Show
- Learning
Disabilities

v!1

6:00 P.M.
O X - Newswatch
O ap - Eyewitness News
AT? - Highlights of Super
Bowl
- Gomer Pyle
• - Scene at 6
0E69 0- News
- Business Report
- MacNeil-Lehrer
Report
a)_ Odd Couple
- CBS News

6:30 P.M.
X - P.M. Magazine
C=i)01;- Family Feud
•- Barney Miller
O - Andy Griffith
- Consumer Reports
'The Feeling Fine Show..
Fitness and health-related
products are examined
- Jeffersons
0 (ii) - MacNoii-Lehrer
Report
O 233 - Inside Business
Today 'Women In Corporations Moving Up.' -Some
women corporate -execuabout what
tives talk
women experience that's
different from what men experience in corporations
• - All In the Family

0 'AO
41 \J

Italian Spaghetti
Special
OWL

Inside Dining Only

$ 1 49

With Garlic Bread
Salad 59' litre
Free Refills On

.September 11.19t2

PAGE 3

7:00 P.M.
GE) (I)
-mat's

leads North African Bedouins in revolt against ItAnthony
alian invaders
Quinn, Oliver Reed, Rod
Steiger Rated PG
a) - MOVIE: 'Enchanted
Island' An American whaling vessel drops anchor off
a South Sea island and
fight a heroic clash with
headhunters.
cannibal
Dana Andrews, Jane Powell. Don Dubbins 1958

0

TIMES,Saturd a

Drinks

99' Special for Kids
Wednesday 11AM•10PM
rea cee
MIS ire'l Moe far Phis Pal(

Incredible! Tonight's program features the U.S RubiKs Cube Championship a
legless high school athlete
and a 13-year-old magician
(R)(60 min.)
c_u 0
Private
Benjamin In an Army exer'terrorists'
kidnap
Capcise.
tain Lewis and Benjamin
(R)
O - MOVIE: 'Any
Wednesday' Six days a
week a model husband
keeps to the home fires, but
on Wednesday he visits his
mistress. Jane Fonda, Jason Robards, Dean Jones,
Rosemary Murphy 1966.
Little House on
the Prairie Charles Ingalls
undergoes a deep religious
experience when he learns
that James will soon die.(RI
(60 min )
O _ MOVIE: 'The ThirtyNine Steps' An innocent
man tries to stay one step
ahead of German assassins
and Scotland Yard. Robert
Karen
Dotrice
Powell,
Rated PG
0X - American Heritage
CD a - Great Perform
ances 'Guests of a Nation "
Tonight's story involves a
pair of Irish insurgents and
their two British hostages
(R) (60 min.) [Closed Captioned]
a) _ Christian Children's
Fund
- NCAA Football:
California
at
Southern
Florida

5

Conversion
experience

in

7:30 P.M.

_

WKRP in
€0 (II
Cincinnati A fire in the
building leads to Jennifer
and Herb getting stuck in
an elevator together. (Ft)
8:00 P.M.
0O C29
Football:
Dallas

cy tzti

Pittsburgh

NFL
at

- M•A•S'il

Colonel Potter tries to cheer
up Christmas by letting the
officers and the enlisted
men switch places. (8)
CC' 0 cou - MOVIE:
'Murder in Texas' Part 1 A
prominent Houston doctor
is accused of poisoning his
socially prominent wife.
Farrah Fawcett, Katharine
Ross, Andy Griffith.
- _ Great PerformO 43
ances 'Guests of a Nation
Tonight's story involves a
pair of Irish insurgents and
their two British hostages
(RI (60 min.)
Zu - Tonight
Scandinavia! Tonight's concert marks the official opening
of
the
18-month
celebration of Scandinavia
today in the United States.
(go min )
• - MOVIE: 'Widow' A
woman with two young
children tries to pull herself
together and make a new
life after the death of her
husband Michael Learned,
Bradford Dillman, Farley
Granger. 1976

When his young son James
(Jason Bateman) almost dies,
Charles Ingalls goes through
a profoundly religious period
on "Little House on the
Prairie." NBC rebroadcasts
the episode on Monday,
Sept_ 13.
(Stations reserve the right
to make as?-minute, changes)

5

_
5,

_ pair
in VD

- Mor
5!
0
O

News

o - Sup,
0 o - Jim

6

a)- Nev

6
- ABC
0- I Dr
Charlie feels put down
when Mrs. Pynchon overrules him and Donovan
wants advice pbout his love
life. (60 min )
- MOVIE:'St Helens' An
old outdoorsman and a
young geologist experience
an earth-moving event. Art
Huffman
Carney, David
Rated PG
0 A! - Tonight.
Scandinavia) Tonight's concert marks the official open18-month
of
the
ing
celebration of Scandinavia
today in the UnIted States
(90 min

9:15 P.M.
- TBS Evening News
9:30 P.M.
0(R[ - The River in the
Desert Tonight's program
examines the water crisis in
the southwest
Football:
• - NCAA
Alabama at Georgia Tech
10:00 P.M.
0 1 - Eyewitness News
ci)0s)fig 1J2 - News
I0
i - Victory Garden
•- Benny Hill Show

10:15 P.M.
0- All In the Family
10:30 P.M.
- Newswatch

a a)_ Sanford and Son
- Tonight Show
MOVIE: 'Student
Bodies' High school students are stalked by a psychopathic killer Richard
Brand°, Kristen Riter, Matt
Goldsby, 1981. Rated R.
113 Ti0 i - Captioned
ABC News
▪ - MOVIE: 'I Married a
Woman' An ad agency idea
man, married to a beapty
contest winner, becomes a
slave to his job. George
Gobel, Jessie Royce Landis,
Nita Talbot 1956
Trapper John M.D.
Dr Gonzo Gates applies for
a surgical post and proves
his worth to Trapper.(R((60
min.)

Overnight
0- News/Sign Off

Tonight

- Quincy

a

1:00 A.M.

- Eyewitness News
_

- News
11:30P.M.

1:15 A.M.

- Nighttime
9 - Late Night with
David Letterman
9- MASH
ED - NCAA Football:
Stanford at Purdue
MOVIE:'Columbo:
Blueprint for Murder' Columbo is persuaded to dig
up a newly poured building
pylon in search of a body
and when it isn't there, the
building's architect makes
Columbo a scapegoat at a
Peter
press conference
Falk, Janis Paige, Patrick
1972
O'Neal.

_

12:00 A.M.

-

O

- NewsiSign Off

0

Charlie Horse

Show

O-

MOVIE: 'Irishman' A
man refuses to accept the
changing times of the early
20's
0- MASH

12:15 A.M.
932:- MOVIE:'Columbo:
The Green House Jungle'
_ Jim Bekker

12:30 A.M.
- CNN Headline News
0 (f)- NBC News

-

A man tries to sa,e a banana plantation from being
taken over by crooks in Central America Ronald ReFleming
Rhonda
agan,
19

1:30 A.M.
0X - Newswatch
1:45 A.M.

a I5D _ Eyewitness News
o-

MOVIE: The ThirtyNine Steps'

2:00 A.M.
- Face to Face

92

2:30 A.M.
(D

-

Football
NCAA
at
California
Southern
Florida

3:15 A.M.

O-

MOVIE: 'Ski Lift to

Death'

3:30 A.M.
0- MOVIE:'St. Helens' An
old outdoorsman and a
young geologist experience
an earth-moving event Art
Huffman
Carney, David
Rated PG

4:00 A.M.
ED - Prog cont'd

•

_

Dr Solomon recruits Dr
Weatherby and Charley to
help him cut him away from
his mother. (R)

Laughing' A young man enters show business against
his parent's wishes Jose
Ferrer, Shelley Winters

9:00 P.M.

(

11:00 P.M.
- Entertainment

FILL N THE MISSING LEITERS ii
THE ii1V WORDS" BELOW.

IAIWIR1
iC0AIS
A

0
0CI)a)_ Jim

__
a

O - MOVIE:'Tropic Zone'

C4D0

10:45 P.M.
0 - MOVIE: 'Enter

- Lou Grant

- Earl

(E)

8:30 P.M.
113 C-6-!' RIB - House Calls

0

0 _
O - TBS
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DAYTIME
6:00 A.M.

Cable
Channels

Cartoon Store
CO - Movie
131; - Sesame Street
Abbott and Costello
-

88e00000000

2 - ABC News Morn
TBS Morning News
4_ - Early Today

(l)5:15 A.M.
0 5 ' - To Be Announced
8:30 A.M.
O 1T Child's Play
5:30 A.M.
ID - Spiderman
-Ralph Emery Show
(Dui- Country Day
9:00 A.M.
0 2 - Richard Simmons
5:45 A.M.
- 525,000
3 - Morning Stretch
Pyramid
O 6 - Weather
[XI-- 700 Club
6:00 A.M.
1-4-1 - Phil Donahue
_ CBS Morning 0
COD - Donahue
-

News
O - SuperStation Funtime
0 - Early Today
Bakker
- Breakfast Show

- Jim
6:15 A.M.
• _ News
6:30 A.M.

3 - ABC News Morn
O - I Dream of Jeannie
- News
131TI- Business Report
Swaggart

a)_Jimmy
- 6:46 A.M.
01,22 - Newswatch
7:00 A.M.
3 a - Good

Morning America
O - My Three Sons
4 0 - Today
0 8 - Guten Tag
63
- Mr. Rogers'
'Jeighborhood
• - Great Space Coaster
09 11-2 _ CBS Morning
News

7:15 A.M.
0 8 - Weather
7:30 A.M.
13- That Girl
0 8 - Instructional
Programs
o 21 - Weather
• _ Tennessee Tuxedo
7:45 A.M.
P-ograms

Instructional

O - Hour Magazine
Instructional
131
ITi
Programs
OD- Jim Bakker

9:30 A.M.

10:00 A.M.

- Love Boat
0 5 ED (1-2 - Price Is
Right
3- - Love Boat
0- News
A.1 - Fantasy
0 6 - Texas
0 8 - Instructional
Programs
Movie
2'

11:00 A.M.
02:- Rhoda
_ Midday
XI a _ Family Feud
O - Mike Douglas People
Now
4 -The Doctors
0L6 - Richard Simmons
•
- Young and the
Restless

11:30 A.M.
0 2 132 0 - Ryan s
Hope
0 5 - Young and the
Restless
Search For
1 0 6

Nashville, TN
Nashville, TN
Atlanta, GA
Home Box Office
Paducah, KY
Jackson, TN
Nashville, TN
Murray, KY
Nashville, TN
USA Network
Cp Girardeau, MO

Viewers who receive
television signals via
Murray Cablevision should
refer to the black screen
channel numbers in the accompanying listing.

•
- You Asked For It
0 ,5_ - Laverne and
Shirley
- Electric Company
- Child's Play
ID

o

WNGE
VVTVF
WTBS
HBO
WPSD
WBBJ
WDCN
WKMU
WZTV
USA
KFVS

Non-Cable
Channels

12:00P.M.
- All My
Children
Movie
O- Noon Show
0a!
4- News
ID- Independent Network
News

12:30 P.M.
0 '5 ED 12 - As the
World Turns
0 6 - Days of Our Lives
tap- To Be Announced

1:00 P.M.
_

0 2 3One Life to
Live
14 _ Another World
ID - Afternoon Movie

1:30 P.M.

0 5 09 12 - Capitol
43 6 - Another World

AtlilOits
For Wedding
C7ttiti°
Invitations To Fit
(hlt/ oilltiliti) Your Personality
itkL
Look To Stylart.
0„esti. I ft
11
Come In And See
This Unique Album.
btL
5.

-Photo Invitations
PHOTOGRAPHER: DAVID CELAYA

WELLS STUDIO
216 E. NORTH ST. 247-1851 MAYFIELD KY.
OPEN TUES.-FRI. 9-5
SAT. 9-12:30 CLOSED MON.

WNGE
WSIL
WSM
VVTVF
WPSD
WDCN
KFVS
WKMU

0 JD X0 - General
Hospital
10 IT' ED
Guiding
Light
- SuperStation Funtime
- Texas

_

2:30 P.M.

Nashville, TN
Harrisburg, IL
Nashville, TN
Nashville, TN
Paducah, KY
Nashville, TI‘
Cp GirardeaL MO
Murray, KY

Viewers who receive
their televisioe signals via
antenna shouid refer to
the white screen channel
numbers.

Listings are provided by
the TV stations, who
sometimes make program

2:00 P.M.

Tomorrow

tgC;;JSIS(

5:00 A.M.

changes
afte
the
schedules have been sent
to the newspaper

0CD - Sesame Street
3-2-1, Contact
[Closed Captioned]
ID- Andy Griffith
031.11.2-1 - Jeffersons

co i -

5:30P.M.
a _ ABC News

- Cl3b aws
0- Bob Newart Show
IAD0IT - NBC News
Variev Prograrrfs
ID- Muppet Show
ED 172,' - News

0a _

02 3

- Flintstones
0Ti - Fantasy
0 - Electric Company

3:00 P.M.
0IX)- Soap World
▪ Waltons
3!0-Edge of Night
O - Munsters
- Days of Our Lives
0iJ - Sesame Street
ID - Little Rascals °II"
(39I - Tattletales

Time Machine

3:30 P.M.
a ,7-2Th _ Little House on the
Prairie
- Romance Theater
O - Leave It to Beaver
- Bugs Bunny &
Friends
Andy Griffith
0...8.J -Over Easy [Closed
Captioned)
13)- Three Stooges
Happy Days Again
ED

-

n_
4:00 P.M.

- _ varied Programs
O E52
X - Beverly Hillbillies
Brady Bunch
E4D - People's Court
0C63 - Waltons
0- Gunsmoke
0IT
- Mr. Rogers'
Neighborhood
ID- Scooby DO-0
▪ - Little House on the
Prairie

-

By Teresa Byrne-Dodge

4:30 P.M.

Dwayne Hickman played the title role in The Many
Loves of Dobie Gillis." One of his loves was Tuesday Weld
i'abovel as socialite Thalia Menninger

- Family Feud
- Hogan's Heroes
0- Beverly Hillbillies
- So You Got Troubles
0 i 0 21 - Electric
Company
ED - Flintstones

II Dobie often addressed the audience sitting next to a
famous statue bs Rodin, What was it?
2) What was the name of the goateed beatnik character
played by Bob Denver who later starred in "Gilligan's
Island'!"
31 Who played Ntilton Armitage. who became one of
todav's most popular box office stars?

0

5:00 P.M.

02• - Live on 2
0 5 - Good Times
3 - Eyewitness News
- Carol Burnett
- Tic Tac Dough
- News

V'tleas ua.1.ieyt
sqai JpJruAPlw
SJ.1 %Stile

1'114 I

LEDGER &11111-

i111 III RR

TUESDAY
5:30 A.M.

O - MOVIE: 'Pardon Me
For Living Two 11-year
olds discover the meaning
Elizabeth
of friendship
Ward. Christian
Slater
Margaret Hamilton

CD- MOVIE: The Mountain
Road' A demolition team is
charged with blowing up
-oads and villages in the
dath of the advancing Ja
oanese
James Stewart
_isa Lu, Henry Morgan
1960

9:00 A.M.
- Phil Donahue Dona
hues guests discuss sexed
ucation in public schools
0- MOVIE:'Harry's War
An average citizen declares
war on the IRS Edward
Herrmann. Geraldine Page
David Ogden Shers Rated
PG
O 5 - Phil Donahue Don
ahue s guests are four soap
opera stars who discuss
what makes their shows sc
popular

Newhart Show
0- Earth, Wind and Fire In
Concert Taped during their
latest international tour,
this super-platinum group
performs their greatest hits
0 21 - G. E. D.

6:00 P.M.

,10VIE: 'About
rl

Face'
cadets manage to
ntlitary academy upown Gordon MaBracken,
Eddie
Kirk_ 1952

1:00 P.M.

o

Yesteryear... 1969
'vett hosts this look
:vents of 1969
GJ•1OVIE:'Killers Three'
ned serviceman kills
al agent after a futile
/ attempt. then sets
,scape with his wife
Walker. Diane Varsi.
Irk 1968

O

MOVIE:
'The
:-ball Run' ConIesi a coast-to-coast
•n do anything to win
molds. Farrah Fawm DeLuise Rated

t:00 P.M.
co Jukebox

t:30 P.M.

7:00 P.M.

O L12_

- Soapworld Special
O 5 OD 12 - Cronkite's
Universe
0- Happy Days The
Fonz meets the Lone Ran

/1E: The Man Who
ars' Henry Fonda
us stohy of a man
ts a grizzly bear

10:00 A.M.
GD _ MOVIE:'Lust for Gold
A woman kills her husbanr

ger.(R)(Closed Captioned]
,1430
- Father Murphy
Richard Garrett clashes
with his daughter who has
fallen for one of the orphans at Father Murphy's
school (13) (60 min.)
0 - Yesteryear... 1969
Dick Cavett hosts this look
at the events of 1969
0
- Political Spectrum
021
1 - Nova 'Termites to
Telescopes.. Dr Phillip Morrison of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology presents a commentary on the
nature of civilization (13)(60
min.)
((Closed Captioned]
• _ Saturday Night
(E)- National Rollerskating
Championship Coverage of
this tournament is presented from Fort Worth, TX
(60 min )

7:30 P.M.

Starts

8:00 P.M.

Awe'.
as a value..;*s e

!,21

-fi-tat1crirt t

--14f4EST

KENTit

APP.

A\

1
641 ,
Across from

.
D.

•.

KY

•
•

ouse
*CM

•

a

SAVE 10...just '549
Armaugisi

•

cl •

0

•

f I..f p.irir,t

thrtsaaa .

Microwave
Close-out

5259 and up

Fh

S449

itiVE 'BO
wori_it-t_t-

SAVE 100...PAIR
'619

lust

STARTS AS A vAllif
STAYS A VALUE'

6:30

0- Race tot
Barry Tompk
McCarver hot
the past week'
lion
0

8 - Bush,

7:00
ta- MOVIE:4

An extortion!r
million dollar!
ing out his thi
havoc at sevi
amusement p
Segal. Riche!
Timothy Botto

8:00,

C19
- Moonlight
A food delivery man finds
his life transformed into a
deadly mission. (90 min )
4_10 - Laverne & Shirley
Laverne and Shirley go
skiing after a couple of guys
on a ski Ith (R)[Closed Captioned]
- One For the Road

H=01,t igiveS ahl

rnily

O

p(31111

Harvest Vawes
lot

to make last-minute changes

6:30 P.M.
0 2 - P.M. Magazine
0 5 0 6 - Family Feud
3 - Barney Miller
Major
0 League
Baseballat
Houston
Atlanta
0- Race for the Pennant
Barry TompkAs and Tim
McCarver host this look at
the past week's baseball action
0- Jeffersons
0 8 - MacNeil-Lehrer
Report
0
- Kentucky Journal
a)_ All In the Family
cf21- MASH

2:00 P.M.

0

Henry Winkli
took at an ext

Based on a real-life
account,-Death in Texas.
dramatizes the events surrounding the death of a
socialite Sam Elliott stars as
the prime suspect and
Katharine Ross portrays the
woman he marries soon after
his first wife dies
NBC
rebroadcasts the production
in two parts. Monday. Sept
13 and Tuesday. Sept 14
;Stations 'Veer.* the rig'',

2 - Nevvswatch
O 5 - Eyewitness News
3 - To Be Announced
0- Gomer Pyle
4 - Scene at 6
0 6 0- News
O 8 - Business Report
0 21 - MacNeil Lehrer
Report
a)- Odd Couple
(la 12 - CBS News

12:00 P.M.

5:30
0- Who Are

Blueblood
blood bath

5:30 P.M.

O - Bob

VIOVIE: 'Foul Play' An
•nt woman becomes
iled in a murder plot
n Francisco Chevy
Goldie Hawn Bur'I eredith 1978 Rated

O - MOVIE: 'Contract

8:00 A.M.

O .t1 - 3-2-1, Contact
[Closed Captioned]

11:00 A.M.

6:00 A.M.
0- Video Jukebox
6:30 A.M.
or.
Cherry Street' A New York
City police inspector uses
unorthodox methods
stamp out crime. Frank Sin
atra Martin Balsam. Vern&
Bloom 1977
CD .8- - Business Report

o - Carol Burnett

effort to win the riches
Lost Dutchman gold
Ida Lupin°, Glenn
Gig Young 1949

9/14/82

iepteniiier It 1482
mnia% ,

5:00 P.M.

- Three's
Company A computer dating service shocks Jack
with an unexpected match
up (R)[Closed Captioned]
_,11 0
j - MOVIE:
'Murder in Texas' Part 2
O - MOVIE: 'Looking for
Mr. Goodbar' A young
teacher cruises the singles
bars looking for one night
stands Diane Keaton, Tuesday Weld, Richard Kiley
1977
National
CD
Geographic Special 'Gorilla ' Tonight's - program
looks at conservationists
working together to assure
that the gorillas will not become extinct (R)(60 min )
0 - Mystery!'Sergeant
Cribb Sergeant Cribb feels
that Henry has fallen victim
marriage-for-profit
of
a
scheme (R) (60 rein.)
[Closed Captioned]
• _ MOVIE: 'A Star
Spangled Girl' A sweet girl
next-door falls in with two
ultraradical campus newspaper editors Sandy Duncan. Tony Roberts, Eliza -

beth Allen 1971

8:30 P.M.
02' 3 0-Too Close
For Comfort Monroe gets a
piano stuck in the stairway
preventing Henry from taking Muriel to the hospital
(R)

M30 P.M.3'0- Hart to Hart
While on vacation in Hawaii, the Harts become entangled in a murder plot (R)
(60 min.) [Closed Captioned]
-. CBS
O CC' (El
Reports
0
8National
Geographic. Special 'National Parks Playground or
Paradise?. Critics look at
the new restrictions that
have been placed on the national parks. (R) (60 min )
[Closed Captioned]
O 2i - American
Dreamers The recipients of
the Horatio Alger award are
profiled (60 min )
co _ Masters Barefoot
Waterskiing Championship

9:30 P.M.
- TBS Evening News
10:00 P.M.
o 21- Newswatch
- Eyewitness
O .5)
News

CC, a 03 .12 News
0 8 • - Business Report
0 21 - TOT Cottle Show
GD _ Benny Hill Show
aup _ NCAA Football:
Alabama at Georgia Tech
14 .

10:30 P.M.
?le itn•A•S'H

O -.5 - Sanford and Son
'3 - Nightline
0- All In the Family
.4 0..6 - Tonight Show
O - Not Necessarily the
News This show promises
to be everything the current
news is not
CD 8 0 27,) - Captioned
ABC News
GD _ MOVIE: 'Battle of the
Coral Sea' A prisoner on a
Pacific island during World
War II, tries to get information to American warships
Cliff Robertson, Gia Scala,
Rian Garrick 1959
1E14 - Quincy Quincy. investigating,a death "discovers that the woman was a
fetiset hostess who was

writing about jet-set scan
dais (R)(60 min )
11:00 P.M.
Entertainment
Tonight
(11)
Alice
O
- Fantasy Island A
young woman wants to
solve her father's disappearance and a couple tries
to recreate their early marriage days (R) (1 hr . 10
min.)
O - MOVIE: The Story Of
Esther Costello' A child ren
dered blind, deaf and mute
is rehabilitated and gain
fame by aiding other unfortunates Joan Crawford,
Rossano Brazzi. Heather
Sears 1957
O - MOVIE: The
Cannonball Run' Contestants in a coast-to-coast
race will do anything to win
Burt Reynolds, Farrah Fawcett. Dom DeLuise Rated
PG
0- MASH

- MOVIE
Berlin' A mar
from British in
to aid in the d
Russian coloi
Cain, Eva Benz
olka 1967

0X -

9:00
4 - Phil Dona

11:30 P.M.
0X - Nightline
0(1)- MOVIE:'McCloud:
Shivaree
On
Delancey
Danny
Street'
Thomas
guest stars as a tailor who
makes a big winning on the
numbers, but wins nothing
but trouble trying to collect
Dennis Weaver. Lou Gosset, J.D Cannon
4 '0
- Late Night with
David Letterman
O - Hogan's Heroes
win_ MOVIE:'McMillan
& Wife: An Elementary
Case of Murder' An old
flame of the Commissioner's desperately needs help
when her husband is found
murdered and she is the
prime suspect Rock Hudson. Susan Saint James,
Barbara McNair 1974

12:00 A.M.

O

2

- Charlie

Horse

Show

3 - Eyewitness

News

a _ Nightline
GD _ Jim Bakker
GD _ NCAA

Football.
Stanford at Purdue

12:30 AM.
4 - CNN Headline News
0- Race for the Pennant
Barry Tompkins and Tim
McCarver host this look at
the past week s baseball action

le

THE MI H

WEDNESDAY
9/15/82
5:30 A.M.
- Who Are The Debolts?
Henry Winkler hosts this
look at an extraordinary fa.
mily

6:30 A.M.
0- Race for the Pennant
Barry Tompkins and Tim
McCarver host this look at
the past week's baseball action
- Business Report

7:00 A.M.
€1- MOVIE:"Rollercoaster"
An extortionist seeks one
million dollars after carrying out his threat to wreak
havoc at several crowded
amusement parks George
Segal, Richard Widmark,
Timothy Bottoms 1977

5:00 A.M.

O

- MOVIE: 'Funeral In
Berlin' A man is released
from British military prison
to aid in the defection of a
Russian colonel Michael
Cain, Eva Benz', Oscar Horn°Ike. 1967

9:00 A.M.
- Phil Donahue Donahue

.Ky.. LEDGER & TIMES.Saturday . Sentrniber 11. 19112

Adrienne Barbeau, Vicki
Lawrence 1976

discusses CPuitshiDAndsex
in the 80's.
O - MOVIE: 'Tulips Two
find
people
romance
through a mutual neurosis
Gabe Kaplan, Bernadette
Peters Rated PG
01,6 - Phil Donahue Donahue is Joined by Jim Palmer, award-winning pitcher
for the Baltimore Orioles

1000 A.M.

ap_ MOVIE:'Harriet Craig'
An unscrupulous woman,
through her attempts to
dominate all about her, alienate those who love her
Joan Crawford, Wendell
Corey,
William
Leslie
1950

10:30 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Headin' for
Broadway' Four aspiring
young performers come to
New York City with their
hearts set on making the
big time Rex Smith Vivian
Reed, Terry Treas Rated
PG

12:00 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Haying
Babies' Four couples experience childbirth by the Lamaze method Des! Arnaz Jr ,

- HBO Theater: Bus Stop
A naive cowboy falls in love
with a worldly showgirl
Tim Matheson Margot Kid
der

What Price
glory!

1:00 P.M.

a)_ MOVIE:'The Big kand'
Texas cattle raisers try to
bypass the highhanded
Missouri buyers by banding
together with: a group of
wheat growers Alan Lacks,
Virginia Mayo. Edmond
O'Brien. 1957
-

ubin Mehta conducts the
ew r'ork Philharmonic as
-untyne Price makes her
ye from Lincoln Center
.-out The PBS broadcast is
cheduled for Wednesday.
;ept 15

2:00 P.M.
MOVIE:'Rollercoaster'

An extortionist seeks one
million dollars after carrying out his threat to wreak
havoc at several crowded
amusement parks. George
Segal. Richard Wrdmark
Timothy Bottoms 1977
-

'Stations revere the right
0 Make ,ast-rntnute changes

4:00 P.M.
MOVIE:'The Kid From

Not-So-Big' A twelve year
old girl takes over the town
newspaper to fight the underhanded tactics of a wily
con artist' Veronica Cartwright, Robert
Viharo
Rated G
5:00 P.M.

O - Carol Burnett

CD 21. - 3-2-1, Contact
[Closed Captioned]

5:30 P.M.
0- Bob Nevvhart Show
0_ Race for the Pennant
Barry Tompkins and Tim

McCarver host ti
the past week's b
bon.
100 _ Anothe:

nights program features a
man who was planning to
launch his own rocketship,
a champion wheelcaair racer and the anival W Gay U S A. contest in San ran
cico CA (R) i60 non
- MOVIE:'Which Wa.,, Is
Up?' An orang, Lucke
lentally oecomrs a
hero and leaves his
and family Richard
Lonette McKee Marga•-e!
Avery 1977 Rated R
- Great
Performances Live From
Lincoln
Zut,n
Center
Mebta conducts the New
York
Philharmonic
ar,c1
Leontyne Price sings some
selections in this special
presentation (2 hrs )
10 - Saturday Night

.

6:00 Pis?
2 - Newsy,.
5 - Eyewitr- World Of Li
O - Gomer Pyle
4 - Scene at 6

0_ Who Are Th.

Welcome
The Fall Season
With
Cablevision and HBO
Summer's over, the kids are back in
school, the house is quiet.-And you've got
time to curl up on the couch and experience
the exciting world of HBO and Cablevision. •
This Fall HBO's 24-hour programming is
better than ever. You'll continue to see
blockbuster Hollywood hits you've come to
expect. And now you'll see original film
versions of classic stories by famous authors
like Raymond Chandler in -Chandlertown.The new short story series -A Family Affair- will
enthrall you with the tales of 0. Henry. Bret Harte
and others. Peek into the future, travel back into
the past and view the natural Wonders of today's
world on National Geographic specials and other
science and history features. And -Not Necessarilv
The News- with spoofs of today's headlines and
other comedy series will have you rolling on the
tloor with laughter.
You'll see fabulous HBO productions of acclaimed
Broadway plays. Super sports coverage of the US
Open Tennis Championships, NFL action and the
Race For The Pennant- will keep sports fans glued to
the TV set. Musical specials and extravaganzas from
Las Vegas, Paris and other exotic international
entertainment capitals are your ticket to fun and
adventure.
So, sit back in your favorite easy chair or curl up on the
couch and enjoy the fantastic programming this Fall on
HBO and Cablevision.

Fantastic Fall Features Are
Just More Reasons Why
Cablevision of Murray
"Television Worth Watching'"
Call 753-5005

Henry Winkler
look at an
extracmily
0 6 0_ New
0 8 - Busines:
21 - MacN
Report
_ Odd Couple
GS; 12 - CBS Nev

o

6:30 P.M

O

2 - P.M. May
0 5 0 6 -Fat
.3 - Barney Mille
0- Andy Griffith
0- Jeffersons
0
_ MacNe

8:00 P.M.
O 2 3
_ Fall Guy
Colt attempts to track down
the manager of a ladies
wrestling team (R)(60 min '

0 '75,

- MOVIE'Firepower' A widow seeks

Report

0 21. _ Opportuni

03_ All In the Fan'•

to avenge her husband s
Loren
Sophia
murder.
James Coburn 1979

oD en - M•A•S*1-1
7:00 P.M
X a)
Bennu'is stalked
chaeologist who lead to Mira's time caps''
(60 min )

.1'12:
Reports
- Live Boxin
Madison Square Gar
4 0 6 - Real Pei

o

.4
'

0

Facts of Life

Natalie gets even with Blair
." by arranging a date for her

ID- MOVIE;'Banyon' A pin
sate detective finds himself
n hot water when a girl is
discovered murdered in his
. office. Robert Forster, Dar
rin McGavin, Jose Ferrer
1 971

TUESDAY CONT.
6
- NBC
Overnight
O _ News Sign Of'

2:00 A.M

CD

1:00 A.M.

0- MOVIE:'Foul P.
innocent woman be
entangled in a muro
in San Francisco
Chase, Goldie Haw
gess Meredith 1978
PG
ID - News Sign

1:15 A.M.
O - Atlanta Braves Ac
1:30 A.M.

_ Newswatch
(5-) - Eyewitness
•

0 2 - Ann

Holt at

Large

2:30 A.M.
(D - Professional Boxing
3:00 A.M.

0_

MOVIE. 'Looking for
young
teacher cruises the singles
r, bars looking for one night
stands Diane Keaton Toes
- day Weld Richard Kiley
1977

Mr. Goodber' A

4:00 A.M.

4D_ Prog cont d
4:15 A.M. co

_

Rat Patrol

4:45 A.M.

o - World Largo

liii. Mt RR ti.

&

1111), r I I !WC

Saturria
•

THURSDAY
9/16/82
5:30 A.M.

0-

Grim prognosis
When his doctor (Bill Zuckertl tells him to live it up.
Cooper (Norman Fell) figures
it's his way of telling him he
hasn't got long left The comic misunderstanding takes
place on -Teacher s Only." a
repeat broadcast Thursday.
Sept 16 on NBC
IStafrons reserve tire right
to make last-minute changes

MOVIE 'Pardon Me
For Living' Two I 1 year
olds discover the meaning
of
friendship
Elizabeth
Ward
Slater,
Christian
Margaret Hamilton

6:00 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'The Looney
Bugs Bunny Movie' Bugs
Bunny recalls some classic
moments from his film career. 1981 Rated G

0

6:30 A.M.
- Business Report
7:30 A.M.

O

- MOVIE: 'Looker' A
investiplastic
Surgeon
gates
the
mysterious
deaths of his patients Albert Finney James Coburn,
Susan Dey 1981 Rated R

8:00 A.M.

o - MOVIE

'Bus Riley's

WEDNESDAYCONI
8-30 P.M.
4_ 0
_aurie
"he
id m-

Love Sidney
idries discover
,f Patti s adult

10 P.M.

O-

0
3lake

Dynasty
ms to bulldoze
U and Steven
es- offer for
rio)
luincy Quincy
ence against a
3r frightening
eath (R) 160

eject
,ail (•
4
,0
"Ovid
^ob I
'Oct

endergrass in
r performs his

-1
°once
-igge
8 114,1
with
drogr
ducto

1 - On Stage
ogi Tonight s
des the con and at home

P.M:
E 0
Care
two
youn
lems

fling News
- Board and
la focuses on
,anclicapped
Ind the prob(R)
swatch
Eyewitness

0
New
4(
Nev.

j2. Agency" An
.1 plots to

adv
••
•

.k.",trui the next Presidential election Robert Mitchum. Lee Majors. Valerie
Perrine 1982 Rated R
0 .0 - Business Report
0 21 - Tony Brown's
Journal 'The Black West'
Tony Brown looks at some
of America's forgotten heroes the black cowboys (R)
Benny Hill Show

a)_

10:30 P.M.
€1 2 0- M•A'S•H
0 5 - Sanford and Son
3 - Nightline
- All In the Family
4 13
- Tonight Show
08
- Captioned
ABC News
MOVIE: The Bait' An
ffj
policewoman
undercover
lures a killer into a trap
Donna Mills, Michael Constantine, June Lockhart.

_

- Archie's Place Archie takes on a new partner
in his bat business (R)
1:00 P.M.

a) - Entertainment
Tonight
a) _ MOVIE: 'I Never
Promised
You a
Rose
Garden'
3 - The Love Boat Julie
and Gopher fall in love,
three ex-servicemen set up
their sergeant for romance
and a woman finds the man

• ••
•
•
•ai•
•
•
• •
•
•
•
•
•
•d•

1890's Ice
Cream Parlor
fresh
Hied
Mushrooms
uoil
$130
10,1

int

Pint

Roast Beef
8, Ham
Sandwiches

•
•

$1 10

honor OUI competitors coupons

•

Dixieland Center •
J- ; •fion.-Thur.
On Chestnut
10 ; Fri. & Sat.
•
•
753-3604
i :30-9 Sun.
••••••••••000000000000

PACE 7

Beck In Town' A young
man, returning from the
Navy
finds
his
es
sweetheart in love with an
older man Ann Margret, Michael Parks. Janet Margolin 1965 1965
14 - Phil
9:°
Do
°nah
Donahue
A M.Second
of 2 parts Donahue examines the psychology of
unemployment
0-MOVIE:'St. Helens' An
old outdoorsman and a
young geologist experience
an earth-moving event Art
Cazney. David
Huffman
Rated PG
0
- Phil Donahue Donahue discusses employee
vs company rights with an
exam nation of the IBM suit
10:00 A:M.
GD MOVIE:'The Night of
the Grizzly' An ex-lawman.
trying his hand at ranching
to make a better life for his
family finds that his greatest enemy is a grizzly bear
Clint Walker, Martha Hyer,
Keenan Wynn 1966

_

11:00 A.M.
0-

of her dreams (R)
nr 10
min
- MOVIE: 'Our Man In
Havana A vacuum cleaner
company agent, while in
Havana, is recruited into the
British secret service Alec
Guinness Maureen O'Hara
Burl Ives 1960
O - MASH
Football:
NCAA
Southern
California
at
Florida
MOVIE: The Betsy'
An automotive dynasties
decadent
family
finds
plenty of skeletons in their
closet Lawrence Olivier,
Robert Duvall, Katherine
Ross 1977

o

-

_

11:30 P.M.
0 2 - Nightline
4 0 § - Late Night with
David Letterman
- MOVIE: 'Nesting' A
mystery novelist undergoes
supernatural experiences in
the secluded countryside
Robin Groves, Gloria Grahame, John
Carradine
Rated R
- Hogan's Heroes

o

12:00 A.M.

O

,
1 72 - Charlie Horse
Show
- Eyewitness News
0- Nightline
el- Jim Bakker

12:30 A.M
4 - CNN Headline News
113
6
- NBC News
Overnight
0- News Sign Off

1:00 A.M.
O

- Eyewitness News

1:15 A.M.
0- MOVIE: 'Tulips' Two
find
people
romance
through a mutual neurosis
Gabe Kaplan Bernadette
Peters Rated PG

1:30 A.M.
CO 2 : - Newswatch
- MOVIE: 'We Joined
the Navy' A young naval officer winds up as the hero of
a revolution Kenneth More,
Lloyd Nolan, Joan O'Brien.

o

2:45 A.M.
0- MOVIE:'Which Way Is.
Up?' An orange picker accidentally becomes a union
hero and leaves his wife
and family Richard Pryor,
Lonette McKee Margaret
Avery 1977 Rated R

3:30 A.M.
- Rat Patrol

4:00 A.M.
- Mission Impossible

4:30 A.M.
- Teddy Pendergrass in
Concert Teddy performs his
biggest hits

CHECKING ACCOUNTS...SAv NGS ACLOUNTS—CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT
TELLER...MONEY MARKET CERTIFICATES..
...IRA ACCOUNTS...24-,
CARDS...COMMUNITY ROOM..
T.V. DRIVE-IN—NOw
SAFETY DEPOSiT
VIA A luNTS....RAN,
COUNTS...
CLUB.... IRA AL '
CERTiFiCATES
ACCOUNTS....
.J....BANCLUB
,
'TY ROOM...
5 CLUB...
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Ct'ECKiNG A
LOANS...m
T.V. DRIV
mARKET CE

.AA
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CMECKS—IRA
...NOW ACCOUN,
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-SAFETY DEPOSIT BO
OW ACCOUNTS... IRA
ACCOUNTS...CHECKING AC
OUNTS—CREDIT CARDS
...24-MOi.51 TELLER...LOANS
MEMBER FDIC...CERTIFICATES OF t
...COMMUNITY ROOM...T.V. DRIVE-IN...TRAVELERS CHECKS...NANCLUO
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Consumer Reports
'The Feeling Fine Show
Fitness and health-related
products are examined

11:30 A.M.
0-MOVIE:'Circle of Two'
A precocious school girl
and a world famous artist
meet love and life with tenderness and passion. Richard
Burton_
Tatum
O'Neal 1980 Rated R

12:00 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Firecreek' A
part-time sheriff in a small
town finds himself face to
face with a gang of outlaw
drifters. James Stewart,
Henry Fonda, Inger Stevens 1968
1:00 P.M.

a)- MOVIE: 'Cockelshell
Heroes' During World War
II, a group of volunteers is
secretly trained to blow up
battleships in an enemy
held French port Trevor Howard, Jose Ferrer. 1956

1:30 P.M.
- MOVIE: "Mommie
Dearest' Against the glamorous background of Hollywood, Joan Crawford's real
life role as mother reveals
her desperation Fay Dunaway, Steve Forrest, Diana
Scarwid 1981

30
:0esaerVI.
Street
0Z.. -S
4:00 P.M.
0-

MOVIE: 'Pardon Me
For Living' Two 11-yearolds discover the meaning
of
friendship
Elizabeth
Ward. Christian
Slater,
Margaret Hamilton
- Mr. Rogers'
Neighborhood

4:30 P.M.
MOVIE: The Looney
Bugs Bunny Movie' Bugs
Bunny recalls some classic
moments from his film career 1981 Rated G
Electric Company

0-

0 _

P.M.
5
r0
:01 BurnettO P
lVI
Ca
011:9 (a
[Clos
-e

5C-:a3p3
0t-,op
2-n1jvie
,
Captioned]

- Bob Newhart Show

021(-G. E. q,
0X -N
6:0
e0
wsw
P°a
VtCh
- Eyewitness News
- NFL Most Valuable
Player
4
0G
Scamne
er aPt y1
6e
0 - Consumer Reports
'The Feeling Fine Show
Fitness and health-related
products are examined
0 6 0- News
8 - Business Report
0 21 - MacNeil-Lehrer
Report
(B
E)-°
12 - CCoupled B

TI'
_

Sneak
Co-hosts Gene E
Roger Ebert take
what's happenir
movies

News

0
Magazine
- Family Feud
- Barney Miller
O Andy Griffith
0 - Inside the NFL Len
Dawson and Nick Buoniconti analyze this week's
NFL action and look ahead
to next week s games
O - Jeffersons
8 - MacNeil-Lehrer
Report
0
21
Kentucky
Conside.red
Family
h SH
In
ro ..tA

5 06

ID

_

o

7 All
05)
a),2,

7:00 P.M.
fra - Joanne
Love*'--Chacht Joanne is
forced to decide between
playing with the band and
attending Richte Jr 's birthday party (R)(Closed Captioned]
31)
Magnum,
P.I. Magnum learns that Victory doesn t mean the end
of the war for some partic-•
pants (R) 160 min)
0- MOVIE:'The Silencers'
An American espionage
agent tries to prevent a defecting U S scientist froM
passing top secrets to a
Chinese mastermind Dean
Martin, Stella Stevens, Victor Buono 1966
- Discover: The World
of Science
0:162- Fame The teachers
prepare their own show for
the students and Doris and
Montgomery try a exper,
ment in telling the truth.(R)
160 min )
American
0
Adventure
4012,t - Sneak Previews
Co-hosts Gene Siskel and
Roger Ebert take a look at
what's happening at the
movies
Saturday Night

_

_

7:30 P.M.
X
- NFL
Minnesota
Football:
at
Buffalo
0-MOVIE:'Circle of Two'
A precocious school girl
and a world famous artist'
meet love and life with tenderness and passion RiBurton,
chard
Tatum
O'Neal 1980 Rated R
13
1a
Tennessee
Outdoorsmen
.21! - American Skyline

o

8:00 P.M.
- Simon &
(1%1
A man falls to his
death only minutes after
A J and Rick serve divorce
papers on him.jR)160 min )
CADID(E- Girirus A Break
Samantha thinks her first
kiss may have caused her to
become pregnant. (R)

a)
Simon

GUN RUNNERU
reported muesli
which NBC re
Spann and T
unvolvad in its r

P
IN
7C

NPR's
Werth
for Eh
Specia
a focus a
during if
gubernatl
Tuesdayr
Edition.

funding fa
possible
Murray-Ci
McCrackt
Christian
County Lei

V,Ky.. LIEDGEii &V1MES,Saturday . September II. 1902

THURSDAYCONE
- Sneak Previews
Co-hosts Gene Siskel and
Roger Ebert take a look at
what's happening at the
movies

0

O 2J

Odyssey 'Cree
Hunters of Mtstassini Tonight's program examines
how Cree Indian families
Join together to build log

cabins and prepare for the
cold months (R)(60 min.)

[Closed Captioned]
- MOVIE: 'I'm All Right

-

da•116.

Jock A young man, who
visualizes himself as an exeCutive in industry, goes to
work in a factory controlled
by his uncle Peter Sellers,
Terry Thomas, Margaret
Rutherford 1960

MOVIE:'McMillan
o
& Wife: Husbands, Wives
Ci)-

Killers' A murder
prompts the cOmmiSsioner

and

of his
closest friends and he finds
some skeletons in their closets Rock Hudson, Susan
St James, John Schuck
1971
I 3 ' - Nightltne

- MASH

(AD0T3 - Teachers Only

9:00 P.M.
(B

- Knots

Landing Abby grows more
brazen in her affair with
Gary while Val decides to
take direct action (R) (60
min )
ij) 0 3:1 - Hill Street
Blues Furillo learns that the
handgun used to kill a policeman was stolen from the
police department (R) (60
min )
O CE - Mystery!'Sergeant
Cribb.' Sergeant Cribb feels
that Henry has fallen victim
marriage-for-profit
of
a
scheme. (8) (60 min )
Captioned]
[Closed
O
- Nova 'Termites to
Telescopes' Dr Phillip Morrison of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology presents a commentary on the
nature of civilization (13)(60
mm ([Closed Captioned]
9:15 P.M.
O - TBS Evening News

GUN RUNNERS — A murder weapon is suddenly
reported missing in the episode of -Hill Street Blues"
which NBC rebroadcasts Thursday. Sept. 16. Joe
Spano and Taurean Blacque portray detectives
involved in its recovery.

- MOVIE: 'Looker' A
o
investiplastic surgeon
mysterious
gates
the
deaths of his patients. Albert Finney, James Coburn.
Susan Dey 1981 Rated R

10:00 P.M.
0LL

join
NPR's Linda
Wertheimer
for Election 82
Special Reports
a focus on the major issues raised
during the 1982 Congressional and
gubernatorial election campaigns,
Tuesday morningsat 8:300n Morning
Edition.

funding for this special report is made
possible in part by a grant from the
Murray-Calloway County, PaducahMcCracken County, HopkinsvilleChristian County Henderson-Henderson
County League of Women Voters.

WIMSSEL

Eyewitness News
0 (B 12 -News
3f)- Business Report
0
- Karate
Benny Hill Show
-

a)-

O

-

10:15 P.M.
All In the Family

10:30 P.M.

_ Nevvswatch
_ Sanford and Son

CL - Eyewitness News
CL0 - Tonight Show
O - News
0CU0
ABC News

- Captioned

_ MOVIE: 'The
a)
Westerner' The story of

Judge Roy Bean, who established himself as the only
law West of the Pecos'.
Gary Cooper, Walter Brennan, Doris Davenport, Dana
Andrews 1940
(B iIl Quincy -Quincy believes that a movie star's
death was not suicide (R)

_

(60 min )

10:45 P.M.
O - MOVIE:'The Goddess'
A lonely woman dreaming
of Hollywood stardom
struggles her way to the
top Kim Stanley, Lloyd
Bridges, Steve Hill, Patty
Duke 1958
a - MOVIE: 'Mommie
Dearest Against the glamorous background of Hollywood, Joan Crawford's real
life role as mother reveals
her desperation Fay Dunaway, Steve Forrest, Diana
Scarwid 1981
0

1 1:00 P.M.
- Entertainment

Tonight

Show

11:30 P.M.
0Utp - Nightline
CL - To Be Announced
016, - Late Night with

David Letterman
MASH

- MOVIE:'McCloud:
Little Plot at Tranquil
Valley' A cemetery director

(B

acts as an outlet for stolen
pharmaceuticals
Dennis
Weaver, Burgess Meredith,
Joyce Van Patten 1972

WKMS
highlights
Sunday.Sept It
9 Si a in Saint Paul Sunday Mumma
The Saint Paid Chamber Orchestra pertoms J S Rolf, Brandenburg Cons erto,
Coamod's Petite Syrophoine and Serenade
sot b> Brahms
5 p m National Radio Theatre Case
Which is Myself." Pat 0' Bnen, who won an
academy Award for portraying football
great Emile RotrIme stars as Casey
Stengel The one-man show was written
especially for SRI by novelist William
Rrashler
10 p in
Montreux Detroit Si
Birdr-TranerSco/Now' Thu eleven mese
hands' average age as =teen. they play
then own New Musw in a performance that
was an astonishing to the eye as it o to the
.r
Monday.Sept. 11
7 pin Advestures in Good Mioic, A
Strong Winch," the life and the rrusur of
Clara Wreck, wife of Hobert Scimmann, and
highly gifted pianist and comp.er in her
own nght
11 pm San Francisco Symphony
barber's (evertors to The Scheel far
Scandal. S,rnph.nv in B flat hy illausson,
.nd Brehm,Sirploonono tint)
10 30 p m Easy Street Art Tatum,
Modern Jars Quartet. Peggy lee Rah
Eckstme, Cannon Ball Adderly and Len
Bro.
Taeaby,Sept. 14
12 30 p in Radio Experience 'Audio Arcade — Invasion al the Goose Bump Penple," your enemy is your radio which intro
mg to invade your, body and mind Don't
allow what you hear in this game the old
300/$3, the stirring speeches
to give you
goose bumps Resat, harden your feelings,
or y.lose
6 30 p pro Midnight
Mountain of
Solitude" a county sheriff hunts for a
gangsters tut man on a mysiert., mountain and meets as insane hermit who also
seeks the tiller
10 30 pm Easy Street Tony Mattota.
(boar Peterson. Sarah Vaughan. Mills
Brothers, Rob Brookmeyer and Duke Ell
ington
Wedmalay,Sept LS
8 p rn Atikinaykee Symphony thoshestra
togas Foss conducts a pangs-aunt featuring
HaydenHaydn's Symphony no
and Delmasy's
Panama Ragoadle and Le Mar
N 30 p or Easy Street GeOrge Shearing.
Ella Fitzgerald, Nat Cole
Coleman Hawkins. and Fta Ion Marten,
Tharaday,Sept ii
6 30 p in The Hiton-Hder s Gisde to the
Galaxy Arthur T.i wises the mystery al
the planet Brotitol an uncontroKed proHerat. of doe shows apparently pushnnf
the onisnnoud civilisation into ...flour
collapse
pm New York PIM/on.. Leonard
Bernstein rooducts two works hi Braharro,
Tragic Overture and Serenade in A Maio,
sonli Stravmshy's Scam de Banal and
Symphony an Three Movements
10 W pm Eas) Street Nat Cote, Bud
Powell, Patty Page, Emu..lay., Bobby
Hackett and Stan Kenton
Friday,UK 17
Offall • A11-1.
4ghter,- a 24-hour lo,
ur
dronot is the scene win amen al paw-hobs.
murders
p
Advent.. an Good Music
I 'Sharon Twos" Karl Haas ushers in the
Jewish New Year inth pertinent moo of
the synagogue and esplasaing its orderlyIra mearung and philosophy

tInoeRnibeirk.

Brando, Kristen Riter, Matt
Goldsby 1981 Rated R

mu_ News/Sign Off
1:30 A.M.

O - Nighttine

to investigate some

8:30 P.M.
Principal Cooper experiences a mid-life crisis (R)
0EL - Portfolio

12:00 A.M.
O Z - Charlie Horse
- Jim Bakker

O

CI) -

Newswatch

12:30 A.M.

2:30 A.M.

5 - Eyewitness News
-4 - CNN Headline News
O 6 - NBC News

O - Inside the NFL Len

O

Overnight

O News/Sign Off
1:00 A.M.
O - MOVIE: 'Flight to
-

Tangier' A group of people
await a plane with a passenger carrying a three million dollar letter of credit
When the plane crashes,
the chase is for the two survivors who've bailed out
Joan Fontaine, Jack Palance, Corinne Calvet 1953

O - MOVIE: 'Student
Bodies' High school students are stalked by a psychopathic Inner
Richard

Dawson and Nick Buoniconti analyze this week's
NFL action and look ahead
to next week s games
3:00 A.M.
-

MOVIE: 'China Girl'

The loves and sacrifices of
an Eurasian girl and an
American newsreel photographer in 1941 war-torn
China
Gene
Tierney.
George Montgomery 1943

3:30 A.M.
0 - MOVIE: 'Looker' A
plastic surgeon investigates
the
mysterious
deaths of his patients Albert Finney, James Coburn,
Susan Dey 1981 Rated R

ABC regains top spot
in Nielsen ratings
LOS ANGELES 1AP
— ABC broke CBS' sixweek run as the leading
network in the weekly
prime-time ratings competition, while both
managed to place five
shows in the Top 10,
figures from the A.C.
Nielsen Co. show.
But for the second week
in a row, CBS'"M-A-S-H"
was first and ABC's "Too
Close for Comfort" came
in second.
ABC finished on top
with a rating of 14.0 for
the week ended Sept. 5.
The networks say say
that means in an average
minute of prime. time, 14
percent of the nation's
homes with television
were tuned to ABC.
CBS, which has finished in first place every
week since mid-July, was
second with 13.5, and
NBC came in third with
10.0.
ABC and CBS divided
the Top 10, although three
of CBS' shows, "House
Calls," "Lou Grant," and
•'WKRP in Cincinnati"
have been canceled, and
"M-A-S-H" is in its final
year. "M-A-S-H" won
with a rating of 23.2.
Nielsen says that means

In an average minute of
the show, 22.5 percent of
the television-equipped
homes in the nation saw
at least part of the program.
All three networks had
shows in among the
week's five lowest-rated
programs: "Walt
Disney's Beyond Witch
Mountain," CBS; "Code
Red," ABC; Movie''Freedom Road," NBC;
"Born to the Wind,"
NBC: and "CBS
Reports," CBS.
Here are the week's 10
highest-rated programs:
a rating of
23.2 or 19.3 million homes,
CBS; "Too Close for
Comfort," 22.4 or 18.7
million, ABC; "House
Calls," 22.2 or 18.5
million, CBS; -Three's
Company," 20.8 or 17.3
million. ABC; "Hart to
Hart," 18.6 or 15.5
million, ABC; "Lou
Grant,"18.4. or 16,3
million, CBS: "WKRP. in
Cincinnati," 18.2 or 15,2
million, CBS: -Laverne
and Shirley, 17.6 or 14.7
million, ABC; "Private
Benjamin." 16.5 or 13.7
million, CBS; "Flaity
Days," 16.4 or 13.7
million, ABC.

Bookmobile schedule
The schedules for the
Calloway County Public
Library Bookmobile have
been announced, according to Carolyn
Adams. bookmobile
librarian,
Stops include Sept. 13,
Ellis Drive, 10 a.m. to 11:
Hensley-Fox Meadows,
11 to 11:30; PhillipsPoplar, 11:30 to 12:
Tuckers, 1:30 to 2:30:
Dortch-Wiswell Road, 3
to 4:
Sept. 14, University
Day Care, 10 am, to

10:30; Charlie Brown,
10:30 to 11: BurgessHighway 121, 11:30 to
12:30; Audey Canon. 1:30
to 3; Hugh Miller-Green
Plains,3 to 4:
Sept. 15, Browns Grove
Community. 10:30 a.m. to
12; Coldwater, 12 to
12:30; Tuckers- Highway
299 North, 1:30 to 2:30;
Calloway Avenue,3 to 4:
Sept. 16, open for stop.
10 a.m. to 11; Stella
Grocery, 11 to 12; Hazel.
1:30 to 3;!man Avenue, 3
to 4.
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FUN pym
COMMERCE CENTRE

ROY STEWART STADIUM

10

UPSTAIRS
DOWNTOWN
GALLERY

BOY SCOUT MUSEUM

1

CLARA AGEE GALLERY

ROBERT E. JOHNSON THEATRE
LOVETT AUDITORIUM

Fine 4Decorative Art

Polo, Exhibits

MURRAY STATE
UNIVERSITY FIELDHOUSE,

Owners: Bill 8 Mickey Phillips
a

753-8900

m.-4 p.m.
,P•m•

WEST KENTUCKY MUSEUM

401 a. Maple St.

Steaks • Seafood
Quiche • Crepes

LAKOTA

Unique dining
Atmosphere
Sunday Buffet
Friday Seafood Menu,
Open 11 AM Daily
Chestnut at 16th L Five Points

Pizzo • Salae:
SandwicheE
Spaghett
Lasagna

3

Wednesday
Spaghetti Special

PAGLIATS

Fast Not Delivery
Open 11 AM Dailt
4 PM Sunday

4

5

JOHNS
TACO
EVE

Now
Featuring
Prime Ribs
Lobster

P" TUESDAY IS

Taco Tuesday
2 Tacos

99C

for only
Centro; Shopping Center
Across from the Stadium

6

1890's
Ice Cream Parlor
32 Flavors Hand Dipped

T Bones
Open

Western Sizzlin Steak House
12th St.

759-9555

10-10 Mon -Thurs
10-11 Fri.-Sat,
11:30-9 Sun.

Dixieland Center
On Chestnut
753-3604

J

owonnearlreirrYre-

p.N
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7

1

12
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MU
,AMERSRRAY
GALLERY

••=•••..•

COMMERCE CENTRE

STEWART STADIUM

PLAYHOUSE IN THE PARK

FRAMERS GALLERY

12

*Specializing in originals in all media
*Custom and Design framing of prints and orig,110
*Interior Design Consultants
*Ready Mode Frames
•Pre-cut mats
*Art Supplies and custom ordering
*Shrink Wrap(for showing or preserving)
*Art Classes
.- THE VILLAGE 641N.
10 a.m.-4 p.m.
753-0077

11

Puttertown Family
Recreation
Center
COUPONOFF
Miniature Golf

50c

Mon.-Fri. 5-11
Sot. 12-12
Sun. 1-6 & 9-12

Enter Our Mini-Golf
Tournament, win a
trip to Disney World
641 N. Murray Old Sonic toccktion
759-1433

Steaskta&

10
Chestnut

Street

;flea, Sp

'Es Pa
lop in

753-1314

Seafood Buffet

With Salad Bar
Shrimp Fried and Boiled) Frog Legs Oysters, Baked Fish
Clams, Seo Legs, Scollops. Hushpuppies. Onion Rings
and Potato
ONLY

Also Sunday Buffet d.
11 o.m. to .3 p.m. 4°998

7

9
AR • 0

Parlor

)loped
Dixieland Center
On Chestnut
753-3604

SIRLOIN STOCKADE
1.99 Lunches Served
Family Steak House

Mon.-Sot. 11 a.m.-4 p.m.
Dinner Nightly-Sun.-Thurs. 5 p.m.-9 p.m.
Fri. and Sat. 5 p.m.-10 p.m.

753-0440 S. 12th Murray

SPEED
21ST CENTURY
ENTERTAINMENT
At 12th & Main

tEDGEB & Thetk'Saturday,September 11. 19112

THE MLRR

FRIDAY
9/17/82

with his problems, tries to
reform Cliff Robertson Diane Baker Frank Converse
1980 Awed PG

5.30 A.M.
MOVIE 'Journey to
the Outer Limits A group of
city bred teenagers climbs
a mountain in Peru Nar
rated by Leslie Nielsen
-

12:00 P.M.
0-

MOVIE: 'One Sunday
Afternoon' Love and happiness erase bitterness from a
heart
Dennis
Morgan
Janis Paige Dorothy Malone 1949

6:30 A.M.

O - Video Jukebox
- Business Report

7:00 A.M.

O-

Inside the NFL Len
Dawson and Nick Buoni
conti analyze this weeks
NFL action and look ahead
to next week's games

1:00 P.M.
MOVIE. 'Detective
Story' A New York detec
live is psychopathically de
termmed to track down and
prosecute criminals Kirk
Douglas, Eleanor Parker
William Bends Lee Grant
1951

•_

8:00 A.M.
- MOVIE 'Gambit' 4 Eurasian girl and an English
man plot to steal an
invaluable piece of sculpture Shirley MacLaine Michael Caine 1967
- Yesteryear... 1969
Dick Cavett hosts this look
at the events of 1969

9:00 A.M.

O

MOVIE: 'Greased
Lightning' After World War
II, a black taxi driver is
steered into stock car racing Richard Pryor. Beau
Bridges 1977

11:30 A.M.

O - MOVIE. 'The

Pilot' A
pilot, using alcohol to deal

2:30 P.M.

o

_

New Shapes in

Education

3:00 P.M.
3:30 P.M.
4:00 P.M.
0-

MOVIE: 'Journey to
the Outer Limits' A group of
city-bred teenagers climbs
a mountain in Peru Narrated by Leslie Nielsen
$73 21' - Mr. Rogers'
Neighborhood

4:30 P.M.
- Electric Company

5:00 P.M.

O - Carol Burnett
0-MOVIE: The Man Who
Loved Bears' Henry Fonda
narrates this story of a man
who adopts a grizzly bear
113 .2f - New Americans

o

5:30 P.M.
- Bob Newhart Show

SA1

6:00 P.M.
Newswetch
0
- Eyewitness News
X - Rey Dempsey
431 - Winners
X - Scene at 6
- Inside the NFL Len
Dawson and Nick Buoniconti analyze this week s
NFL action and look ahead
to next weeks games
0 6 0-News
8 - Business Report
0 2i - MacNeil-Lehrer
Report
- Odd Couple
News
(F)

9/18/82
5:00 A.M.

O - TBS Morning
Louis Gossett Jr plays the
confidant of a mysterious
alien on the premiere episode of "The Powers of
Matthew Star: which NBC
unveils Friday. Sept. 17
(Stations reserve the rvnt
to Take lest-mmute chengeS I

4-CBS

- Fantastic Miss
Piggy Show Miss Piggy is
Joined by George Hamilton.
John Ritter and Tony CIO ton (60 min )
0',T.) (161 12) - Dukes of
Hazzard A shot of truth
serum helps spring the
Dukes from Boss Hogg's
trumped up charges (Ft)(60
rain )
- Look Inside the Cup
CD
- Powers of
Matthew Star (PREMIERE)
Matthew, a visitor from another world, meets two girls
at school but one of them is
an assassin sent out to destroy him (60 min.)
- On Location: Rich
Little The great impressionist performs his solo nightclub act

O

0- Solid Gold

11

8
(;)
Washington Week/Review
Paul Duke is Joined by top
Washington Journalists analyzing the week's news
- Focus
GED - Professional Golf
Series 'International Challenge Golf ' --Round 3 (60
min )

7:30 P.M.
0.0_,0Zi - Well Street
Week Louis Rukeyser analyzes the "80s with a weekly
review of economic and investment matters
Peoples Special

ED -Young

8:00 P.M.
(...t) A:0 - Greatest
American Hero Maxwell
enlists Ralph's aid in locating a missing person (R)
(60 min )
0Cji
Lti) _ Dallas J R
is riding high with Cliff
crushed, Bobby on the
ropes and Sue Ellen accepting his attentions (Ft) (60
min.)
- MOVIE: The
Martian Chronicles' Part 2
(C: - One & Only Anna
Russell
Kentucky
Entrepreneur
- MOVIE: 'Mom, the
Wolf man, and Me' A unique
school teacher interrupts
the lives of a free-spirited
photographer and her illegi-

-

ono 1.0.1,1

timate daughter Patty Duke
Astin. David Birney 1980
- Friday Night Fights
Coverage of professional
boxing is presented from
the Olympic Auditorium,
Los Angeles, CA.(2 hrs )

8:30 P.M.

O-

MOVIE: 'Lion of the
Desert' A guerrilla rebel
leads North African Bedouins in revolt against Italian invaders
Anthony
Quinn, Oliver Reed. Rod.
Steiger. Rated PG
I - Masterpiece
Theatre
'Testament
of
Youth ' Roland's accounts
of the fighting in France inspire Vera to become a wartime nurse (R) (60 min )
[Closed Captioned]

O

9:00 P.M.
0[13,130-Strike Force
Capt Murphy and his crew
investigate a woman who
has killed some conventioneers (R)(60 min )
0 a) fp
- Falcon
Crest Chase finally gets enough evidence to take Angela to court (6)(60 min.)
- Jazz Excursions

9:30 P.M.
0- TBS Evening News
0
- Inside Business
Arthur Rubinstein
This series features the
maestro's travels throughout the Mediterranean and
Europe at the age of ninety-

o

_

20 oz. SIRLOIN FOR TWO

793
$€p< 79I
$1141102
$x.AL)
$10
$ Xs
:
$15 /293

OUR FAMOUS SALAD BAR & SOUP

$3 9-20

to a paa. Ofve.ocraon

6 oz

QUEEN FILET

6 oz

LOBSTER TAIL
4 woo ruse Km row

SHRIMP
Carey 4,

Naga.

8 oz. FILET MIGNON
Ono. 'ha ...sr 40•

bar,

12 oz. NEW YORK STRIP

•

me
,•.

a,
tagr car..

We're Open

e•95-

KANSAS CITY STRIP

s

••• fag

45 Sleeks rowlerie Petals. Bread sad Dram Salad Bar
04e r.•• earove .4, wad
ow,r,

6:15A.M.
- Farm Digest
6:30 A.M.

4

CHOPPED SIRLOIN
OK a, ow..

10 Oz

Agriculture USA.

O

one (60 min )

10:00 P.M.
- Newswatch
0 X 3D - Eyewitness
News
•
139 .12.. News
la
- Business Report
(1)- Benny Hill Show

,

10:30 P.M.
C2i) - M•A•S•H
CF - Rockford Files

a Nightline
0CT _ Tonight Show

j
.HOLLAND
MEDICAL
The Finest In Home Health
Supply & Medical Equipment
*Featuring*
Remember Medicore
•Wiseel Choirs
•Crutches

•Beds
•Cones
•Support

and
Mere

will pay up 10 800,., of
your medical health
home cost if you ore
65 years or older

stockings

much, much
Caring For You Is Our Tradition
To Howllomd • Droo Slare-Dowolowo
OCEoMoT

0 2 - Children's Gosi
Hour
3 - New Zoo Revue
- Vegetable Soup
4 - To Be Announced
CD FEZ - U.S.Farm Repo

O

6:45 A.M.
0ij - Weather
ED - News

7:00 A.M
0 X al 0 - sec

FRI(

X

O - All In the Family

CO CC 41)L21. - Captioned
ABC News
13) MOVIE: 'Robot
Monster' Humans fight invading moon monsters from
Mars George Nader. Claudia Barrett 1953
(14) - MOVIE: 'Hardhat
nd Legs' A construction
worker enrolls in a sex education class to admire the
instructors legs Kevin Dobson. Sharon Glass 1979

Concert
- Solid Gold
News/sign Off

O

1:00 A.M.

4, - CNN Headline New
0
- NBC Nev

Overnight
1:15 A.M.

oO

- Atlanta Braves Repl.
- MOVIE: 'Looking f
Mr. Goodbar' A you,
teacher cruises the singl

11:00 P.M.
L2-1 _ Entertainment
Tonight
'T
Fridays
- MOVIE:'Harvey' A sister questions the sanity of
her brother whose closest
companion is an invisible
six-foot rabbit James Stewart, Josephine Hull, Jessie White 1951

a_

11:15P.M.
0

SnJo.wd.wmk wo • oowch 00

5:45 A.M.
-

14

6:00 A.M.

co

H 95-

RIB EYE

1

2 - Health Field
0 5 - Summer Semes
3 - Ag USA
- Between the Lines
(E) 12 - Perspective

1.- 4.J

753-1314

6-OZ TENDER JUICY FILET

8 oZ

On
MOVIE: 'Headm'
Broadway Four asprr
young performers come
New York City with th
hearts set on making •
big time Rex Smith, Vie
Reed, Terry Trees Pa'
PG

O

O

6-0Z BRAZILIAN LOBSTER TAIL

10 oz

LC- Sign

O-

6:30 P.M.
0

- P.M. Magazine
57l413 - Family Feud
3 - Barney'Miller
Major
League
Baseball: Atlarila at Cincinnati
0- Jeffersons
8 - MacNeil-Lehrer
Report
0 21 - Comment on
Kentucky
(13 - All In the Family
12 - MASH

New

5:30 A.M.

'Star' chores

O

Street
el:3e anti's'

SURF & TURF....$1

PAGE II

In

7:00 P.M.

O - Video Jukebox

21

Dealing

-

Oa( - Sesame Street

a)_

x.

1:30 P.M.

▪ _

O

4 - Phil Donahue Donahue
examines ho yv women are
portrayed in advertising
- MOVIE: 'Contract on
Cherry Street' A New York
City police inspector ,uses
methods to
unorthodox
stamp out crime Frank Sinatra Martin Balsam, Verna
Bloom 1977
0
- Phil Donahue Donahue talks with two American veterans of the Viet
Nam war who seek to be
reunited with their Amerasian children
10:00 A.M.
MOVIE:'The Goddess
A lonely woman dreaming
of
stardom
Hollywood
struggles her way to the
top Kim Stanley, Lloyd
Bridges, Steve Hill, Patty
Duke 1958

0 1ff Discipline

- MOVIE: 'All the
Marbles' Peter Falk takes
tag team wrestlers on the
circuit in search of fame
and fortune Vicki Frederick, Lauren Landon. Burt
Young 1981 Rated R
•

"Fire is one wa,
to lose a home,
your mortgage
outliving you is
another."
See me for
Mortgage Life
Insurance
1mm

11:30 P.M.

- Nightline
0
- MOVIE: To Be
Announced
_CO CU - Late Night with
David Letterman

12:00 A.M.
C2D - Charlie Horse
Show
110 - MOVIE: 'I'll See You In
Hell' During a getaway. a
Jewel thief does away with
one of his partners, only to
have the dead man haunt
him John Drew Barryrnore,
Max Knight. Eva Bartok
1963

12:30 A.M.
- Don Kirschner's Rock

Jane Rogers
Insurance
201 S. 6th
753-9627

Siam. F
Lilo .su•anco Comp.,
mom. ClOo• Moomonvon .noo

Li e goal ervajhbo,
Stare Farm. there

PAGF:II
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SATURDAY
9/18/82
5:00 A.M.
0- TBS Morning News
5:30 A.M.
4 -Sign On
- MOVIE: 'Headin" for
Broadway Four aspiring
young performers come to
New York City with their
hearts set on making the
bog time Rex Smith, Vivian
Reed Terry Treas Rated
PG
5:45 A.M.
4 - Agriculture U S A
6:00 A.M
O 2 - Health Field
0 5 - Summer Semester
3 - Ag USA
0- Between the Lines
ai)12 - Perspective
6:15 A.M.
- Farm Digest

6:30 A.M
€1 2 - Children Gospel
Hour
3 - New Zoo Revue
O - Vegetable Soup
4 - To Be Announced
- US Farm Report
6:45 A.M.
- Weather
- News
7:00 A.M.

ag

ID

2

3 0 - Super

Human Behav.

Friends

0 5 (E) . ;12

• _ Lone Ranger
9:00 A.M.
o 2_ 3 0 Richie

- Speed

Buggy

O - Romper

Room
4 0 6 - Flintstone
Funnies
▪ - MOVIE: 'Tulips' Two

-

o

• _ Super Heroes

7:30 A.M.
3_ 0- Thundery.,
Goldie Gold/ Action Jack
Comedy Hour
0.5'W
- Sylvester &
Tweety / Daffy 8. Speedy
Show
O - That Girl
4 0 6 - Shirt Tales
Spiderman
8:00 A.M.
O - Civilisation
4 011,: - Smurfs
0
- Understanding
2

n - News'Sign
1:00 A.M.

Off

4 - CNN Headline News
0 6 - NBC News
Overnight

1:15 A.M.
O - Atlanta Braves Replay
O - MOVIE: 'Looking for
Mr. Goodbar' A young
teacher cruises the singles

"Fire is one way
to lose a home...
your mortgage
outliving you is
another."
See me for
Mortgage Life
Insurance

9:30 A.M.
(15' (F) 12 - Gilligan's
Planet
4 0 6 - Gary Coleman
Show
0 - Focus on Society
10:00 A.M.

Human Behav.

a),_ Wild Kingdom

- Fonz/
Happy Days

8:30 A.M.
0CU 410 - Laverne &

O

CE4

12

O 4,4812 - Bugs Bunny
Road Runner Show
MOVIE: 'Pardon Me
For Living' Two 11 -year -

0-

o

olds discover the meaning
of friendship. Elizebethv

war on the IRS Edward
Herrmann, Geraldine Page,
David Ogden Stiers Rated
PG.
0X - Personal Finance
ID - Wild, Wild West
10:30 A.M.
O TT!'1 0- Heathcliff
Marmaduke
5
Meatballs &
Spaghetti
CD 8 - Personal Finance

ag12 _

O

o

11:00 A.M.
0

2
3 0 - ABC
Weekend
Special 'The

Joke's On Mr Little. A
teacher gives a lesson in
mischief to a pair of pranks•
tens.(R)[Closed Captioned)
GB if _ popeye,
O
Olive Comedy Show
0 - Jetsons
- Everybody's
0
Business

ID - Wrestling
11:30 A.M.
2 3 a _ American
Bandstand
O 5 0
- New Fat
Albert Show
O - MOVIE:'Fm All Right,
Jack' A young man, who
visualizes himself as an executive in industry, goes to
work in a factory controlled

ROB DUNN R Pt

BILL HEWLETT R

Nottand DAugo
PHONE 753 1462

MURRAY KY 420/I

Shouldn't You Be Receiving These Essential Pharmacy Ser-

vices.

Jane Rogers
201 S. 6th
753-9627

ACCURACY

PROFILE SYSTEM

CONVENIENCE

PERSONAL ATTENTION

SPEED

DELIVERY SERVICE Et MAIL OUT
FREE PARKING
EMERGENCY PHONE

Sian, i e, uleinstrance Comae.,
Herne Ones thaanunplen 11.C.
Li e a good roW9hbor
Stale Farm is Mere

by his uncle Peter Sellers,
Terry. Thomas, Margaret
Rutherford 1960
A.0
- Flash Gordon
0 TI - Everybody's
Business

12:00 P.M.
0 -6' 0 12 - NCAA
Today
- Were Movin'

- MOVIE: "Headin' for
Broadway' Four aspiring
young performers come to
New York City with their
hearts, set on making the
big time Rex Smith, Vivian
Reed. Terry Trees Rated
PG
0 6 - Atop the
Fencepost

0 8 - GED Course
0 21 - Writing for a
Reason
ID - Twilight Zone
12:30 P.M.
a
_ MOVIE: The
Liquidator A timid man who
loathes bloodshed and violence is hired through unusual
circumstances
by
British Intelligence as a liquidator He emerges as a
hero amidst various amorous involvements
Rod
Taylor, Trevor Howard. Jill
St John. 1966
- NCAA
O 32 (El
Football: Teams to be
Announced
3 - Mrtson Report
4 - BaekstageiGrand Old
Opry
0.6- i - Kentucky Afield
- Lawrence Welk
0 8 1- GED Course
0
- Writing for a
Reason
1:00 P.M.
0TiT - Major League

Baseball: Pittsburgh
at
Philadelphia /or Boston at
Detroit

0 X - Art of Being
Human

Hollands Customers Del
Free Medical Statements For All
Your Tao & Insurance Records

Insurance

-

Pandemonium
4:0 1 6- Incredible Hulk
and the Amazing SpiderMan
_ MOVIE: •Harry's War'
An average citizen declares

Shirley

109 SOUTII

(Srafrons reserve the rvnt
to fra*e 185r-1711,
44e Vianges

a)- Daniel Boone

a)-

bars looking for one night
stands Diane Keaton, Tuesday Weld Richard Kiley
1977
1:30 A.M.
2 - Dance Fever
O 5 - Eyewitness News
O - NewszSign Off
2:00 A.M.
0 2 - Newswatch
2:30 A.M.
IP 2)- MOVIE: 'Nicholas
and Alexandra' The story of
Tsar Nicholas II, his failings
as a monarch and the love
he had for his German wife
Micheal Jayston. Janet Suzman. Roderic Notle 1971
3:30 A.M.
O - MOVIE: 'Greased
Lightning' After World War
II a black taxi driver is
steered into stock car racing Richard Pryor, Beau
Bridges 1977
4:15 A.M.
O - Rat Patrol
4:45 A.M.
O - World/Large

Bill Murray is counselor-a:large in "Meatballs a madcap valentine to summe.
camp NBC will rebroadcast
the feature Saturday. Sept
18

negotiate a peace treaty
with a renegade Indian
leader Alan Ladd Audrey
Dalton Charles Bronson
1954
O - Inside the NFL Len
Dawson and Nick Buoniconti analyze this week s
NFL action and look ahead
to next week s games
0 LI - Focus on Society

FRIDAY CONT.
Concert
O - Soled Gold

Camp
follower

Rich/Scooby & Scrappy
Doo Show
- MOVIE: 'Drum Beat'
An Indian fighter sets out to

people
find
romance
through a mutual neurosis
Gabe Kaplan Bernadette
Peters Rated PG

El

fraIuriI.is rejiiriiibe r 11.1'182

Ward, Christian Slater,
Margaret Hamilton
0 a - Understanding

753.11305

NUMB( RS

- 7634816

Out huvntns ntst keeos growung We attnbute .1 to the atm,' We
tash,nced nut use the latest computet technology

0

- Focus on Society
110 - MOVIE: Point of
Terror' While driving with

his girlfriend, a young man
has an accident and is
shocked into amnesia over
the fear that he has killed
the other driver Peter Carpenter. Dyanne Thorne
1971
1:30 P.M.
0-MOVIE:'Spiral Road' A
young doctor devotes him

self to fighting a jungle leprosy epidemic • Rock
Hudson Burl Ives, Gena
Rowlan
1962
MOVIE: 'Cattle Annie
and Little Britches' Tough

0-

guys and bandits ride the
range in pursuit of banks to
rob and lawmen to fight
Burt Lancaster, John Savage Rod Steiger 1981
0- News
0
- Art of Being
Human
211 _ Focus on Society
2:00 P.M.
O - Public Affairs
CD
- American Story
0'Et _ Making It Count
2:15 P.M.
O 2 - MOVIE: 'Dakota
Incident' Indians attack a
stagecoach with the passengers J ust holding thier
own until they're helped by
an Indian brave Dale Robertson, Linda Darnell, John
Lund 1956
2:30 P.M.

o

- Gunsmoke

co a _ American Story
CI 21 - Making It Count
3:00 P.M.
8 - Victory Garden

0 21 - G. E. D.
ID - MOVIE:'Mara Maru' A
former Navy commander
leads a mobster to sunken
treasure, then battles him
for the diamonds Errol
Flynn, Ruth Roman. Raymond Burr 1952
3:30 P.M.
113 - MOVIE: 'Looker A
plastic surgeon
investigates
mysterious
the
deaths of his patients Albert Finney James Coburn
Susan Dey 1981 Rated R
0- Hogan's Heroes
0 X - Lap Quilting
CD 211- G. E. D.

4:00 P.M.
10X O- Wide World
of Sports —
13 5 - TSU Football
4 - Bobby Jones Gospel
Show

O ,t1- Fitness Motivation
-

This Old House

Carpenter Norm Abram installs the chimney for the
wood stove (R) [Closed
Captioned]

0

- Firing Line
- CBS Sports

Special: Marlboro Cup Coverage of this Invitational
Handicap race is presented

from Belmont Park, Eimont
Long Island NY (60 min )
4:30 P.M.
O 5 - Playboy All
American Football Team

0- Motorweek Illustrated
4 - Pop/ Goes the Country
6 - Nashville on the
Road
CD 8 - Magic of Oil
Painting
- National Rollerskating

O

Champioship
5:00 P.M.
O - World Championship
Wrestling
- Nashville Music
0-MOVIE:'Rollercoaster
An extortionist seeks one
million dollars after carry
trig out his threat to wreak
havoc at several crowded
amusement parks George
Segal, Richard Widmark
Timothy Bottoms 1977
0X - Montage
- Portfolio
13
- Matinee at the
Bijou 'Flying Deuces Laurel and Hardy star in one of

their all-time funniest adventures (RI 190 mini
• _ Kung Fu
4E412 - News
5:30 P.M.
- Carter Country
-He.
Haw
O ci
- News

0 6 -NBC News
0- Air'A•S•H
0 Ti - Tony Brown's
Journal The Black West
Tony Brown looks at some
of America s forgoven her
oes, the black cowboys
69
- CBS News
5:45 P.M.
- Southern Ill

6:00 P.M.
o'2

- Newswatch
Memories With
3
Lawrence Welk
4 - Scene at 6

0 6 ' - News
- Hee Haw
0
0 JD - Bobby Jones
World

ID - Dance Fever
6:30 P.M.
O ,2) - Teddy
Nashville
O

-

Bart s

Eyewitness News

SATURDAY CONT.
4 - Point to Point
0 6 - Accent
Tennessee
8
0
06.doorsmen
O 21 - Images of Indians
Nashville on the Road

_

7:00 P.M.
3 O-T.J Hooker
_•.••,sure from a TV
Sgt Hooker and
Rurnano investigate. a ser
• issadrits rai women

114

2

'
tr

GE)

12 - Walt
5
Disney Gus the Pigskin
A team
Conclusion
M,.

ti

:nports a Yugoslavian mule
that kicks 100-yard field
goals (60 min )
MOVIE: 'Horse
0 Soldiers' Col Grierson s
Calvalry
drives
Union
to
Tennessee
through
Louisiana in a daring esConfederate
cape from
forces John Wayne. William Holden 1959
4 0 .4 - Diffrent
Strokes Arnold and his buddies are terrorized by
school bullies (R)(60 min )
O - MOVIE: 'Harry's War'
An average c it.zen declares

A.O.Smith
CONSERVATIONIST
water heaters
offer a great return
on investment
for your residential
customers.

l'IN11..•.'xaturila%.'4-Wernher II. P482

tl

UBE

I' ti -1

war on the IRS Edward
Herrmann Geraldine Page
David Ogden Stiers Rated
PG
0 8 - Firing Line
21 - Arts '82
- Pop' Goes the Country
CO

7:30 P.M.
CD 21 - 1982 Drum Corps
ChampionInternational
ship Highlights
Backstage Grand Old
Opry

•-

2

P.M_.
30a
8:0

NCAA
o
Football. Michigan at Notre
ODame5

o

_

o-

9:00 P.M.

11:15P.M.

6

3 - Eyewitness News

Es_ MOVIE:'Which Way Is
Up" An orange picker acci
dentally becomes a union
hero and leaves his wife
and family Richard Pryor,
Lonette McKee, Margaret
Avery 1977 Rated R
0- Wrestling
11:30 P.M.
0 ,2_. - NCAA Football:
Vanderbilt at North Carolina
Solid Gold
O
L_132 - Here Come the Brides
Saturday Night
Live

12:00 A.M.
4 - Evening at the Improv
fis 12 - Saturday Night
Live

0
Annou-ncedrVi

OVIE,

To

Murray Supply
Co.

208E. Main

• ihe registered trademark •

753 3361

9

8

20

1

10:45 P.M.

11:00 P.M.
. - Newswatch
€1 4)

5:301
7:001
8:001
9:001
10:0(
1101
12:01
1 001

25 i
I
rii1W 1111h

32

Clt )1,
.
Nib

34 35

37

3

41

39

4 001
5 001
7 001

38

4

44

i
p

8:001
45
51

49
54

o

▪ _

1:00 A.M.
0 5 - Eyewitness News
4 - CNN Headline News
O - MOVIE: 'Nesting' A
mystery novelist undergoes
supernatural experiences in
the secluded countryside
Robin Groves Gloria GraCarradine
hame, John
Rated R

2:00 A.M..

4:15 A.M.

0 - Newswatch
O - World/Large
- Not Necessarily the
News This show promises
to be everything the current
news is not

4:30 A.M.
3 0- ABC News
O .0 - Pop' Goes the 113 - Agriculture U.S.A.

9:001
103i

53

52
5

D56

j

18

10:41
11:3
1 2:01
12:1!

ACROSS
34 Crazy
1.6 Shown, stars
36 Plays Aunt Esther
on Facts of Life
39 Mr Holbrook
12 Actor Gould
40 Mafia umt
14 Miss deHayilland
15 Played Fred Mertz - nil 43 Cakes and —
45 Wield
16 You — There
46 Daytunesirarna.
17 Race- unit
Mr Caesar
48
sign-off
18 Miss Day's
49 Mr •Segal's insigne
19 Historic time
50 Kind of shooter
21 Jaclyn Smith role
51 Bill and —
23 Miss Remick
53 Compass point
24 Mr. Skelton
'54 Role for Odessa
25 ,Doris or Dennis
Cleveland
26 Go wrong
56 Played McMillan
27 Knolls and Meredith
58 Soo on Barney Miller
30 Singer Peggy •
59 Knowing looks
32 Miss Derek
33 R•ght

1:15.
1:45.
3:15.
3:30.

r

DOWN
More recent
40 Archte's cook
Director Hitchcock
41 Beast ot burden
sign-off
Mr. Lear
42 She's Daisy Duke
Hush-hush outfit
44 Barbara and Anthony
Gary Cooper's
46 --ager
Sergeant —
47 Played Hutch
- 6...--Mrs- Goldherg
50 NiCklaUS. Watsori ef al
7 Cassius of Henry
52 — to Billy Joe
8 Hanks on Bosom
55 Miss Malone's sign-oft
Buddies
57 Compass point
9 Mr Villella's insigne
10 Houston team
11 Consumers' champion
SOLUTION
13 — off (angry)
20 Much — about nothing g 3'9
V.N V 1413 A
22 — Wanda Page
21.39.N. 19
Nosan
23 Mr. Elgart
3 N 00D_V cd 5.9
28 TV network
C1 I S 5VXJ. 3S n
29 Actor Jack —
• V'
BOW
30 Hill Street Blues type
---139 vd
31 Alias
j>lo
S
34 Tommy Rettig's dog
2:12f
35 Grand — Opry
33 1
37 Highway sign •
- .1.21 V•3/41
a 1 cl V 113
38 Wylie or Donahue
✓ IA t10 J.0 I .1.1.3
39 Pole tor Antonio
ADNVN
NO3>IDVV
Fargas
1
2
3
4
5
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Lt.t _

Not Necessarily the
News This show promises
lobe everything the current
news is not

11

9

28

12:30 A.M.
0 5 - America's Top Ten
3 - Wrestling
- MOVIE: 'A Bill Of
Divorcement' A woman
hopelessly in love, wants a
marriage that cannot be hecause of insanity in her faBarrymore,
John
mily
Katharine Hepburn, Billie
Burke 1932
News/Sign Off

05)

O-

10

8
e
17 l

111116

127

Be

o

CALL TODAY FOR
COMPLETE INFORMATION.

7

15
14

15 1
1
19 1

58

12:15 A.M.

0 2 - Prog cont'd
ribe TBS Weekend News
O- MOVIE 'A Bill Of
O 21 - Children of the Divorcement'
A woman
Tribe
hopelessly in love, wants a
10:00 P.M.
marriage that cannot be be0 5 - Eyewitness News cause of insanity in her fa12 - News mily
4 06
John
Barrymore,
MOVIE. 'Northwest Katharine Hepburn, Billie
Mounted Police' A Texas Burke 1932
Ranger, in Canada to capture a murderer, runs into a 0 2 2
1 :CA
30
lie. Horse
harM
Metis Indian uprising led by Show
Gary
murderer
a wanted
2:45 A.M.
Cooper, Madeleine Carroll.
- MOVIE: 'Agency' An
Paulette Goddard 1940
advertising agency plots to
10:30 P.M.
control the next Presiden- Gunsmoke
tial election Robert Mit4:11 - MOVIE: 'Not As A chum. Lee Majors, Valerie
Stranger' Story of a man s Perrine 1982 Rated R
desire and efforts to be3:00 A.M.
come a doctor Robert MitNewswatch
chum, Frank Sinatra. Olivia
De Havilland 1955
3:15 A.M.
4 - Saturday Night Live
O - Mission Impossible
O 6 - That Nashville
3:45 A.M.
Music
0 2 - To Be Announced
01
21
Kentucky
4:00 A.M.
Bluegrass
0 2 - ABC News
(E) 12 - Dance Fever

•_

MI

-

9:30 P.M.

itiramuarao

1
12

-

MOVIE: 'Outland' A
:*Jce-age marshall tries to
keep the peace in a lawless
mining camp on one of dunper's moons Sean Con1:30 A.M.
nery. Peter Boyle, Frances
-•-•nhagen 1981
- Entertainment
- Board and Care Tonight
"f.'s drama focuses on two GE) 12 - News,Sign Off
handicapped
mentally
1:45 A.M.
young people and the prob- Mission Impossible
lems they face (R)

More plumbing cont rat tor, than ever before
have beg LW recommending and installing
residential C onservationist water heaterWh
The reasons are simple. First, consumers are t !
interested in purchasing energy-saving produ, t,
if the pay-bat k Period is fast enough 'Second, more contractors are beginning to stress
the return on investment concept m selling
Conservationist water heaters. They point out
that the average extra cost of $100for a gas
Conservationist water heater will ordinarily save
the customer about $33 a year or more. And
that's a 33', annual return on the extra $100
investment. Better than money in the bank.

TELE-PUZZLE

ea 12 _ To Be Announced

1.1

OE) 121 - MOVIE:
The Shootist' A dying gunman seeking peace in his
final days is hounded by rivals John Wayne, Lauren
Bacall, Ron Howard, James
Stewart. 1976
4- 0 ..§, - MOVIE:
'Meatballs' An .irreverent
head counselor befriends a
summer-camp misfit Bill
Murray, Chris Makepeace.
ile Lynch. 1979
8'- Six-Gun Heroes
MOVIE: 'The Man'
IJ
Based on Irving Wallace's
novel about a Negro senator who ascends to the Presidency of the United States
through a fluke. James Earl
Jones, Martin Balsam, Burgess Meredith 1 97 1.
- 1982 NASL Soccer
Bowl Championship Coverage of the NASL Championship is presented from Jack
San
Stadium.
Murphy
Diego. CA (2 hrs 30 min )

P t1.1-. 13

Country

=

ci
43

o 6
0

o
0 2,
tIll
CD
(E) 12
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P%61. 13

—MOVIES—

NNE

5:30AM 0- The Looney Bugs Bunny Movie'
7:00AM 0- 'The Thirty Nine Steps'
8 00AM 0- 'Once More. With Feeling'
9 00AM 0- 'Irishman'
10:00AM CD - 'Full of Life'
11:00AM0- 'St. Helens'
1200PM 0- 'First to Fight'
1:00PM 0- 'Lion of the Desert'
0- 'Enchanted Island'
4:00PM 0- 'Journey to the Outer Limits'
5:00PM 0- The Looney Bugs Bunny Movie'
7:00PM 0- Any Wednesday'
0 The Thirty Nine Steps'
8:00PM 4 0 i.6.. - 'Murder in Texas' Part 1
• - 'Widow'
9:00PM 0- 'St. Helens'
10:30PM 0- 'Student Bodies'
• - 'I Married a Woman'
10:45PM 0- 'Enter Laughing'
'Columbo: Blueprint for Murder'
1130PM EP
12:004M 0- 'Irishman'
- •Columbo: The Green House
12:15AM
Jungle'
1:15AM 0- 'Tropic Zone'
1:45AM 0- 'The Thirty-Nine Steps'
3:15AM 0- 'Ski Lift to Death'
3:30AM 0- 'St. Helens'

3

3ther

nt
fsa

Ian
iy Miller
is

5 30AM 0 - 'Pardon Me For Living'
6 301M 0 - .Contract on Cherry Street'
8 00AM 0 - 'The Mountain Road'
9 00AM 0 - 'Harry's War'
10 00AM CD - 'Lust for Gold'
11 00AM 0- 'Foul Play.
12 OOPM 0- 'About Face'
1 OOPM CD - 'Killers Three'
2 OOPM 0- 'The Cannonball Run'
4 30PM 0- 'The Man Who Loved Bears'
8 OOPM al)0X - 'Murder in Texas' Part 2
O 'Looking for Mr Goodbar'
▪ - 'A Star Spangled Girl'
10 30PM
- 'Battle of the Coral Sea'
11 OOPM 0- 'The Story Of Esther Costello'
O - 'The Cannonball Run'
11 30PM la 13D - 'McCloud Shivaree On Delancey
Street'
• (12 - 'McMillan & Wife. An Elemen
tary Case of Murder'
1 00AM 0 -- 'Foul Play
Looking for Mr Goodbar'
3 00AM 0

-

k Jen
Duke
Anthony

LtSOnefdl
ie
'S
int'
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7 00AM U - •Rollercoaster'
8 00AM 0- 'Funeral In Berlin'
9 00AM 0- 'Tulips'
10.00AM CD - 'Harriet Craig'
10.30AM 0- 'Headin for Broadway'
12 OOPM 0 'Having Babies'
1:00PM
- 'The Big Land .
2:00PM 0- 'Rollercoaster'
4:00PM 0- 'The Kid From Not-So-Big'
7:00PM 0- 'Which Way Is Up?'
8:00PM 0 X (El 12; - 'Firepower'
0- 'Banyon'
1000PM 0- 'Agency'
10 30PM
- 'The Bait'
11 OOPM 0 -,5 - 'I Never Promised You a Rose
Garden'
- 'Our Man In Havana'

CUSTOM KITCHEN
CABINETS &
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

s

7534940
Solid

"Over 20 Years Expeoence
Wood Cabinets & Raised Panel Doors
Birch • Oak • Walnut• Cherry

Guncoses • Montles • •Bookcases •Kitchen
Cabinet Tops
Custom Built Furniture & Furniture Refinishing

- COMPETITIVE PRICES -1212 Momn
DROP BY AND SEE OUR DISPLAY

THURSDAY
9 16 82
5.30AM 0- 'Pardon Me For Living'
0A m
00
:3
7:
6
- 'The Looney Bugs Bunny Movie.
- 'Looker'
8:00AM 0- 'Bus Riley's Back In Town'
9:00AM 0 - 'St Helens'
10 00AM CD - 'The Night of the Grizzly'
11 30AM 0- 'Circle of Two
12 OOPM 0- 'Firecreek
1:00PM 0- 'Cockelshell Heroes'
1:30PM
- 'Mommie Dearest
4:00PM O - 'Pardon Me For Living'
4:30PM O - 'The Looney Bugs Bunny Movie
7:00PM
'The Silencers'
,
7:30PM
- 'Circle of Two'
8:00PM 0- 'I'm All Right, Jack'
9.15PM
- 'Looker'
10 30PM
- 'The Westerner'
10 45PM 0- 'The Goddess'
O - 'Mommie Dearest'
11 OOPM 0 C5D - 'McMillan & Wife Husbands,
Wives and Killers'
- 'McCloud Little Plot at Tranquil
11.30PM 411
Valley'
1:00AM 0- 'Flight to Tangier'
- 'Student Bodies'
3:00AM 0- :China Girl'
3:30AM 0-- •Lobkee

o

o
o
o

o

TUESDAY
9,14/82

isigne
ier

td

o

MONDAY
9/13/82

11

TimEs.•atuttla).September II. 1962

lag1 - 'The Betsy
11 30PM 0 - .Nesting
1 15AM
- .Tulips
1:30AM O - 'We Joined the Navy'
2.45AM 0 'Which Way Is Up?

FRIDAY
9/17/82
5 30AM 0- 'Journey to the Outer Limits'
8:00AM 0- 'Gambit'
9 00AM 0- 'Contract on Cherry Street
10:00AM c - 'The Goddess' 11 30AM 0- 'The Pilot
12.00PM 0- 'One Sunday Afternoon'
1 OOPM
- 'Detective Story'
1 30PM 0- 'Greased Lightning'
4 OOPM 0- 'Journey to the Outer Limits'
5 OOPM 0- 'The Man Who Loved Bears'
8 OOPM i4)0'.6 - 'The Martian Chronicles' Part
2
CD - 'Mom, the Wolfman, and Me'
8 30PM 0- 'Lion of the Desert'
10-30PM t 'Robot Monster'
'Hardhat and Legs'
11 OOPM CO - 'Harvey'
11 15PM 0- 'All the Marbles'
11 30PM 0CC - To Be Announced
12 00AM ci1 - 'I'll See You In Hell'
1 15AM 0- 'Looking for Mr. Goodbar'
2 30AM 0X - 'Nicholas and Alexandra'
3 30AM 0- 'Greased Lightning'

-

1:00AM
2:00AM
2:45AM

co

- 'Nesting
'A Bill Of Divorcement'
'Agency'
SUNDAY
9 19 82

5:00AM 0- 'St Helens'
8:00AM 0- 'Irishman
9:30AM 0- 'Crash Dive.
10:30AM 0- 'The Looney Bugs Bunny Movie'
CD - 'Go West, Young Man'
12100PM CD - 'The Key'
1:00PM 0- 'The Pilot
2:45PM ci1 - 'Roman Holiday.
- 'The Cannonball Run
3:00PM
3:30PM 0 X - 'The Enforcer
5:00PM 0- 'St Helens'
7:00PM 0- 'Endless Love.
- 'Swedish Minx
8:00PM 4
10:00PM 0 - The Cannonball Run
10:30PM 0 2 - 'The Stalking Moon
11 OOPM 4 - The Mysterious Two.
0 6. - 'Second Wind'
11,30PM 0 - 'Irishman'
1200AM 0 'Suspicion'
Student Bodies'
1:15AM U
2:00AM 0 - 'Separate Tables'
2:45AM 0 - 'Endless Love'

TUBE TALK
By Dan Lewis
HOLLYWOOD - Gavin
MacLeod, who plays the good
captain of "The Love • Boat.checks the series' list of
accomplishments with a good
deal of satisfaction.
"Our series is currently
seen in 81 countries." he says.
-In its five-year run, there
have been 19 shows put up
against us by the other two
networks, none of which has
been successful. We're the
only show in prime time, daytime (reruns) and late night
'also reruns) on one network.

_

quickly, to the starring role in
his own series.
"I was the only one on
Mary's show in a major role
who never won an Emmy.MacLeod recalls with some
bitterness. -I guess everyone
expected me to go back to the
heavy roles I played for so
many years before, or at best.
that I might land a secondary
role in another series.MacLeod sums up the success of his series:
-The thesis is to try to show
that at least one character in
the episode will return to land
a changed person." he says
'They used to refer to 'The
Love Boat' as an innocuous
series. The truth is that the
series is commercial television, and that's what viewers
want to see"
At 51. MacLeod has reached
a level of stardom where he
can be selective He would
like to return to Broadway,
but it would have to be on a
limited basis because of the
series.

SATURDAY
91882
5 30AM
7 00AM
8 30AM
9 00AM

- 'Headin' for Broadway'

0- 'Tulips'
0- 'Pardon Me For Living'

- 'Drum Beat'
1000AM0- 'Harry's War'
11:30AM
- 'I'm All Right, Jack'
12 OOPM 0- 'Headin' for Broadway'
12:30PM 0X - 'The Liquidator'
1:00PM 0- 'Point of Terror'
1:30PM 13 - 'Spiral Road'
0- 'Cattle Annie and Little Britches'
C_C - 'Dakota Incident'
2:15PM
3:00PM 0- 'Mara Maru'
3.30PM 0- 'Looker'
5:00PM 0- 'Rollercoasteri
7:00PM
- 'Horse Soldiers'
0 - 'Harry's War'
12 - 'The Shootist
,5,
8 OOPM
.±1.)0..6. - 'Meatballs'
- 'The Man'
9:00PM 0 'Outland"
ID
1000PM
- 'Northwest Mounted Police'
1030PM 0- 'Not As A Stranger'
11:15PM
- 'Which Way Is Up' .
12:15AM
- To Be Announced
1230AM 0- 'A Bill Of Divorcement'

ea

Murray, Ky.

•

Gas in MacLeod
"These are the days when a
show is lucky to get a 13-week
renewal. ABC has given 'The
Love Boat' a two-year renewal. And we'll do more originals next season than any
other show. 29i2 hours"
Not bad for a guy who was
only the fourth banana of a
series, and considered most
likely not to succeed after
-the Mary Tyler Moore Show"
left the air
Mary tried another series
which failed. Ed Asner enjoyed modest success until this
season as Lou Grant. Ted
Knight is the star of the
series. "Too Close for
Comfort." which has hit the
jackpot on ABC after two
seasons.
But few . expected Gavin
MacLeod, who played the sardonii. newsroom writer Murray Slaughter for seven seasons to move up, and so

SPEED FREAK — The
comic line-up at CBS
mornings
Saturday
includes -Sylvester &
Twee1y/Daffy & Speedy
a potpourri of animated
episodes
New
fun
featuring Speedy Gonzalez (above) and other
characters begin air play
Sept 18

PM
III' NIL It li

I' %I.' I ;

SUNDAY
- James Robison

9/ 1 9/82

6:15 AM

5:00 A.M.
06 - Weather
0- TBS Morning News
6:30 A.M.
0-MOVIE:'St. Helens' An'
0 2 - Face to Face
old outdoorsman and a
0 5 - Your Church of the
young geologist experience
Air
an earth-moving event Art
3 - Best of Kids Are
Carney. David ,Huffman
People Too Today s guests
Rated PG
Jodie Foster Matt Dilare
5:30 A.M.
lon and Rupert Holmes IRI
0 2 - Its Your Business
- It Is Written
6:00 A.M.
0 6 - Accent
ea
2 - Today s Black
(I3 12 - Perspective
Woman
O ,5 - Summer Semester
6:45 A.M.
4 - Farm Digest
3 - Three Stooges

Wood Burning
Stoves
Now On Display

1

R

7:00 A.M.
2 - World Tomorrow
0 5 - Jerry Falwell
- Cartoon Carnival
4
Courtship.i'Eddy's
Father
0- Earth, Wind and Fire In
Concert Taped during their
latest international tour.
this super-platinum group
performs their greatest hits
• LO_ - Montage
O Spiritual Uplift
0 La 0 21 - Sesame
Street
(E4
- Robert Schuller

Grace
3 - Day of Discovery
4
- Nashville Gospel
Show
- James Robison
• - Old Time Religion

0 5 - James Robison
3 - Reborn
4
Day of Discovery
0 6 - Paducah Devotion
0 21 - Sesame Street
Garner Ted Armstrong

_

9:00 A.M.
€11 2 - Kenneth Copeland
0 5 - Oral Roberts
- Gerald Derstine
o - Lighter Side
- Silhouettes of The City
• - Miracle Revivat Hour
- Mystery! Sergeant
Cribb Sergeant Cribb feels
that Henry has fallen victim
a
marriage-for-profit
of
scheme (R) 160 min
[Closed Captioned]
ED - Ernest Angley
II) 12 - Jerry•Falwell

9:30 A.M.
0 5 - Two Rivers Hour
3 - World Tomorrow
- MOVIE: 'Crash Dive'
Submarine warfare in the
North Atlantic is the backdrop for this love story Tyrone Power, Anne Baxter
Dana Andrews 1943
4-I0
- Herald of Truth
- Oral Roberts and You
- Electric Company
0
10:00 A.M.
- Rex Humbard
3 - PTL Club
4 0 (E) 12 - Jim
Whittington Religion
0 - Consumer Reports
The Feeling Fine Show
Fitness and health related
products are examined
- Changed Lives
0
0
- Matinee at the
Bijou 'Flying Deuces Laurel and Hardy star in one of
their all-time funniest ad-

o2

CENTER

:Stations reserve the right
to make last-mmute changes

8:00 A.M.
0 2 0 12 - Jimmy
Swaggart
0 5 - Show My People
3 - James Robison
- Lost In Space
4 - At Home With the
Bible •
-0- MOVIE: 'Irishman' A
man refuses to accept the
changing times of the early
20's
- Young at Heart
0- Trinity Tabernacle
0LA _ Appointment With
Destiny
0 21 - Mr. Rogers'
Neighborhood
America's Black
Forum

9:15 A.M.

RENTAL SALES

Hur

0I

The title of the show may
be ''Seven Brides for Seven
Brothers,- but so far only.
one has shown up and she's
played by Terri Treas. CBS
will broadcast a 90-minute
special Sunday. Sept, 19 to
introduce the series, which
begins regular play the following week.

6 - Amazing

0 6- Hamilton Bros

Krniiit VI.61 521 I

Brotherly
love

7:30 A.M.

a_

29995

a)•
0•
Gi)I
•

-

8:30 A.M.

o240 —

. t•rptentlicr II. l982

€.

• _

PRE-SEASON
STOVE SALE

II
'
tlF.S.11 u

0
(
girl
peci
mat

0
Cha
1•7:111
Pitt:
lear
he
Gre!
(R) I
0

ED
Dri
ventures OR( (90 min )
21 - Sesame Street
ED - Lone Ranger

o

10:30 A.M.

Church
)- Face the Nation
3 - This Week with David
Brinkley
0- MOVIE: The Looney
Bugs Bunny Movie' Bugs
Bunny recalls some classic
moments from -his film career 1981. Rated G.
0
- First Baptist
Church
0- Way of Life
ED - MOVIE: 'Go West.
Young Man' Story of a
movie star's adventures
while on a personal appearance tour. Mae West, WarWilliam,
Randolph
ren
Scott. 1936
fal) - Rex Humbert:* ..
1,21-;1

- Baptist

11:00 A.M.
0iJ- Newsmakers
4 - Meet the Press
0- First Baptist Church
0 21 - Electric Company
0 12 - Oral Roberts

1:30 A.M.
2 - This Week with
David Brinkley
0 5 ED 12- NFL Today
-Jerry Falwell
. 4 0(6 - NFL '82
- Sneak Previews
Each week co-hosts Roger
Ebert and Gene Stskel give
viewers their assessments
of what's flying and what's
flopping at local movie
theatres
Comment on
Kentucky

0 2i _

12:00 P.M.
C_SD ED li

_

NFL
Football: Dallas at St. Louis
- Our Daily Bread
4 - NFL Football: Los
Angeles Raiders at Atlanta
0- Teddy Pendergrass in
Concert Teddy performs his
Diggest hits
0 6_i - NFL Football:
Cincinnati at Pittsburgh
Andy Griffith
0 Ti 0
f
Washington Week/Review
Paul Duke is joined by top
Washington journalists analyzing the week's news
(I)- MOVIE:'The Key' The
commander of unarmed
seagoing tug is given a key
which he knows he must
pass on to another man in

a_

the event of his death. William Holden, Trevor Howard, Sophia Loren 1958

a newspaperman Gregory
Peck, Audrey Hepburn. Eddie Albert. 1953

12:30 P.M.

3:00 P.M:

i _ Major
O
Baseball: Teams

League
to be
Announced/or Local Programming At press time,the
teams and time of Major
League Baseball were undetermined If baseball is
shown at this time, it will be
followed immediately by local programming
Computer World
0la0 2j1 - Wall Street
Week Louis Rukeyser analyzes the '80s with a weekly
review of economic and investment matters

1:00 P.M.
11 0 - Merjor League
Baseball: Teams to be
Announced/or Local Programming At press time,the
teams and time of Major
,eague Baseball were undetermined If baseball IS
shown at this time it will be
followed immediately by lo5i programming.
O - Pre-Game Show •
- MOVIE: The Pilot A
pilot, using alcohol to deal
with his problems, tries to
reform Cliff Robertson, Diane Baker, Frank Converse.
980 Rated PG.
0 8
- Everybody's
Business
0 23J - Writing for a
Reason

1:15P.M.
League
Major
Baseball Atlanta at Cincinnati

1:30 P.M.
0
_
Everybody's
Business
0 ll - Writing for a
Reason

2:00 P.M.
Li 1,11 0 - Major
League Baseball: Teams to
be Announced If baseball is
shown at this time, it will be
preceded by local programming,
- Focus on
CD

Society
2:30 P.M.
0X0(s - Focus on
Society

2:45 P.M.

ED

- MOVIE: 'Roman
Holiday' A lonely princess
on holiday falls in love with

ED I2 _

NFL
Football: San Francisco at
Denver
4 - Jacques Cousteau
'The
MOVIE:
0 Cannonball Run' Contes
tants in a coast-to-coast
race will do anything to win
Burt Reynolds. Farrah Fawcett, Dom DeLuise. Rated
PG.
0LA - Fitness Motivation
._11r - Understanding
Human Behav.
0(2171 - Making It Count

Erni
For
ma
nua
Na
visi
hrs

Brit
Tor
iew
seri

3:30 P.M.
0
- MOVIE: 'The
Enforcer' Dirty Harry Callahan is teamed with a female
partner in his battle against
a violent band of revolutionaries. Clint Eastwood, Tyne
Guardino.
Daly,
Harry
1976
- Understanding
Human Behan.
0 21 - Making It Count

4:00 P.M.
- McHale's Navy
- American Story
0 21 - This Old House
[Closea Captioned)

4:15 P.M.

o - News

4:30 P.M.

a _

Western

Outdoors-

man
- Undersea World of
Jacques Cousteau
!41- Four Front
- Hogan's Heroes
0T - American Story
CD
- Kathy's Kitchen
Football:
- NCAA
Pittsburgh at Florida State

5:00 P.M.
0

i - Newswatch

C3D a _ ABC News

- Sunday Scene
0-MOVIE:'St. Helens' An
old outdoorsman and a
young geologist experience
an earth-moving event. Art
Carney, David Huffman
Rated PG
0
- News
- Art of Being
0
Human
Victory Garden
ED - Wonder Woman

0)211 _
O

5:30 P.M.

- ABC News

Noi

• t/:

THE *(AR All ,11(1..

PAGE IS

SUNDAtX)NT.
C1)- Wild Kingdom

fIT 04)- CHiPs Jon and
Ponch challenge their exconvict rtemeSIS in karate
combat (R)(60 min )
0- MOVIL 'Endless Love'
Two teenagers deal with
their obsessive love for one
another Brooke Shields,
R
Martin Hewitt
0X - Nova The Science
of Murder' Tonight's program looks aft murder
through the eyes
people
whose jobs deal with death
(R) (60 min ) [Closed Captioned]
National
(2D
CO
Geographic Special 'orm
prog
ilia.' Tonight's
looks at conservationIts
working together to ass
that the gorillas will not bf
come extinct (R)(60 min)
Ernest Angley
- NCAA
Football:
Boston College at Clemson

ao- Nice People

- NBC News
CC,0
- Kfl'A'S•H
Art of Beim;
Human
0121 - Science South

•

-

low may
)r. Seven

far only
nd she's
as CBS
3-minute
)1. 19 to
S. which
the folright
angas

6:00 P.M.

Rated

exclue- Code Recl A
girl refuses to leave her expectant mare after a toxic
material spills in a canyon
(RI (60 min )
Minutes
O 1L•
O - Best of World
Championship Wrestling
4 ;0'LC - Stealer and the
Pittsburgh Kid A 9-year-old
learns about values when
he is adopted by Mean Joe
Greene and his teammates
(R)(60 mm )
Personal Finance
0Z.; - Black Stream
Hardy Boys/ Nancy
Drew
ID

n_60

a)_

-

•_

P.M:
- NFL
Francisco at

Cousteau
'The
OVIE
Ion' Contes
:oast-to-coast
ything to win
„ Farrah Faw
iLuise Rated

ss Motivation
Inderstanding

8:00 P.M.

8:30 P.M.

nari Gregory
Hepburn, Ed53

-

Personal Finance

7:00 P.M.

O

a)

_

1982
Emmy'Awards Hosts John
Forsythe and Mario Thomas present the 34th Annual Emmy Awards of the
National Academy of Television Arts and Sciences.(3
hrs.)
Seven
Brides For Seven Brothers
Tonight's program is a preview of the upcoming CBS
series. (90 min )
O Nashville Alive

as c_-524F

-

Football:
0 - NCAA
Oklahoma St. at Tulsa
(Teams Are Tentative)
- MOVIE:
[X) ELI
'Swedish Minx'
Es
Masterpiece Theatre '7estament of Youth ' Devastated by Roland's death,
Vera devotes all of her time
to nursing (R) (60 min.)
[Closed Captioned]
(1)- Black Pulse

-

_

8:30 P.M.
- September Journal
fiD - Bryant Productions

ing It Count

P.M.

MOVIE: The
y Harry Callawith a female
battle against
. of revolutionistwood, Tyne
Guarchno
r

P.M.

s Navy
orican Story
s Old House
oned)

Get

$500
OFF

P.M.

ea World of
iteau
int
Heroes
irican Story
iy's Kitchen
kA
Football:
Florida State

P.M.

PERMS
Through the
Month
of September

,swatch
News
Scene
St. Helens' An
,man and a
ist experience
ng event Art
id Huffman

in

of

Being

)ry Garden
Woman

P.M.
News

with Mel to put he, in
charge of the diner daring
his short absence (R)
9:00 P.M.
- Trapper
0(11•
John, M.D.
0- Country Music US.A.
Roy Clark hosts some of
Country Music's great entertamers.
0CID - Street of Dreams:
Rob
Rob
McConnell
McConnell and the Boss
Brass perform in concert at
Howard Rumsey's Concerts
by the Sea in Redondo
Beach, CA (60 min )
0 Ii - Matters of Life &
Death
CD - Jerry Falwell

la

7619 H.C. MATHIS DRIVE,
PADUCAH, 447.4386

,..
h

"Fatitastic

(IPSani:s

_

Mizzou Football

12:00 A.M.
0- MOVIE: 'Suspicion' A
wealthy girl Suspects her
husband of plotting to kill
her Cary Grant, Joan Fontaine, Sir Cedrick Hardwicke 1941
12:15 A.M.
News,Sign Off

_

ED - News/Sign Off
1:00 A.M.
(1)- ABC

News
- CNN Headline News

1:15 A.M.

_ MOVIE.

'Student
Bodies' High school students are stalked by a psychopathic killer Richard
Brando, Kristen Atter Mart
Goldsby 1981 Rated R

•

12:30 A.M.

2:00 A.M.

0 L - Jack Anderson
Confidential
Eyewitness News
- Directions

-

0

- MOVIE. 'Separate
Tables' Individual drama
envelops the guests of a British seaside resort Deborah

Kerr, Rita Hayworth David
Niven 1959
ED - NCAA Football
Boston College at Clemson

2:45 A.M.
0-MOVIE,'Endless Love'
Two teenagers deal with
their obsessive love for one
another Brooke Shields
Martin Hewitt Rated R

4:00 A M
- World/Large
(1) - Masters Barefoot
Waterskiing Championship

4:30 A.M.
- It's Your Business

9:30 P.M.
10:00 P.M.
- Newswatch
0EID - Eyewitness News
(3D 0- ABC News
0CU cE)
News
0 - MOVIE: 'The
Cannonball Run' Contestants in a coast-to-coast
race will do anything to win.
Burt Reynolds, Farrah Fawcett, Dom DeLuise Rated
PG
Matters of Life &
Death
(1)- Wrap Around

n_

(;),_k! _

10:15 P.M.
(1)- Eyewitness News
- Jim Bakker

10:30 P.M.
0c„t, _ MOVIE:

'The
Stalkiikg Moon' An Indian
fighter; trapped in deadly
cornball with a ruthless
Apachtewsll stop at nothing
to recapture his son, even if
it means murdering the
Gregory
mother.
boy's
Peck, Flea Marie Saint
1969
.
Rockford Files
;T)- Rey Dempsey
- Miller and Co.
- Frank Beamer
0
Show
- Crisis to Crisis
0
With Barbera Jordan 'Fire
Tonight's
on the Water
program documents the
conflict of American and
in
Vietnamese families
Texas'shrimp fishing industry. (6-0 min.)
Jack Van Impe
CBS News

1 1:00 P.M.
(1)- 700 Club
0-Weak In Review
'The
MOVIE:
Mysterious Two'
0 IJ - MOVIE: 'Second
Wind' A man to whom everything in life comes easily
discovers that the things
difficult to come by are
more worthwhile James
Naughton, Lindsay Wagner, Tedde Moore 1976

11:15 P.M.
- Andy Griffith
OTIMPIC PLAZA,
MURRAY, 753-0542

cEp

19E2

0LE)- Dick Cavett Show

as_
• n10:45 P.M.
• et _ Face the Nation

P.M.

irn Outdoors-
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_

inderstanding
ing it Count

041

e(ED_ Alice Vera plleds

0C2)- it's Your Business

11:30 P.M.
- Kojak
- MOVIE: 'Irishman' A
man refuses to accept the
changing times of the early
20's
ED - NCAA Football:
Pittsburgh at Florida State

11:45 P.M.
- Andy Griffith

MASK OF COMEDY — Fonzie gets the chance to meet his boyhood hero, the Lone
Ranger, in the "Happy Days" episode ABC broadcasts Tuesday, Sept. 14, John
Hart plays the Masked Stranger; Henry Winkler is the Fonz. Also featured: Tom
Bosley, Anson Williams and Scott Belo,

SOAPSCOOP
By Nancy M. Reichardt
All this month a host of
opera stars including Lisa
Wilkinson (Nancy Grant on
"All My Children"), John
Gabriel (Seneca Beaulac on
"Ryan's Hope"), Colleeen
Zenk (Barbara Stenbeck on
"As the World Turns"), Tom
Nielsen (Floyd Parker on

on the Mall in Paramus, N. J.
The special event, aptly
named -Soap Stars on Stage."
can be seen at 8 p.m on Fridays and 530 p.m. and 9 p.m.
on Saturdays. Call the theater
for reservations.
When a recent segment of
-As the World Turns" called
for a sculpture exhibit, Frank
Runyeon (Steve Andropolous)
quickly land anonymously)
suggested an artist whose
work had always impressed
him. After auditioning each of
the entries, the show's producers decided to follow Frank's
recommendation. The sculptress, whose work had been
widely exhibited, turned out
to be Frank's talented sister,
Jane. It just goes to show that
a little nepotism never hurts_
Michael Young, host of
"ABC Weekend Specials" and
a commentator for that
network's "Wide World of
Lisa Wilkinson •
Sports," has been signed to
host "Soap World,- a new
syndicated
"Guiding Light") and the Par- half-hour
ker Brothers Band. Ernie news 'feature magazine that
month.
this
premiered
on
Townsend (Cliff Nelson
"Edge of Night"). Mariann Already seen in over 60'
Aside (Did) Bannister on markets, the show spotlights
"EON") and Hugo Napier the stars, news, trends and
(Gunner St Clair on "ATWT") activities of daytime and
can be seen at the Playhouse prime-time soap operas Also

included are three-minute dainews
ly "diary - and
-highlights" segments provided by Soap Opera Digest
Magazine John Gabriel(Seneca Beaulac on "Ryan's Hope")
hosted the series pilot, but has
withdrawn from the daily
series due to prior commitments "Soap World" is a Jack
Barry and Dan Enright Production in association with
King World Productions
John McCafferty (Billy Joe
Wright on "Texas-) recently
spent time in California
searching for a record company to distribute his soon-to-becompleted EP two songs on a
side) album John will also be
featured on a Christmas
album along with several
other soap stars. Well tell you
more about the album in a
future column
VICTIM OF DESIRE —
Farrah Fawcett plays the
wife of a wealthy doctor
whose sudden death
sparks an investigation
in -Murder in Texas," the
NBC project rebroadcast
in two parts, Monday.
Sept. 13 and Tuesday,
Sept, 14.

l'
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Television sports in full force this weekend
Conference, has seven
games. with six National
Conference games on
CBS. ABC's first Monday
night game of the year
has the Pittsburgh
Steelers against the
Dallas Cowboys.
TV's look at the NFL
will be as widespread as
ever, and a good deal
more expensive. Last
winter, the three networks signed five-year
contracts with the NFL
worth a record total of $2
or, $14 million
billion
per team per season just
from television rights.
The. reason for the bigbucks commitment is

By LARRY SIDDONS
AP Sports Writer
Television sports gets
its No.1 attraction back in
full force - this weekend,
with one eye trained on
the field and the other on
the bargaining table.
Both views are heavily
laden with dollar signs.
The National Football
League opens its 1982
season Sunday. NBC. the
network of the American

STAR
SCENE

easy to see. NFL games
pulled in record ratings
last season on CBS, with
the numbers for ABC and
NBC only slightly below
their high-water marks.
And Super Bowl XVI was
the -.most widely viewl
sports event ever — in
fact, the third mostwatched TV show' in
history, coming in behind
only the "Who Shot JR."
episode of -Dallas" and
the final edition of
"Roots."
With intelest high in
the wake of the San Francisco 49ers' dramatic 1981
championship season and
parity more prevalent

ratings — and income
from commercial tune —
could be expected this fall
and winter. But there's a
gremlin lurking in this
fairy tale scene.
The NFL Players
Association is threatening to strike unless the
club owners agree to a
wage scale based on a fixed percentage of the
clubs' gross revenues. A
walkout is "inevitable,"
says union executive
director Ed Garvey,
though he says it won't
happen on the opening
weekend.
That could mean many

Jack Smith was alrea
nationally known as a sing
he started as a teen-ad
soloist with a trio backing
Kate Smith on her radio shogt)
when he was hired in 1958 aa
the host of You Asked for It:
He replaced Art Baker wily
confided to Jack at the ti
that he found Some of t
show s challenges were sc

WE'VE EXPANDED OUR Et FCTRONICS 114FPT
25 Diagonal
COLOR
ON SOLE

19 Diagonal
COLOR TV

ing htm

tinter'11.79-- been- rev-we:
signed on The. show -

adjustment probably
would be open to negotiation, Pinchback added.
"We've always gotten
along very well with the
networks and we'd probably sit down and determine how much money
was involved," he said.
"It's not a black-andwhite thing; you can't say
'If this happens, then'this
will be the case.' It will
take some discussion."
The depth of support
for a strike among the
players could be a key
factor in determining
how much — if any — the
network rights payments
would be reduced.

1

13 Ruth Thompson

When the
first run in.
himself empi,
he says, at a _job he en) .
much as -YAFI

things to the networks
and their bankbooks.
As in most contracts,
those between the NFL
and ABC, CBS and NBC
contain escape clauses.
-There has been
language in every contract we've had with the
networks that says
basically, if games are
not played there will be
an adjustment in the payment." said Val Pinchback. the NFL's broadcasting chief.
"Say there's a strike.
There would be an adjustment, and we would not
get some of the money."
Just how much of an

then ever, even higher

•i•

as
st
iv
a

starting its third re,r.,
!ion this time out as a :.._
..yniiteated production
During one of the hiberrillt
periods in the Ian,
itt
Smith tried to buy th.• :
ti i the show Prescient i:.
says he sensed the public wik
ready again for the -Y .1 PT
uS
format a multi-segmen,
gs
focusing on incretiihi,• •
as
Of [help
SOFTW
•
involving real peoi
whom often, was the host
__lark says the last reyi4
attempt didn't quite wo0,
because The format woe
altered to include COI`
.re
, season. he's
Now till:
satistied: •I- We're back • Alt•
basics that made our
success Every segment .A1'
sterns from a letter asking
-a credit to the ser
owner. Sandy Frank. and
Jack's 25-year span of ent
siastn, that the new show
now titled. -Jack Smith's
Asked for It.- particula
since Jack didn't ask for t t
recognition
Soft-spoken Jack minim'
the ration • of derring
segments. pointing Out t t
. many of the requests are
cultural and lifestyle pro
• W:th five programs a wee I
can I get out into the fi
myself as much as I'd lik I
do plan to go to China
other-places.- But have
risk', elements been totally
phased out? "BY and large the
public has tempered its
:requests, at least a little Bat
there will always be people
who want as dangerous a
thing as you can give theft.
And there will always be
somebody who wants to do

COLOR
MONITOR

COLOR
• .;0Ior Monitor System adjusts color
picture before you see it • Automatic
Frequency Control locks in channel
settings without readjustment • In-line
Black Matrix picture tube • Performance u
solid state chassis

_

NOW ONLY
$
36995

Model 25EM 28061.1

MONITOR

Model 19PC3706W
-ab,net ,onstracted 01 nign-impact plast

I

Ear', Arne, ,!'
. , •_abinet con
structect of genuine hardwood solids wood
rompos,tion hoard and yrnolated wood
accents

Reg. $699.95

• Color Monitor System adjusts color
picture before you see it • Automatic
Frequency Control locks in channel
settings without readjustment • In -line
Black Matrix picture tube • Performance II

NOW
ONLY $57995

solid state chassis

WE SERViCE G.IPRODUCTS
TV
and
STEREO

8-HOUR VHS
VIDEO CASSETTE
RECORDER

Model 1VC R 2002x

REMOTE
PAUSE
CONTROL

• Watch one program record
another Pre-set to record 1
event up to 10 days in advance
• Remote pause control • Pushbutton electronic tuner • Digital
electronic tape counter and
memory
Rpg $899 95

°Nr, '599"

GE ROAD SHOW
PORTABLE ENTEtiTAINMENT CE NitR

Model 3X M3214E
• 3 diagonal black. white TV • Stereo
micro-cassette fecOrder • Two tare speeds
• FM stereo and AM radio • 3';''speaker,,,
Some As Cosh
• Stereo balance and tone controls • Thrw Daystge
way power for AC DC
Up To 24 Months
.•Fiarume
use • LED VLPtuninblOW ONLY—
-43M Holds Your layaway
meter • Dual antenna
system

$29995

Until Christmas
-

